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Instructions for this document

The Antifragility Almanac can serve as one-stop shopping for any concepts, resources or

references you need as youwork through your antifragility training. To best leverage this almanac,

consider navigating it by using the followingmethods.

(1) Command F

The “command F” function will open up a search bar for this document.

Enter the concept or lesson of interest to highlight every instance of it in the almanac.

(2) Bookmarks and Links

Make use of the navigation links provided in the table of contents.

You can also navigate to the table of contents from any page by clicking on the “Table of Contents”

link at the bottom of every page.
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The TAA Framework

TopDown = Thinking about your thinking. Metacognition.

BottomUp = Leveraging bodily awareness and emotional intelligence.

Outside In = Building an environment for antifragility.
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The Antifragile JourneyOverview
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Key Points &Additional Resources

Chapter 1: Answering the Challenge

Lesson #1: This is Not Therapy (Coaching vs. Counseling)

Key Content Points:

1. Therapy is a form ofmental health treatment that aims to help individuals address and

managemental health concerns. It can involve various forms of treatment, such as talk

therapy, medication, and lifestyle changes. However, certain activities, such as coaching or

training, are not considered therapy.

2. While coaching or training is not a replacement for therapy, it can be a helpful complement

to therapy. It can provide individuals with additional skills and tools tomanagemental

health concerns and improve their overall well-being.

3. It's important to seek professional help when dealing with severe cases of depression or

mental illness. If you are experiencing suicidal thoughts or severe depression, please seek

immediate professional help. There aremany resources available, including therapy and

crisis hotlines, that can provide the support and care you need

Additionals Resources

Links
● National Suicide Hotline

● Find a therapist (Mental Health America)

● Do you need a coach or a therapist?
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https://988lifeline.org/
https://www.mhanational.org/finding-therapy
https://www.betterup.com/blog/coaching-versus-therapy


Lesson #2: The TAA Framework?

See page 4
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Lesson #3:What is Antifragility?

Key Content Points

1. Antifragility refers to the property of systems that allow one to thrive in the face of volatile

and uncertain conditions by embracing discomfort, and seeing stress and adversity as

opportunities for growth and learning

2. While both resilience and antifragility involve shocks, setbacks and disorder, resilience is

concernedwith sustaining performance bymanaging obstacles, whereas antifragility views
stress as ameans for transformation

3. One can develop antifragility by reframingmistakes and obstacles as opportunities for

learning and development, actively seeking out novelty and embracing experimentation,

and challenging oneself to try new things outside their comfort zone

Additionals Resources

Podcast

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Alia Crum: Science ofMindsets for Health & Performance

● Moonshots Podcast – NassimNicholas Taleb: Antifragile

● The Psychology Podcast – The Latest Science of GrowthMindset with Carol Dweck, Ph.D.

Talks

● Talks at Google – Antifragile: Things That Gain fromDisorder

● Don’t Chase Happiness | Become Antifragile – Dr. Tal Ben-Shahar

● Antifragility: How to Use Suffering to Get Stronger

● How toMake Stress Your Friend | KellyMcGonigal, Ph.D.

Books

● Antifragile: Things That Gain FromDisorder by NassimNicholas Taleb

● Mindset by Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D.

● The Upside of Stress by KellyMcGonigal, Ph.D.
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https://hubermanlab.com/dr-alia-crum-science-of-mindsets-for-health-performance/
https://www.moonshots.io/episode-88-nicholas-taleb
https://the-psychology-podcast-with-scott-barry-kaufman.simplecast.com/episodes/carol-dweck-the-latest-science-of-growth-mindset-_L_hDcwK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3REdLZ8Xis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-or_D-qNqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISjRSek5Xbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcGyVTAoXEU
https://www.amazon.com/Antifragile-Things-That-Gain-Disorder/dp/0812979680
https://www.amazon.com/Mindset-Psychology-Carol-S-Dweck/dp/0345472322
https://www.amazon.com/Upside-Stress-Why-Good-You/dp/1101982934


Lesson #4: Some of its under your control

Key Content Points

1. Over the past few decades, there has been a wealth of research on the science of
well-being and resilience. Studies have shown that our happiness, success, and overall
well-being are not solely determined by genetics or external circumstances, but can be
actively cultivated through intentional practices.

2. There are many strategies for cultivating well-being and resilience that have been
scientifically proven to be effective.

3. This journey will teach you about those scientifically backed strategies and give you
opportunities to practice them.

Additional Resources

Books
● The How of Happiness by Sonja Lyubomirsky
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https://www.amazon.com/How-Happiness-Approach-Getting-Life/dp/0143114956/ref=asc_df_0143114956/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312069250960&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=17845323349551206392&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9017529&hvtargid=pla-451800818355&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=61316180599&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=312069250960&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=17845323349551206392&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9017529&hvtargid=pla-451800818355


Lesson #5: Personality and disposition

Key Content Points

● Personality refers to the unique set of traits, behaviors, and thought patterns that

distinguish individuals from one another, and shape their perceptions of the world around

them and interactions with others

● Personality is a dynamic construct andmay change throughout one’s lifespan (particularly

during adolescence and early adulthood), influenced by a variety of factors including

genetics, the environment, individual experiences and life events

● The Big Five Inventory, an enhanced version of the Big 5 Personality TraitsModel

(openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism) is a reliable

and valid measure of personality used across multiple cultures to predict various outcomes

● Personality traits, particularly those within the Big 5 Framework, are important predictors

in the context of athletic performance andwellbeing; successful athletes often displaying

higher levels of conscientiousness, openness, extraversion, grit and self-esteem, and lower

levels of neuroticism and low agreeableness – commonly linkedwith burnout, competitive

anxiety, and fear of being judged by others

Additionals Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast – The Science of Personality Change | Christian Jarrett

● HereWeAre Podcast –Wellbeing & Personality | Colin DeYoung

● Hal Elrod Podcast –Why Your Personality Isn’t Permanent with Dr. Benjamin Hardy

● ModernWisdomPodcast – The Truth About Your Personality | Dr. Benjamin Hardy

● The Psychology Podcast – Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance | Dr. Angela

Duckworth

Talks

● The Psychology of Your Future Self | Dan Gilbert

● Who are you, really? The puzzle of personality | Brian Little

● You Can Change Your Personality | NathanHudson

● YouDon’t Actually KnowWhat Your Future SelfWants | Shankar Vedantam

● Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance | Angela Duckworth

Books

● Me,Myself, and Us: The Science of Personality and the Art ofWell-being by Brian Little

● WhoAre You, Really? by Brian Little

● Personality Isn’t Permanent by Dr. Benjamin Hardy
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https://scottbarrykaufman.com/podcast/christian-jarrett-the-science-of-personality-change/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QiO1a4_L7g
https://miraclemorning.com/dr-benjamin-hardy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s71nR2CLNew
https://scottbarrykaufman.com/podcast/angela-duckworth-on-grit-the-power-of-passion-and-perseverance/
https://scottbarrykaufman.com/podcast/angela-duckworth-on-grit-the-power-of-passion-and-perseverance/
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_gilbert_the_psychology_of_your_future_self?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYvXk_bqlBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLhkvGGVUig
https://www.ted.com/talks/shankar_vedantam_you_don_t_actually_know_what_your_future_self_wants
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H14bBuluwB8
https://www.amazon.ca/Me-Myself-Us-Personality-Well-Being/dp/1610396383
https://www.amazon.ca/Who-Are-You-Really-Personality/dp/1501119966/ref=sr_1_2?qid=1677635072&refinements=p_27%3ABrian+R.+Little&s=books&sr=1-2&text=Brian+R.+Little
https://www.amazon.ca/Personality-Isnt-Permanent-Self-Limiting-Beliefs-ebook/dp/B07N5H5C4N


● The Art and Science of Personality Development by DanMcAdams
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Lesson #6: Learning strengths

Key Content Points

1. Every student athlete or anyone looking to grow has unique learning strengths that can

help them developmore efficiently and effectively.

2. Leveraging your unique strengths can help you achieve success both on and off the field.

For example, student athletes who excel at problem-solvingmay be able to think critically

andmake quick decisions during games, while those with strong visual-spatial skills may

excel in sports that require spatial awareness and coordination.

3. It's important for student athletes to access additional support and resources that can help

them leverage their unique learning strengths. The Antifragile Academy offers a variety of

resources, includingmaterials in different formats and personalized support, to help

student athletes with unique learning strengths succeed in their athletic and academic

pursuits
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Chapter 2: A Recipe forWell-being

Lesson #1: Performance andWell-being Cycles

Key Content Points

● A constant peak performance approach focuses onmaximizing performance at all times

through specific interventions targeting physical, technical, and tactical factors, while an

optimal performance approach aims to achieve a state of flow, focus andmotivation by

enhancing performance through individualized interventions targeting cognitive,

behavioral, and affective factors

● Research shows that constantly striving for peak performance can lead to negative

consequences, including burnout, anxiety and decreasedmotivation, while a focus on

optimal performance – characterized by growth, learning, and balance through

individualized interventions – can lead to better andmore sustainable performance and

wellbeing outcomes

● Adopting a balanced and accepting approach to both pleasant and unpleasant experiences

through acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) can lead to greater psychological

flexibility and resilience and overall well-being by allowing one to learn to accept

unpleasant thoughts, feelings and sensations while still pursuing valued goals

● The "stress + rest = growth" formula emphasizes the importance of balancing periods of

stress or challenge with intentional periods of rest and recovery to avoid burnout, support

physical andmental recovery, and achieve growth, resilience and peak performance over

the long-term

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast – High Performance Habits with Brendon Burchard

● TheMark Divine Show –Michael Gervais: Mindfulness &High Performance

● Real Pod –Michael Gervais: UnderstandingOurMinds to Unlock Your Full Potential

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Anna Lembke: Understanding and Treating Addiction

Talks

● Michael Gervais | How this Sports Psychologist Trains NFL Players' Brains

● How toMake Stress Your Friend | KellyMcGonigal

● Living in a Dopamine Nation | Anna Lembke

● You aren't at themercy of your emotions – your brain creates them | Lisa Feldman Barrett
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https://scottbarrykaufman.com/podcast/high-performance-habits-brendon-burchard/
https://www.podcastone.com/episode/Michael-Gervais-Mindfulness-and-High-Performance
https://podcasts.apple.com/dz/podcast/dr-michael-gervais-understanding-our-minds-how-to-unlock/id1466166364?i=1000490563407
https://hubermanlab.com/dr-anna-lembke-understanding-and-treating-addiction/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2v6_Mq3fGbU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcGyVTAoXEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp20GdQWo3o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gks6ceq4eQ


Books

● Peak Performance: Elevate your game, avoid burnout, and thrive with the new science of

success by Brad Stulberg and SteveMagness

● TheMind Gym: An Athlete's Guide to Inner Excellence by GaryMack &David Casstevens

● TheMindful Athlete: Secrets to Peak Performance by GeorgeMumford

● The Brave Athlete by SimonMarshall, Ph.D., and Lesley Paterson

● The Upside of Your Dark Side:Why Being YourWhole Self - Not Just Your "Good" Self -

Drives Success and Fulfillment by Todd Kashdan, Ph.D., and Robert Biswas-Diener

● Dopamine Nation by Anna Lembke, Ph.D.

● Master Your Emotions: A Practical Guide toOvercomeNegativity and BetterManage Your

Feelings by ThibautMeurisse

● HowEmotions areMade by Lisa Feldman Barrett
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https://www.amazon.ca/Peak-Performance-Elevate-Burnout-Science/dp/162336793X/ref=asc_df_162336793X/?tag=googleshopc0c-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292953695483&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=7347441861304242203&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000793&hvtargid=pla-316597290922&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Peak-Performance-Elevate-Burnout-Science/dp/162336793X/ref=asc_df_162336793X/?tag=googleshopc0c-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292953695483&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=7347441861304242203&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000793&hvtargid=pla-316597290922&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Mind-Gym-Athletes-Guide-Excellence/dp/0071395970
https://www.amazon.ca/Mindful-Athlete-Secrets-Peak-Performance/dp/1941529259/ref=asc_df_1941529259/?tag=googleshopc0c-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=309747941035&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=13879473337349719249&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000793&hvtargid=pla-434396768585&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Brave-Athlete-Calm-Down-Occasion/dp/1937715736
https://www.amazon.ca/Upside-Your-Dark-Side-Fulfillment/dp/B072826YMJ
https://www.amazon.ca/Upside-Your-Dark-Side-Fulfillment/dp/B072826YMJ
https://www.amazon.ca/Dopamine-Nation-Finding-Balance-Indulgence-ebook/dp/B08KPKHVXQ/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2EXGVJYNTJHKM&keywords=dopamine+nation&qid=1678051775&sprefix=dopamin%2Caps%2C88&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.ca/Master-Your-Emotions-Practical-Negativity/dp/1981089152/ref=asc_df_1981089152/?tag=googleshopc0c-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292914274695&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=4903170961605102016&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000793&hvtargid=pla-523968824816&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Master-Your-Emotions-Practical-Negativity/dp/1981089152/ref=asc_df_1981089152/?tag=googleshopc0c-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292914274695&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=4903170961605102016&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000793&hvtargid=pla-523968824816&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/How-Emotions-Are-Made-Secret-ebook/dp/B00QPHURT6


Lesson #2: The power of pleasantness

Key Content Points

● The Broaden and Build Theory suggests that positive emotions broaden one’s thinking and

cognitive flexibility by promoting exploration, creativity and adaptation; as a result

building one’s physical, social and cognitive resources, and contributing to increased

resilience and psychological wellbeing

● “The Happiness Advantage” describes the benefits that come from cultivating a positive

outlook on life, including improved health, stronger relationships, increased resilience, and

greater ability to copewith challenge; thus, highlighting the importance of intentionally

focusing on positive emotions to improvewellbeing

● The three types of passion that an individual can experience, influenced by a range of

factors such as personality traits, social context and environment, include:

1. Harmonious passion which refers to the desire to engage in a freely-chosen activity

in alignment with one’s values;
2. Role-based passion which refers to the desire to engage in an activity in alignment

with one’s social role or identity; and
3. Obsessive passion which refers to the desire to engage in an activity driven by an

uncontrollable urge, rather than by personal choice or values.
● The six happy neurochemicals which contribute to improvedmood andwellbeing when

balanced in the body, include:

1. Dopamine, or the “reward chemical,” which is involved in the anticipation and

experience of pleasure and rewards, plays a key role in motivation and

goal-directed behavior, and has been shown to improve performance on cognitive

tasks

2. Serotonin, or the “feel-good chemical,” which is involved in the regulation of

physiological processes, plays a role in social behaviour, and has been associated

with positive emotions andwellbeing when existing in high levels

3. Anandamide, or the “bliss molecule,” which is involved in a variety of physiological

processes, such as pain regulation, appetite andmood, and has been shown to

produce feelings of happiness, joy and euphoria

4. Oxytocin, or the “love hormone,” which is released during physical touch, is

involved in social bonding, trust and empathy, and is associated with improved

social interactions and positive emotions

5. Endorphins, or the “runner’s high”group of neurochemicals, that are produced in

response to physical exercise, excitement and other stimuli, and can produce

feelings of euphoria, pleasure and pain relief

6. Norepinephrine, a neurotransmitter involved in the body’s “fight or flight”

response, which is released in response to perceived danger, and thus produces

feelings of alertness, arousal and excitement
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Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Making Positive PsychologyWork Podcast – Can You TurnOn Your Happy Chemicals?

With Loretta Breuning

● Making Positive PsychologyWork—What Good are Positive Emotions?With Barbara

Fredrickson

● The Psychology Podcast — TheHow of Happiness | Sonya Lyubormirsky

● Inspirational Leadership Podcast — Psychology of Passion with Professor Bob Vallerand

● TheWellbeing Lab—Bob Vallerand on the Psychology of Passion

● The Science of Psychotherapy— Loretta Breuning talks about habits of a happy brain

Talks

● Shawn Achor | "The Happiness Advantage: Linking Positive Brains to Performance"

● Barbara Fredrickson: Positive Emotions OpenOurMind

● TheHow of Happiness | Sonja Lyubomirsky | Talks at Google

● Harmonious Passion: The Practice That GrowsWith You | Daniel Lerner

● Carol Ryff:What is happiness andwhat does the latest research show about it?

Books

● TheHappiness Advantage by Shawn Achor

● Positivity by Barbara Fredrickson, PhD

● TheHow of Happiness by Sonya Lyubormirsky

● TheHappiness of Pursuit by Chris Guillebeau

● Habits of a Happy Brain by Loretta Breuning, PhD

● The Science of Positivity by Loretta Breuning, PhD
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https://michellemcquaid.libsyn.com/can-you-turn-on-your-happy-chemicals-podcast-with-loretta-breuning
https://michellemcquaid.libsyn.com/can-you-turn-on-your-happy-chemicals-podcast-with-loretta-breuning
https://michellemcquaid.libsyn.com/what-good-are-positive-emotions-podcast-with-barbara-fredrickson
https://michellemcquaid.libsyn.com/what-good-are-positive-emotions-podcast-with-barbara-fredrickson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=5_Yc1p2db-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=WG_-Cfl9i-M
https://www.michellemcquaid.com/podcast/mppw05-bob-vallerand-psychology-passion/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=CQAAUQtj8-o
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GXy__kBVq1M
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7dFDHzV36g
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eCmjm5MvDlw
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kH_w2eTwyXg
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=b1EUawAO-oo
https://www.amazon.ca/Happiness-Advantage-Positive-Brain-Success-ebook/dp/B003F3PMYI/ref=sr_1_1?crid=Q33BGYN6EJ2J&keywords=The+Happiness+Advantage&qid=1678200020&s=books&sprefix=the+happiness+advantage%2Cstripbooks%2C73&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.ca/Positivity-Top-Notch-Research-Reveals-Upward-ebook/dp/B001NLKWUI/ref=sr_1_2?crid=YQG4X0BNT7KZ&keywords=Positivity+by+Barbara+Fredrickson&qid=1678200044&s=books&sprefix=positivity+by+barbara+fredrickson%2Cstripbooks%2C76&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.ca/How-Happiness-Approach-Getting-Life-ebook/dp/B0010O927W/ref=sr_1_1?crid=ELRK1D7S8LIL&keywords=The+How+of+Happiness&qid=1678200066&s=books&sprefix=the+how+of+happiness%2Cstripbooks%2C75&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.ca/Happiness-Pursuit-Quest-Bring-Purpose/dp/150981440X/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1678200080&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.ca/Habits-Happy-Brain-Serotonin-Endorphin-ebook/dp/B0178M3LNA/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3K6YYWWQAAOPL&keywords=Habits+of+a+Happy+Brain&qid=1678200093&s=books&sprefix=habits+of+a+happy+brain%2Cstripbooks%2C80&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.ca/Science-Positivity-Negative-Patterns-Chemistry-ebook/dp/B01M4KFT1T/ref=sr_1_1?crid=39Y48OZ0RE3CI&keywords=The+Science+of+Positivity&qid=1678200121&s=books&sprefix=the+science+of+positivity%2Cstripbooks%2C80&sr=1-1


Lesson #3: The utility of the unpleasant

Key Content Points

● Positive and negative emotions aremore distinct from one another than previously

thought, in which unpleasant emotionsmay actually improve social functioning and

pleasant emotionsmay not always contribute to positive outcomes; thus, taking a

balanced approach to emotionsmay bemore optimal for wellbeing

● While unpleasant emotions play a necessary role in survival by allowing one to

adapt to their environment and respond to challenges, their chronic or excessive

experience can negatively impact psychological health; as such, it is important to

find healthy ways tomanage them through approaches such asmindfulness

● Anhedonia, or the constant pursuit of pleasure, may lead to negative consequences

such as addiction and a sense of emptiness; thus, taking a balanced approach to

emotions can help individuals find fulfillment beyond just seeking pleasure

● Emotional agility involves learning to work with emotions in a healthy and

productive way rather than suppressing or ignoring them, thus helping one live a

more fulfilling andmeaningful life by allowing them to align actions to their values

and goals, even in the face of difficult emotions or challenging events

● Distress tolerance describes an individual's ability to tolerate emotional distress

and discomfort without engaging in harmful or maladaptive behaviors, and can be

strengthened throughmindfulness-based practices, cognitive restructuring, social

support networks, self-care activities, and dialectical behavior therapy (DBT)

● Experiential avoidance describes the tendency to avoid or escape from unpleasant

thoughts, feelings and experiences, and is commonly addressed through

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), which emphasizes acceptance skills

and values-based action to increase psychological flexibility to help one improve

mental health outcomes

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● FlourishFM – Todd Kashdan onNavigating Unpleasantness and Creating Change

● FlourishFM –Addiction and flourishing: why our addiction to pleasure is making us

unhappy

● Addiction & Flourishing:WhyOur Addiction to Pleasure isMaking Us Unhappywith Anna

Lembke

● Dr. Caroline Leaf – Going from Emotional Fragility to Emotional Agility with Psychologist

Dr. Susan David
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https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-1-todd-kashdan-on-navigating-unpleasantness/id1632465813?i=1000569366594
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-4-addiction-and-flourishing-why-our-addiction/id1632465813?i=1000570481119
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-4-addiction-and-flourishing-why-our-addiction/id1632465813?i=1000570481119
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=vsnAntRYTuo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=vsnAntRYTuo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=hQsWqnu9Vi8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=hQsWqnu9Vi8


● The Psychology Podcast – Paul Bloom | The Pleasures of Suffering

Talks

● TheDark Side of Happiness: June Gruber at TEDxCambridge 2011

● RedefineHappiness: The Brain Bases of Eudaimonia | Robert Bilder

● The gift and power of emotional courage | Susan David

● Susan David on Emotional Agility

● Paul Bloom: The origins of pleasure

● Todd Kashdan: The Upside of Your Dark Side

● How tomake stress your friend | KellyMcGonigal

Books

● Dopamine Nation by Anna Lembke,MD

● Emotional Agility by Susan David, PhD

● The Upside of Your Dark Side by Todd Kashdan and Robert Biswas-Diener

● The Sweet Spot by Paul Bloom

● Grit by Angela Duckworth
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=XXx6h8Phjiw
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=fi8Mhvsiymo
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=JzuaH6QBSkQ
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=NDQ1Mi5I4rg
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0_6hu6JLH98
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=RPicL1AWrs8
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Lesson #4: Myths about happiness

Key Content Points

● Three keymyths of happiness include the following:

1. Money can be a pathway to security, but it does not itself lead to happiness

2. Goal achievement does not guarantee happiness; and

3. Marriage, as a legal status, does not guarantee lasting happiness.

● Other commonmyths of happiness include ideas that happiness is a permanent state, that

it is the absence of negative emotions, that it is the result of external factors, that it should

be one’s primary goal, and that it looks the same for everyone

● Happiness is a dynamic and complex process influenced by internal and external factors

and individual choices and actions, and can be strengthened by practicingmindfulness,

expressing gratitude, cultivating social connections, embracing challenges, and investing in

ongoing personal growth and development

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Optimize— The Scientific Hows andMyths of Happiness with Sonya Lyubormirsky

● HereWeAre Podcast —Myths of Happiness with Sonya Lyubormirsky

Talks

● Sonja Lyubomirsky on theMyths of Happiness

● Prof. Dan Gilbert –The Science of Happiness:What YourMother Didn't Tell You

● Sonja Lyubomirsky: Happiness for a Lifetime

Books

● TheMyths of Happiness by Sonya Lyubormirsky

● Happiness by EdDiener and Robert Biswas-Diener
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Lesson #5: Process and the paradox of pursuing happiness

Key Content Points

● While individuals tend to experience greater levels of self-efficacy, autonomy andmeaning

from the journey (the process of reaching a goal), especially when it involves fulfilling

experiences, growth and learning, reaching a destination (achieving the goal) can enhance

self-esteem and happiness and contribute to a sense of accomplishment; thus finding a

balance between the two poses the key tomaximizing overall wellbeing

● Hedonic adaptation refers to the tendency for individuals to return to their baseline level

of happiness after experiencing positive or negative events, whichmay contribute to a

phenomenon known as the “hedonic treadmill” or the never-ending pursuit of more; thus,

integrating adaptive strategies, such as gratitude, play a key role in maintaining long-term

wellbeing

● Focusing on small wins activates the brain’s reward system and increases dopamine levels,

creating a positive feedback loop that has been shown to boost motivation, improve team

performance, build positive relationships, decrease stress levels, and elevate wellbeing

● Taking the time to appreciate and savor the wins along the journey, through techniques

such as the HEALMethod, journaling, andmindfulness-based practices, has been shown to

improvemood, increase resilience to stress, and enhancemotivation and engagement, thus

presentingmany benefits for wellbeing

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● GrowthMindset Podcast — Journey vs. Destination: Optimizing the Right Things

● BeingWell Podcast —Hedonic Adaptation: How To Stay Happy

● The GregMcKeown Podcast — The Power of SmallWins

● TheHumanUpgrade— The Simplicity of Tiny Habits with BJ Fogg, PhD

● How to Build a Happy Life Podcast –WhyHappiness is a Journey, Not the Destination

Talks

● The surprising science of happiness | Dan Gilbert

● HowDoes Hedonic Adaptation Affect the Pursuit of Happiness? | Joe Gladstone

● Hardwiring happiness: Dr. Rick Hanson at TEDxMarin 2013

Books

● TheONE Thing by Gary Keller and Jay Papasan

● The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho
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https://www.growthmindsetpodcast.com/journey-vs-destination-optimising-the-right-things/
https://www.rickhanson.net/being-well-podcast-hedonic-adaptation-how-to-stay-happy/
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● Stumbling onHappiness by Daniel Gilbert

● TheHappiness Trap by Russ Harris

● Atomic Habits by James Clear

● The Progress Principle by Teresa Amabile and Steven Kramer

● Hardwiring Happiness by Rick Hanson, PhD
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Lesson #6: Values, motivation & goals

Key Content Points

● Values are individual beliefs and principles that guide behavior towardsmeaningful

choices and purposeful action even in the face of difficult emotions and challenges, and are

commonly emphasized in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) as an important

component to promoting psychological wellbeing

● Motivation refers to the driving force that moves individuals towards a particular goal or

objective, and can be further broken down into intrinsic motivation (engagement for its

own sake) and extrinsic motivation (engagement for external rewards); thus, having an

understanding of the two types can inform the strategies used to createmore fulfilling and

effective environments that support wellbeing

● Closely linked to values andmotivation as they serve as ameans for expressing one’s

values and can act as a source of intrinsic motivation, goals refer to one’s sought-out

desired future outcomes, and can be further broken down into the following:

1. Mastery goals, focused on skill improvement;

2. Performance goals, focused on demonstrating competence or outperforming

others;

3. Approach goals, focused on achieving a positive outcome;

4. Avoidance goals, focused on avoiding a negative outcome; and

5. Social goals, focused on relationships and social comparison.

● The connection between values, goals andmotivation is commonly observed in the context

of sports, with athletes who set goals alignedwith their valuesmore likely to experience

autonomousmotivation and achieve positive outcomes, such as greater satisfaction,

enjoyment andwellbeing. Furthermore, by identifying and aligning one's goals with one's

values, individuals can enhance their sense of self-concordance and cultivate greater

psychological wellbeing

● One can identify their values through self-reflection and exploration of personal

experiences, or through the use of formal assessments such as the Values in Action

Inventory (VIA), which identifies one’s signature strengths and corresponding values, or

the Valued Living Questionnaire (VLQ), which helps one clarify their values and assess

their level of value-consistent behavior

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast – How to Be anOptimal Human by Kennon Sheldon

● WhyDoWeDo That Podcast – Goals, Motivation, andWellbeing with Dr. Kennon Sheldon

● TheWellbeing Lab – Are You Setting Effective Goals?With Professor Edwin Locke

● The Psychology Podcast – Richard Ryan | Self-Determination Theory &HumanMotivation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=HMvCYPMgfTM
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/011-goals-motivation-and-well-being-with-dr-kennon-sheldon/id1522732606?i=1000522859739
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● Bad At Keeping Secrets – Alfie Kohn on fostering intrinsic motivation

● InsideQuest with TomBilyeau – Generate IntrinsicMotivation with Edward Deci

● The Art of Charm Podcast – The Art of Defined Values andHappiness | Russ Harris

Talks

● "The implicit self in SDT" Dr. Kennon Sheldon keynote@ 2019 SDTConference

● The puzzle of motivation | Dan Pink

● Self Concordance: Grit LabMini Lecture

● PromotingMotivation, Health, and Excellence: Ed Deci at TEDxFlourCity

Books

● Values First by Laura Eigel, PhD

● Drive by Daniel Pink

● Punished by Rewards by Alfie Kohn

● Rewire Your Brain by John Arden, PhD

● Your Best Year Ever byMichael Hyatt

● TheHappiness Trap by Russ Harris
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Zv5e0-w2qwA
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Lesson #7: Visualization for well-being

Key Content Points

● While mental imagery describes mental representations of sensory experiences,

visualization is more focused and goal-oriented, leveragingmental imagery to create a

mental scenario in order to achieve a particular goal

● Visualization can be a powerful tool for promoting resilience, coping with adversity and

enhancing overall wellbeing, contributing to positive outcomes such as helping to: increase

the immune response to stress, improve self-esteem and confidence, enhancemotivation

and optimism, and cultivate a sense of meaning and purpose

● To improvemental health outcomes, some common visualization best practices include:

using it at any time as one finds necessary, focusing on cultivating positive emotions or

managing symptoms, and picturing the content of of a visualized scene, such as a happy

memory

● Positive affirmations – or the repetition of positive statements about oneself – have been

shown to contribute to wellbeing outcomes, including increased self-esteem and positive

emotions, improved physical health, and decreased stress levels

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The School of Greatness – The Science Behind the Law of Attraction

● TheMindbodygreen Podcast – How to Change Your Brain to GetWhat YouWant

● The Coping Toolbox Podcast –Mental Vacation Visualization

● Optimize Interview – The Science ofMaking Your Dreams Come True

Talks

● TheNeuroscience of Visualization | Dr. AndrewHuberman

● Ellen Langer |Mindfulness overMatter

● Dr. Emily Holmes –Mental Imagery and Emotion

● Mindfulness and The Psychology of Possibility – Dr. Ellen Langer

Books

● Visualization Power by Bill Bodri

● Be Your Future Self Now by Benjamin Hardy, PhD

● The Source by Tara Swart, PhD
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https://open.spotify.com/episode/4DdmO06SHdlvPQJfOgF3BC?si=RCZAbIsXSVut-pS03r6noA&app_destination=sms&nd=1
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Lesson #8: Visualization for performance

Key Content Points

● Mental imagery has been shown to have a significant positive impact on sport performance

in skill execution and physical performance, as well as on psychological outcomes, such as

confidence, motivation and anxiety reduction

● Mental imagery activates similar regions in the brain to actual physical performance

(including the visual, motor and sensory systems), thus leading to changes in one’s affect

and behavior

● To improve performance outcomes, some common visualization best practices include:

using it as a pre-performance routine or supplement to physical practice, imagining oneself

performing a skill or task successfully, and focusing on specific sensory details

● Mental contrasting – the process of visualizing a desired future outcomewhile also

considering the obstacles that stand in the way of it – can help one avoid the downside of

visualization, which occurs when one relies solely onmental imagery to achieve their goals

without taking action

● TheWOOP (Wish, Outcome, Obstacle, Plan) Framework is an effective tool for enhancing

motivation, goal attainment and behavior change, having one identify the specific goal they

would like to achieve, visualize the desired outcome, consider potential obstacles, and

develop a concrete plan of action to overcome them and achieve their desired outcome

● In combination with visualization practices, positive affirmations can help athletes improve

performance by promoting recovery, reducing stress and anxiety, and increasing

self-efficacy

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab – The Science of Setting and Achieving Goals

● Huberman Lab – Tools for Setting & Achieving Goals | Dr. Emily Balcetis

Talks

● The Secret Imagination of Elite Performers | Charlie Unwin

● Inside theMind of Champion Athletes |Martin Hagger

Books

● The Champion’sMind by Jim Afremow
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=t1F7EEGPQwo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YGZZcXqKxE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FK3STeyLUEU
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● TheMindful Athlete by GeorgeMumford

● Mental Training for Peak Performance by Steve Ungerleider

● Sport Visualization for the Elite Athlete by Bill Bodri

● The Brave Athlete by SimonMarshall, PhD and Lesley Paterson
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Lesson #9: The CRIME framework to behavior change

CRIME is an origins concept from TAA and thus, has no additional resources, podcasts or

talks outside of your TAA curriculum.
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Lesson #10: Your recipe for well-being

Key Content Points

● In the context of flourishing, one’s “recipe” refers to the set of ingredients or components

that, when combined in the right way, can result in the desired outcome of a life

characterized bywellbeing, happiness and a sense of purpose and fulfillment

● In the sameway that a chef can become so focused on the final meal that they forget to

enjoy the process of cooking, one can become so focused on achieving happiness that they

forget to enjoy the process of living; thus, it is important to find a balance that allows one

to pursue happiness while savoring small moments along the journey

● While there are common ingredients to flourishing, such as positive emotions, positive

relationships, a sense of meaning and purpose, and accomplishment, the nature of

flourishing is multifaceted andmust consider various factors towards the journey of

wellbeing and fulfillment

● Positive relationships play a critical role in living a life of fulfillment, helping individuals

copewith life’s challenges by acting as a buffer against stress and adversity, and

contributing to one’s longevity through elevated physical health and subjective wellbeing

● As a fundamental human need grounded in the desire of living a significant, fulfilling and

worthwhile life, it is important to actively cultivatemeaning in one’s life to create a sense of

purpose, fulfillment and connection that sustains one through the ups and downs of life

● The ingredients included inmost scientific models are:

○ Positive social connection (family, friends, intimacy, community)

○ Meaning (purpose, mattering, impact, transcending the self)

○ Positive emotion (anything that creates pleasant feeling)

○ Distress tolerance (the ability to engagewith unpleasant experiences in ways that

lead to growth)

○ Character or virtue (behave in ways that are alignedwith values)

○ Vitality (physical health and vibrancy)

○ Engagement (deeply engaging activities)

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast – Transcendwith Scott Barry Kaufman

● TED Interviews – The Secret to a Happy Life | RobertWaldinger

● CuriousMinds atWork – Emily Esfahani Smith on Creating aMeaningful Life

● FlourishFM – Pathways to Global Flourishing

● FlourishFM –Meaning, Happiness, Morality, and Flourishing
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=1hjyLvI7ywc
https://www.ted.com/talks/robert_waldinger_the_secret_to_a_happy_life_lessons_from_8_decades_of_research/no-comments
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Talks

● Happiness as Realization of Human Potential: CoreObstacles | Carol Ryff

● Maslow’s hierarchy of needs: Updated for the 21st century | Scott Barry Kaufman

● Martin Seligman | 'Flourishing - a new understanding of wellbeing' at Happiness & Its

Causes

● Martin Seligman | PERMA

● RobertWaldinger |Whatmakes a good life? Lessons from the longest study on happiness

● Emily Esfahani Smith | There’s more to life than being happy

● Emily Esfahani Smith | The Power ofMeaning: Crafting a Life thatMatters

Books

● Transcend by Scott Barry Kaufman, PhD

● Flourish byMartin Seligman

● The Art of Impossible by Steven Kotler

● The Upside of Your Dark Side by Todd Kashdan and Robert Biswas-Diener
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Chapter 3 Pt. 1: Thinking about your thinking (TopDown)

Lesson #1: The negativity bias

Key Content Points

● Negativity bias is a psychological phenomenon describing peoples’ tendencies to

remember and givemore weight to negative experiences over positive ones, to bemore

influenced by negative feedback as opposed to positive feedback, and to exhibit greater

sensitivity to negative emotions such as fear, anxiety and anger

● Negativity bias may have evolved as a survival mechanism to avoid negative stimuli

through better detection, further contributing to the development of negative emotions,

such as fear, anxiety and anger as adaptive responses to threats and challenges

● While negative experiences tend to “stick” to one’s brain more easily than positive

experiences as a result of evolutionary adaptation, the brain is malleable and can be

trained to cultivatemore positivity and resilience through various techniques, including:

focusing on positive experiences for longer periods of time, intentionally savoring positive

experiences, cultivating gratitude, practicing self-compassion, reframing negative

experiences, connecting with others, finding joy in everydaymoments, and engaging in

random acts of kindness.

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● TheWeekendUniversity –Overcoming Negativity | Professor Roy Baumeister

● The Psychology Podcast –Overcoming the Power of Badwith Roy Baumeister

● The JordanHarbinger Show –Avoid Letting Your Emotions BeHijacked | Dr. Rick Hanson

● Inspire Nation –How toHardwire Your Brain for Happiness | Dr. Rick Hanson

Talks

● Getting stuck in the negatives (and how to get unstuck) | Alison Ledgerwood

● Hardwiring happiness: Dr. Rick Hanson at TEDxMarin 2013

Books

● The Power of Bad by John Tierney and Roy Baumeister

● Hardwiring Happiness by Rick Hanson, PhD

● How to Eliminate Negative Thinking by Derek Borthwick

● Master Your Emotions by ThibautMeuriss
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=YcdCbfKg_JQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=RvBYVjGbsz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Ko33p8kxCuk
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Lesson #2: Focus & expectancy theory

Key Content Points

● Expectancy theory suggests that individuals aremore likely to engage in behaviors that

will lead to desired outcomes or rewards— both of which can be impacted by one’s

expectations

● Participants in the Counterclockwise study demonstrated significant improvements in

mental and physical health, including increased flexibility, energy and positivity, suggesting

that by beingmindful and adopting a present mindset, onemay potentially reverse the

effects of aging and improve their overall wellbeing

● TheHotelMaid study highlights the power of mindset andmental framing in shaping one’s

experiences and contributing to positive health outcomes

● TheMilkshake study highlights the power of mindset and one’s beliefs about food in

influencing the body’s physiological response to food

● Commonly referred to as the placebo effect, the idea behind “the effect you expect is often

the effect you get” describes the role of belief and expectations in shaping one’s

experiences and outcomes, thus highlighting the value of becomingmore aware of one’s

beliefs and biases to change them towardmore positive outcomes

● TheMonkey Business Illusion highlights the importance of attention and illustrates how

one’s perception of reality may not always be accurate, by emphasizing inattentional

blindness, or the failure to notice an unexpected event due to focus elsewhere, and

selective perception, or the tendency to perceive and attend to information consistent

with one’s beliefs and expectations, while filtering out the rest

● With significant impact on one’s perceptions, emotions, behaviors and decision-making

processes in either a positive (through gratitude) or negative (through blame or regret)

way, counterfactual thinking is a cognitive process that involves the generation of

alternative scenarios — or counterfacts — to past events, as a way to imagine different

outcomes from a “what if” perspective

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● USIA Podcast – Ellen Langer: Mindfulness & Intelligence

● Optimize Interview – The Psychology of Possibility with Ellen Langer

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Alia Crum: Science ofMindsets for Health & Performance

Talks

● Ellen Langer 'Counterclockwise: the power of possibility' at Happiness & Its Causes 2012

● Ellen Langer: Mindfulness over matter
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=SSde3wV3-Qc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=j4VdTnBvZIU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=dFR_wFN23ZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=fZffBAefwUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=4XQUJR4uIGM


● AMilkshake Experiment

● Change yourmindset, change the game | Dr. Alia Crum | TEDxTraverseCity

● The science of howmindset transforms the human experience | Alia Crum

● Harnessing the power of placebos

● TheMonkey Business Illusion

Books

● Counterclockwise by Dr. Ellen Langer

● Handbook ofWise Interventions by GregoryWalton &Alia Crum

● The Expectation Effect by David Robson

● The Psychology of Counterfactual Thinking by DavidMandel, Denis Hilton & Patrizia

Catellani

● Focus by Heidi Grant Halvorson, PhD& Tory Higgins, PhD
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=pIfhxt0JCok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=0tqq66zwa7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=vTDYtwqKBI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=WcQnSW1wpGA
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https://www.amazon.ca/Handbook-Wise-Interventions-Social-Psychology-ebook/dp/B08N5TMW9X
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https://www.amazon.ca/Psychology-Counterfactual-Thinking-David-Mandel/dp/0415758653/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=3D0BL7NQN0ANK&keywords=counterfactual+thinking&qid=1678648738&sprefix=counterfactual+thinkin%2Caps%2C145&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.ca/Focus-Different-Seeing-Success-Influence-ebook/dp/B008BM4MM6/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=1AN8QK79MYQR1&keywords=Focus%3A+Use+Different+Ways+of+Seeing&qid=1678651097&sprefix=focus+use+different+ways+of+seeing%2Caps%2C237&sr=8-1


Lesson #3: Gratitude and focus

Key Content Points

● Research shows that individuals who regularly practice gratitude experience various

benefits, including improved physical health, stronger relationships, increased life

satisfaction and greater ability to copewith stress and adversity

● Mixed Emotions Gratitude is a process in which one recognizes and acknowledges both

positive and negative aspects of an experience by expressing gratitude for the positive

aspects while accepting and processing the negative emotions, thus helping one cultivate

resilience, findmeaning and purpose in the face of adversity, and enhance emotional

wellbeing

● Gratitude journaling is an intervention shown to contribute to positive outcomes, including

decreased levels of anxiety, higher levels of life satisfaction and positive affect, stronger

relationships with others, and improved psychological well-being

● Gratitude letters, which involve the writing and delivery of a letter to someonewho has

had a positive influence on one’s life, are a powerful tool for promoting individual wellbeing

and strengthening relationships

● Research suggests that gratitude visits can positively impact one’s well-being by increasing

positive emotions, improving social relationships and reducing cortisol levels

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Spark Conversations – Empowering Through Gratitude | KelleeMarlow&Robert Emmons

● Huberman Lab – The Science of Gratitude

Talks

● The Power of Gratitude – Robert Emmons

● The Gratitude Visit

● The Science of Gratitude – Robert Emmons

Books

● Thanks! by Robert Emmons

● The Little Book of Gratitude by Robert Emmons
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https://www.spark-conversations.com/robert-emmons-gratitude
https://hubermanlab.com/the-science-of-gratitude-and-how-to-build-a-gratitude-practice/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=jLjVOvZufNM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=iptEvstz6_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzbVBrUwoOc
https://www.amazon.ca/Thanks-Practicing-Gratitude-Make-Happier/dp/0547085737/ref=asc_df_0547085737/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=309668454716&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=1984200720311806736&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-487465346802&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Little-Book-Gratitude-happiness-wellbeing/dp/1856753654/ref=asc_df_1856753654/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292939656665&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=1984200720311806736&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-427476796211&psc=1


Lesson #4: Optimism, pessimism and explanatory style

Key Content Points

● Optimism is a cognitive and emotional orientation towards positive outcomes

characterized by an expectation that good things will happen, in which one explains

positive events as a result of internal, stable and global factors, and negative events as a

result of external, temporary and specific factors; in contrast, pessimism is a cognitive and

emotional orientation towards negative outcomes characterized by an expectation that

bad things will happen, in which one explains positive events as a result of external,

temporary and specific factors, and negative events as a result of internal, stable and global

factors

● While optimism is a cognitive and emotional orientation towards positive outcomes

characterized by an expectation that good things will happen, hope involves more than just

a positive expectation for the future by considering proactive elements such as

goal-setting and action-taking, thus allowing one to identify pathways to achieving goals

even in the face of adversity

● Pollyannaish thinking— or extreme optimism— involves one’s denial or minimization of

negative information or experiences, and can lead to poor decisionmaking, unrealistic

expectations, and a lack of preparation for potential obstacles

● Learned helplessness — or the extreme end of pessimism— occurs when one believes they

are unable to control or influence their environment and can lead to feelings of

hopelessness and depression, and contribute to negative outcomes, including reduced

motivation, impaired learning and increased susceptibility to stress and illness

● Explanatory style is a learned behavior referring to one’s explanation of events in their life

through either an optimistic or pessimistic lens; the former being linked to greater

resilience, better coping skills and improved physical health outcomes, and the latter being

linked to increased risk of depression, anxiety and other mental health disorders

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast – From LearnedHelplessness to LearnedHopefulness

● Heart Initiative – The Resilience Factor with Dr. Karen Reivich

● BeingWell Podcast –Optimism& Influence with Dr. Tali Sharot

Talks

● Introduction toOptimism&OptimismDefinitions

● WhatOptimists DoDifferently

● LearnedHelplessness vs. LearnedOptimism

● TheOptimism Bias – Dr. Tali Sharot
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=0wE8C-ErkcY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=VYL4HKU230s
https://www.rickhanson.net/being-well-podcast-the-optimism-bias-and-influencing-other-people-with-dr-tali-sharot/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=nTbKgEipvMc
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https://www.ted.com/talks/tali_sharot_the_optimism_bias


● TheNew Era of Positive Psychology –Martin Seligman

Books

● LearnedOptimism byMartin Seligman

● Relentless Optimism byDarrin Donnelly

● The Glass Half Full by Suzanne Segerstrom, PhD

● The Resilience Factor by Karen Reivich, PhD&Andrew Shatte, PhD

● TheOptimistic Child byMartin Seligman

● TheOptimism Bias by Tali Sharot
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FBxfd7DL3E
https://www.amazon.ca/Learned-Optimism-Change-Your-Mind/dp/1400078393/ref=asc_df_1400078393/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=293008485980&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=10736248368410906413&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=1002368&hvtargid=pla-404766126159&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Relentless-Optimism-Commitment-Positive-Everything/dp/0692921834/ref=asc_df_0692921834/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292950747067&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=10736248368410906413&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=1002368&hvtargid=pla-450220027368&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Glass-Half-Full-Optimists-Pessimists/dp/1845298799/ref=mp_s_a_1_4?crid=1PLTCQJT6AEWL&keywords=suzanne+segerstrom&qid=1678649471&sprefix=suzanne+segerstron%2Caps%2C132&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.ca/Resilience-Factor-Finding-Strength-Overcoming/dp/0767911911/ref=mp_s_a_1_4?crid=3IR75M82BB2HI&keywords=karen+reivich&qid=1678649759&sprefix=karen+reivich%2Caps%2C123&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.ca/Optimistic-Child-Safeguard-Depression-Resilience/dp/0618918094/ref=mp_s_a_1_5?crid=3IR75M82BB2HI&keywords=karen+reivich&qid=1678649759&sprefix=karen+reivich%2Caps%2C123&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.ca/Optimism-Bias-Tali-Sharot/dp/0307398196/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=2TNJ1GHNMEQ17&keywords=optimism+bias&qid=1678650094&sprefix=optimism+bi%2Caps%2C142&sr=8-1


Lesson #5: Mindsets 101

Key Content Points

● Amindset – which can be influenced by one’s personal experiences, social interactions and

their cultural context – is a mental filter of the cognitive frameworks that one has about

themselves, others, and the world around them, and the way in which those beliefs shape

their perceptions, behaviors and outcomes

● Research shows that mindset plays an important role across a variety of domains, including

goal-setting, motivation, wellbeing and decision-making, with growthmindset playing an

important role in helping one persist in the face of setback, bemore ‘gritty,’ be less likely to

exhibit implicit biases, and bemore likely to achieve their objectives

● In the context of sports performance, research showed that athletes with a growth

mindset weremore likely to set challenging goals, practice harder, recover from injuries,

and achieve better performance outcomes that those with a fixedmindset

● Grounded inmindfulness and shaped by one’s social and cultural context, a mindful

mindset refers to one’s ability to challenge assumptions, break free from limiting beliefs

and bemore open to new possibilities, thus, contributing to positive outcomes such as

improved cognitive function and physical health, enhanced creativity, and stronger

interpersonal relationships

● One’s mindset towards stress can have a profound effect on their physical and

psychological well-being, with research showing that an affirmative view of stress can

contribute to positive outcomes such as improved performance, greater resilience and

reduced risk of mortality

● The latest research onmindset by KellyMcGonigal reveals the following:

○ Mindset can shape one’s experiences and responses to different situations;

○ Mindset can influence behavior change;

○ Mindset can be changed through intentional practice;

○ Mindset can impact bothmental and physical health, and influence academic

performance;

○ Mindset can be contagious; and

○ Mindset is not a one-size-fits-all solution, thus highlighting the importance of

personalized interventions.

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Alia Crum

● The School of Greatness – The Science of a SuccessMindset

● The Knowledge Project Podcast – Dr. Angela Duckworth

● Optimize Interview – The Science of Success
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=dFR_wFN23ZY
https://lewishowes.com/podcast/the-science-of-a-success-mindset-with-neuroscientist-andrew-huberman/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPMVzsAmJ8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=-jiQjomrZXM&t=2848s


● Optimistic Outlook – GrowthMindset with Eduardo Briceno

Talks

● Change YourMindset, Change the Game | Dr. Alia Crum

● The GrowthMindset | Carol Dweck | Talks at Google

● Grit | Angela Duckworth | Talks at Google

● Developing a GrowthMindset with Carol Dweck

● Grit: The Power of Passion & Perseverance

● The Incredible Benefits of a Get BetterMindset

● Eduardo Briceño: How to get better at the things you care about | TED

Books

● Mindset by Carol Dweck

● Grit by Angela Duckworth

● Succeed byHeidi Grant Halvorson, PhD

● Nine Things Successful People DoDifferently by Heidi Grant Halvorson, PhD

● The Performance Paradox by Eduardo Briceno
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=CCs9vxmu2hk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tqq66zwa7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=-71zdXCMU6A
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https://www.amazon.ca/Succeed-How-Can-Reach-Goals/dp/0452297710/ref=asc_df_0452297710/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292939911816&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=2309262570497564845&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=1002368&hvtargid=pla-457186072218&psc=1
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https://www.amazon.ca/Performance-Paradox-Turning-Mindset-Action-ebook/dp/B0BP6BHND9/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=B1TNH98MHN9R&keywords=eduardo+briceno&qid=1678651612&sprefix=eduardo+briceno%2Caps%2C128&sr=8-1


Lesson #6: Perfectionism

Key Content Points

● Perfectionism is a personality style characterized by one’s striving for flawlessness, setting

of excessively high personal and performance standards followed by overly critical

self-evaluations, and a persistent and often unattainable pursuit of excellence

● The pursuit of perfection is a double-edged sword as it can help one achieve high levels of

success while they also experience high levels of stress and anxiety

● The three dimensions of perfectionism are:

○ Self-oriented, which involves setting high standards for oneself and being

self-critical when they are not met;

○ Other-oriented, which involves setting high standards for others and being critical

of others when they are not met; and

○ Socially prescribed, which involves believing others have high expectations of

oneself and thus the desire tomeet those expectations, even if they are unrealistic

or harmful, and has been found to be a risk factor for mental health problems, such

as anxiety and depression

● The two types of perfectionism are:

○ Adaptive perfectionism, which involves setting high standards and striving for

excellence without being self-critical or demanding perfection; and

○ Maladaptive perfectionism, which involves setting unattainable standards, being

overly self-critical and experiencing high levels of anxiety, and has been shown to

be a risk factor for burnout

● Perfectionism is often driven by a fear of failure, a need for control and a desire for

external validation and can lead to negative outcomes, such as anxiety, depression,

procrastination and burnout

● Perfectionistic striving and concerns are two aspects of perfectionism; while striving

involve setting high standards and can be associated with positive outcomes such as

increasedmotivation and achievements, concerns involve excessive worry and

self-criticism and are associated with negative outcomes, such as anxiety and depression

● One can overcome perfectionism by:

○ Accepting and embracing imperfection;

○ Recognizing the value of failure andmistakes;

○ Developing resilience;

○ Practicingmindfulness;

○ Practicing self-compassion to reduce one’s need for external validation and

promote self-care;

○ Pursuing happiness instead as amoremeaningful and fulfilling goal; and

○ Cultivating positive emotions, relationships and experiences to promote happiness

andwellbeing
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Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Optimize Interview: Positive Psychology 101with Tal Ben-Shahar
● Perfectionism:When good is never good enough, with Gordon Flett, PhD, and Bonnie

Zucker, PsyD
● Braincare Podcast – Dr. Thomas Curran
● BelieveMove Grow Podcast – Dr. Thomas Curran
● FlourishFM – The implications of perfectionism and confidence on the good life, with

Homaira Kabir

Talks

● Thomas Curran –Our dangerous obsession with perfectionism is getting worse
● Perfectionism: The hidden epidemic? - Thomas Curran

Books

● The Pursuit of Perfect – Dr. Tal Ben-Shahar
● When Perfect Isn’t Good Enough byMartin Antony, PhD&Richard Swinson, PhD
● The Perfection Trap by Thomas Curran
● Goodbye Perfect by Homaira Kabir
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTT7mJCpVq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1-SkQ_FsS4
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Lesson #7: Growth and fixed mindsets

Key Content Points

● While a fixedmindset refers to one’s beliefs that their personal qualities (such as talent and

intelligence) are set in stone and cannot be changed, a growthmindset adopts the

perspective that these qualities can be developed and improved through hard work,

dedication and learning, thus allowing one to embrace challenge, persevere and persist in

the face of setback and view failure as an opportunity for growth and learning

● Cultivating a growthmindset can help one unlock their potential and achieve greater

wellbeing by contributing to positive outcomes including increased likelihood to work

harder, greater resilience, increased desire to cooperate, better relationships, and

improvedmotivation and academic performance

● “Yet” acts as a powerful word in the context of a growthmindset, allowing one to

acknowledge that although theymay not havemastered a skill or achieved a goal yet, they
have the ability to continue to work at it and improve

● Limitations to the research on growthmindsets include the limited empirical evidence

available, the lack of acknowledgement of the complexity and variability of one’s approach

to challenges, and the oversimplification of the interplay of individual, social and

environmental factors that affect learning outcomes

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast – The Latest Science of GrowthMindset with Carol Dweck

● Moonshots Podcast –Mindset: The NewPsychology of Success | Carol Dweck

Talks

● The power of believing that you can improve | Carol Dweck

● Developing a GrowthMindset with Carol Dweck

● The GrowthMindset | Carol Dweck | Talks at Google

Books

● Mindset by Carol Dweck

● Hardwiring Happiness by Rick Hanson, PhD
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Lesson #8: Challenge and threat mindsets

Key Content Points

● The latest research inmindset by Dr. Alia Crum reveals the following:

○ Mindsets can be changed through intentional effort and deliberate practice;

○ The language one uses when referring to themselves can either reinforce a fixed or

growthmindset;

○ The placebo effect can be used to one’s advantage by cultivating positive beliefs

and expectations about one’s desired outcomes; and

○ Mindset can be applied to all aspects of one’s life including work, relationships and

personal hobbies;

● “Fight, flight or freeze” is a classic stress response in which the body –when facing a

perceived threat – prepares to either fight it, flee from it, or freeze in place

● The “excite and delight” stress response occurs when one feels energized and focused (as

opposed to overwhelmed and threatened) by a challenging situation such as a competition

or public speaking opportunity, and thus can help one perform at their best ability

● The “tend and befriend” stress response occurs when one seeks social support in response

to stress, turning towards others for comfort rather than fighting or fleeing from the

stressor

● Viewing stress as a challenge rather than a threat canmotivate one to take action and view

challenging situations as opportunities for growth and learning

● Associated with positive outcomes, such as improved performance and resilience, a

challengemindset involves perceiving situations as opportunities for growth and

development, while a threat mindset involves perceiving situations as potential sources of

harm or loss and is often associated with negative outcomes, such as increased anxiety and

impaired decision-making

● One can shift from a threat to a challengemindset by engaging in the following

interventions:

○ Cognitive reappraisal, or the ability to reframe a situation in amore positive light

by focusing on the potential benefits at hand;

○ Refocused attention, or the ability to direct one’s attention away from negative

thoughts and towards task-relevant cues tomaintain a positive focus and avoid

ruminating on potential threats;

○ Relaxation techniques, such as deep breathing, progressivemuscle relaxation and

meditation to help reduce physiological arousal and promote amore positive

mindset;

○ Self-efficacy, or the ability to develop a sense of confidence and belief in one’s

ability tomeet challenges successfully; and

○ Social support, or the conscious effort to surround oneself with supportive

individuals who can help themmaintain a positive attitude and provide

encouragement during challenging situations.
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Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Alia Crum

● Psychologist Explains The SECRET ToMaking STRESS YOUR FRIEND | KellyMcGonigal &

Lewis Howes

● Optimize Interview: The Upside of Stress with KellyMcGonigal, PhD

● Being with Purpose – Stress Optimization, Resilience &Mindset Shifts

● Health Psychology &HumanNature – Stress Appraisals

Talks

● How tomake stress your friend | KellyMcGonigal

● TwoWays Your Brain Responds to Stress | Rick Hanson

● Buddha’s Brain | Rick Hanson | Talks at Google

Books

● Resilient by Rick Hanson, PhD& Forrest Hanson

● The Stress Prescription by Elissa Epel, PhD

● The Upside of Stress by KellyMcGonigal, PhD

● Hardwiring Happiness by Rick Hanson, PhD
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Chapter 3 Pt. 2: Thinking about your thinking (TopDown)

Lesson #1: The ABCDEs of thinking about your thinking

Key Content Points

● The ABCmodel is a useful tool for understanding how thoughts and beliefs may influence

resilience and is comprised of the following components:

○ Activating Event, or the external situation that triggers one’s thoughts or emotions;

○ Beliefs, or one’s thoughts and interpretations about the activating event; and

○ Consequences, or one’s emotional and behavioral responses as a result of the

beliefs held about the activating event.

● By identifying and challenging unhelpful beliefs, the ABC tool can help one change their

responses to activating events, develop strategies to cultivatemore helpful beliefs, and

ultimately build resilience

● Rational Emotive Behaviour Therapy (REBT) emphasizes the importance of challenging

and changing unhelpful beliefs through techniques such as cognitive restructuring and

imagery to help one develop newways of thinking to build resilience and improvemental

health

● To help one build resilience, some common techniques used in REBT include:

○ Shame-attacking exercises that intentionally place one in situations that trigger

feelings in order to build tolerance and reduce intensity of the emotion

○ Disputing, which involves challenging irrational beliefs directly through logical

analysis

○ Cognitive restructuring, which involves replacing irrational beliefs withmore

rational ones

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Rational Emotive Behavioural Therapy Podcast – Shouldhood leads to shithood

● Owen Fitzpatrick Podcast – CBT

● Albert Ellis Live: Clearly Explains Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy in BBC Interview

● Live HappyNow – Building Resilience andWellbeing with Karen Reivich

Books

● The Resilience Factor by Karen Reivich and Andrew Shatte

● Overcoming Destructive Beliefs, Feelings, and Behaviors by Albert Ellis

● How to Stubbornly Refuse toMake Yourself Miserable About Anything by Albert Ellis

● HowToControl Your Anxiety Before It Controls You by Albert Ellis
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https://open.spotify.com/episode/3OZWGtW67S0HyNyg8b7dyD?si=uXQ-4CfzShS5zNRMOS403w
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Lesson #2: Detecting thinking errors

Key Content Points

● Cognitive distortions are negative thinking patterns that are not based on reality that can

lead to emotional distress and behavior problems, and contribute to anxiety, depression

and other mental health issues

● Cognitive distortions can form as result of various factors, including past experiences,

cultural beliefs and values, observation and learned behavior

● Examples of cognitive distortions include black-or-white thinking, overgeneralization and

jumping to conclusions

● One can combat cognitive distortions by:

○ Recognizing and identifying them through strategies such as self-reflection or

journaling;

○ Challenging them through techniques such as cognitive restructuring;

○ Developing a growthmindset which emphasizes learning and improvement; and

○ Practicingmindfulness using techniques such asmeditation and deep breathing to

becomemore aware of one’s thoughts and develop amore balanced perspective.

● By identifying and challenging cognitive distortions, one can improve their emotional

wellbeing, reduce symptoms of depression and anxiety, and develop greater resilience in

the face of adversity

● Cognitive biases aremental shortcuts that can lead to errors in judgment and

decision-making, such as anchoring which emphasizes one’s tendency to rely too heavily on

the first piece of information receivedwhenmaking decisions

● By becoming aware of one’s cognitive biases and applying critical thinking skills, one can

improve their decision-making and avoidmaking common errors in judgment

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Change Your Thoughts, Change Your Life – Cognitive Distortions with Dr. David Burns

● The Psychology Podcast – Daniel Kahneman | A Remarkable Life, Fast and Slow

● The Knowledge Podcast – Daniel Kahneman

Talks

● Cognitive Restructuring in CBT

● The Power of Realistic Thinking in CBT

● David Burns TED Talk

● Thinking, Fast and Slow | Daniel Kahneman | Talks at Google

● Daniel Kahneman – Two Systems in theMind
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Books

● Overcoming Anticipatory Anxiety by SallyWinston

● Thinking Fast and Slow byDaniel Kahneman
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Lesson #3: Disputing initial beliefs

Key Content Points

● Counterfactual thinking refers to themental process of imagining alternative realities to a

past event and how different outcomesmay have led to different consequences, and can

be influenced by several factors, including one’s goals andmotivations, cultural differences,

and the salience of an outcome

● The twomain types of counterfactuals are:

● Upward, which involve imagining a better outcome thanwhat actually occurred

and elicit negative emotions such as regret and disappointment

● Downward, which involve imagining a worse outcome thanwhat actually occurred

and elicit positive emotions such as relief and satisfaction

● Counterfactual thinking serves a variety of functions, including helping to facilitate

learning and problem-solving, regulate emotions and impact judgements and decisions,

and has been shown to influencemental health outcomes

● Strategies for managing negative counterfactuals include identifying and challenging

unhelpful thoughts, focusing on the present moment and taking action to improve the

situation, and practicing gratitude and positive self-talk

● Cognitive reframing is the process of identifying and challenging negative or maladaptive

thoughts and replacing themwithmore positive and constructive ones, and is an important

skill for promoting resilience andwellbeing

● Cognitive reframing can be enhanced through a range of practices that promote

awareness, self-reflection and positive thinking or have one challengemaladaptive

thoughts, such as gratitude journaling, positive visualization, and exposure therapy

● Related to positive outcomes such as academic achievement and problem-solving ability,

cognitive flexibility refers to one’s ability to see things frommultiple perspectives, adapt to

new situations and adjust one’s thinking as needed, and is an important skill to help one

adapt to the changing demands of modern society

● Engaging in activities that challenge and help one expand cognitive abilities while also

promoting adaptive thinking can help one enhance cognitive flexibility, and include:

learning a new instrument or language, engaging in physical exercise, and exposing oneself

to diverse perspectives

● Psychological flexibility refers to one’s ability to adapt their behavior and thinking in

response to changing circumstances while still maintaining a sense of core goals and

values, and has been shown to be associated with positive outcomes, such as better mental

health, greater wellbeing and improved relationships

● Psychological flexibility can be developed using strategies such asmindfulness meditation,

cognitive-behavioral therapy and values clarification exercises

● Psychological flexibility involves six core processes:

● Acceptance, or acknowledging andmaking room for difficult emotions

● Cognitive defusion, or recognizing and distancing oneself from negative thoughts
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● Present moment awareness, or being fully engaged in the current moment

● Self-as-context, or recognizing that emotions are temporary experiences that do

not define the self

● Values, or pursuing goals that are consistent with one’s beliefs

● Commuted action, or taking intentional steps to pursuemeaningful goals even in

the face of challenge

● Emotional agility refers to one’s ability to navigate thoughts and emotions in a flexible and

adaptive way, using them as a source of information andmotivation for action, rather than

suppressing or controlling them

● Emotional agility can help onemanage stress and copewith difficult situations by enabling

them to take effective action in response to emotional experiences, thus helping to

promote resilience andwellbeing

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Art ofManliness Podcast – Dealing with Life’s Regrets

● TheWeekendUniversity – Developing Psychological Flexibility

● Impact Theory – Susan David

● Yale – Emotional Intelligence with Peter Salovey

Talks

● Psychological flexibility: How love turns pain into purpose | StevenHayes

● Susan David on Emotional Agility

● 4 practical strategies to become emotionally agile | Susan David

● You aren't at themercy of your emotions – your brain creates them | Lisa Feldman Barrett

Books

● GetOut of YourMind and Into Your Life by StevenHayes

● The Resilience Factor by Karen Reivich and Andrew Shatte

● Elastic by LeonardMlodinow

● Emotional Agility by Susan David

● HowEmotions areMade by Lisa Feldman Barrett

● The Emotionally IntelligentManager by Peter Salovey andDavid Caruso
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Lesson #4: De-catastropize

Key Content Points

● Catastrophizing is an irrational thinking pattern in which one exaggerates the negative

consequences of an event, and is associated with a range of negative outcomes, including

increased pain perception, impaired sleep quality, impaired cognitive functioning,

increased risk of depression and anxiety, and reduced quality of life

● Catastrophizing can trigger one’s sympathetic nervous system (fight or flight response),

and lead to physiological changes that increase stress and negative health outcomes

● Rational emotive behavior therapy offers an approach to de-catastrophizing and includes:

● Identifying catastrophic thinking patterns to becomemore aware of irrational

thoughts

● Challenging catastrophic thinking patterns by questioning their logic

● Developing coping statements that counteract the negative thoughts

● Practicing exposure therapy by exposing oneself to situations that cause anxiety to

build resilience

● Using humor or distraction techniques to shift focus away from negativity

● Perspective taking involves viewing a situation from a different perspective, including

those of other people, and can help one gain amore balanced view of a situation and

challenge catastrophic thinking patterns by reducing negative thoughts, emotions and

behaviors

● Perspective taking has been associated with a range of positivemental health outcomes,

including lower levels of depression and anxiety, higher levels of self-esteem and life

satisfaction, and increased positive emotions, and can be practiced through strategies such

as role playing, active listening, writing exercises andmindfulness

● Benefit finding— a strategy used to combat catastrophizing— involves actively seeking

out positive aspects of a challenging situation and focusing on opportunities for growth

and learning, and is associated withmany benefits, including reduced negative emotions,

enhanced resilience, and better life satisfaction

● Some evidence suggests that resonance breathingmay be an effective intervention for

reducing catastrophizing and promoting parasympathetic nervous system activation, by

having one inhale and exhale at a specific rate (typically 6 breaths per minute) to create a

state of resonance between heart rate variability and breathing frequency

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Defeating Depression Podcast – Dr. GrahamDavey

● Book Conversations –Overcoming Unwanted Intrusive Thoughts (Part 1)

● Let's Talk About OCD& Intrusive Thoughts with Dr. SallyWinston
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● How to cultivate resilience and get through tough times (with Lucy Hone) | How to Be a

Better Human

Talks

● Perspective Taking

● The three secrets of resilient people | Lucy Hone | TEDxChristchurch

● 3.1 Introduction: Catastrophizing and the Relationship of Anxiety to Resilience

Books

● The CatastrophicWarrior by GrahamDavey

● Overcoming Anticipatory Anxiety by SallyWinston

● Resilient Grieving by Lucy Hone

● The Resilience Factor by Karen Reivich and Andrew Shatte
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Lesson #5: In-the-moment flexible thinking

Key Content Points

● In general, we breathe to bring in oxygen and remove carbon dioxide, however, both play

an important role as we need correct ratios of both for bodily function

● In the body, air comes in through the nose andmouth, which is then transferred to the

lungs through the larynx (a rigid tube), which then expand or contract to bring in or expel

air using amuscle known as the diaphragm

● One can leverage breathing to reduce or increase heart rate for a situation; to increase

heart rate one should inhale longer andmore deeply than they exhale, and to reduce heart

rate, one should exhale longer andmore vigorously than they inhale

● Mouth breathing can lead to a host of health problems including poor sleep, poor athletic

performance and chronic disease, whereas nasal breathing is essential for optimal health

and can improve athletic performance and reduce fatigue during exercise

● In the context of athletics, breathwork interventions including nasal nitric oxide-enhanced

slow breathing and theWimHof Iceman technique have been shown to have positive

effects on sports performance and resilience

● Box breathing is a breathwork practice for relaxation and stress reduction and involves

equal-length inhales, exhales and breath holds — the counts of which can be adjusted

based on individual preference or comfort

● Resonance breathing is a type of breathwork that focuses on synchronizing the breath

with the body’s natural rhythms to enhance relaxation, increase heart rate variability, and

improvemental and physical performance, and can be performed by breathing in slowly

through the nose for a count of 5, holding the breath for a count of 2, and then exhaling

through themouth for a count of 5— repeating this cycle for several minutes

● Resonance breathing interventions have been associated with various positive outcomes,

including improved cognitive performance, reduced symptoms of anxiety and depression,

and improved stress resilience

● Physiological sighs can be performed to enhancemood and relaxation and alleviate

exercise cramps, and involve taking 2 inhales through the nose followed by one longer

exhale through themouth until the lungs are empty, repeated several times depending on

the context

● Labeling feelings is an effective tool in building resilience and helping onemanage and cope

with difficult emotions and situations, by helping one increase their emotional awareness

and regulation

● Strategies for labeling emotions include paying attention to bodily sensations, and using a

“feeling wheel” or emotion chart to identify feelings that onemay have difficulty

expressing

● Positive distraction is an effective tool for building real-time resilience and involves

engaging in enjoyable or absorbing activities (e.g. listening tomusic or spending timewith

loved ones) to shift one’s focus away from negative thoughts and emotions
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● By intentionally choosing to act in a way that is opposite to their current emotions,

opposite action can help one regulate their emotions andmanage stress in healthy ways,

and build resilience

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Impact Theory – James Nestor

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Jack Feldman: Breathing forMental & Physical Health & Performance

● Huberman Lab –How to Breathe Correctly for Optimal Health, Mood, Learning &

Performance

● HanuHealth Podcast – Resonance Frequency

● Elite HRV Podcast – Leah Lagos

Talks

● Breathing Exercises + James Nestor

● Breathing Techniques to Reduce Stress and Anxiety | Dr. AndrewHuberman on the

Physiological Sigh

● Shut yourMouth and Change your Life | PatrickMcKeown | TEDxGalway

● PatrickMcKeown –WhyWeBreathe: How to Improve Your Sleep, Concentration, Focus &

Performance

Books

● The Resilience Factor by Karen Reivich and Andrew Shatte

● Breath by James Nestor

● TheOxygen Advantage by PatrickMcKeown

● The Breathing Cure by PatrickMcKeown

● Heart BreathMind by Leah Lagos
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Acceptance Commitment Technique

Key Content Points

● Building on both behavioral and cognitive approaches, Acceptance and Commitment

Therapy (ACT) emphasizes mindfulness and acceptance-based strategies and seeks to

develop physiological flexibility by teaching one to observe and accept their thoughts and

emotions and becomemore present in themoment, while taking committed action

towards their values

● Unlike Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, ACT emphasizes the importance of accepting

difficult emotions as a natural part of the human experience, places greater emphasis on

mindfulness and experiential exercises such asmetaphors, views the therapist as more of a

collaborator rather than expert, and seesmental health as the ability to adaptive LT

respond to internal and external experiences

● ACT uses a diagnostic tool known as the Hexaflex for classifying and treating client

problems holistically, and its points represent the six aspects of psychological flexibility (I.e

correspond to the 6 core components of ACT)

● The 6 core components of ACT are:

● Mindfulness, or developing greater present moment awareness and

non-judgemental observation of one’s thoughts, feelings and experiences, thus

allowing one to learn to develop amore accepting and compassionate attitude

towards themselves and their experiences

● Cognitive defusion, or learning to observe thoughts and beliefs from amore

objective perspective rather than getting caught up in them, thus allowing one to

notice their thoughts and feelings without necessarily believing or acting on them,

which can help them respondmore effectively to their experiences

● Acceptance, or developing the ability to allow difficult thoughts and emotions to be

present without trying to change or eliminate them, helping one to learn to stop

struggling against them and start focusing their energy on takingmeaningful action

in line with their values

● Self-as-context, or developing a sense of self as an observer rather than identifying

too closely with one’s thoughts or feelings, allowing one to recognize that their

thoughts and emotions are not necessarily a reflection of their true self

● Values, or exploring what is truly important andmeaningful to one and using this

awareness to guide oneself

● Committed action, or taking steps towards one’s values even in the face of difficult

thoughts and emotions

● PresentMoment

● The purpose of ACT’s present moment focus is to restore a sense of control lost in

many clients by helping one understand that while they cannot control how they

think or feel, they can control how they act
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● While past and future thoughts have a purpose (such as learning frommistakes or

looking forward to something), ruminating and planning can become the default

mode of thinking causing real problems for individuals

● There is no time to control behavior than in the present moment, and ACT helps

one build presence throughmindfulness exercises to help them shift from dwelling

and planning to focusing onwhat they can control

● Acceptance

● All individuals have parts of themselves that are less desirable or attractive and a

commonmindset is to want to cure or eliminate those unwanted pieces rather than

accept who you are andwhat you do

● ACT helps individuals embrace their demons, or unwanted private experiences, and

follow their hearts, helping onemake changes in the present moment without using

up their limited supply of energy on continually struggling to suppress one’s dark

parts

● Values

● Values can be thought of as directional arrows on a compass, andwhile there are

always obstacles, having a compass allows one to reset or change direction when

they’ve lost their way

● It is important to differentiate between values and goals; while goals are finite with

an end, values are ongoing and infinite — they are chosen qualities of action that

are acted onmoment bymoment

● Values tell youwhat direction to go, while goals are the steps that help you get

closer to living ameaningful life

● Cognitive defusion

● ACT gives a lot of weight to language, which is an intuitive approach since humans

rely on language to communicate, express themselves, and understand the world

around them, and ACT helps individuals alter how they use language internally

● Weoften pay little attention to howwe talk to ourselves and can suffer from a lack

of self-kindness

● Whenwe repeatedly use negative labels for ourselves, we can become fusedwith

that language, identifying ourselves with it; thus, cognitive defusion helps loosen

the grip that one has on their negative self labels and see their thoughts as

thoughts, rather than accurate representations of reality

● Self-as-context

● It is common for individuals to identify themselves by what they do (e.g. one’s

profession), andwhile there is nothing wrongwith this in principle, it illustrates the

brain’s tendency to identify itself with experience

● ACT helps onemove from thinking of themselves based on the content of their

thoughts, helping them see that they are not the content of their thoughts but the

context in which they occur, thus creating substantial distance from painful

thoughts and allowing one to detach from the inevitable highs and lows of human
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existence (e.g. shifting from “I’m unloveable” to “I’m having the thought that I’m

unloveable”)

● Committed action

● Committed action encapsulates the second half of themantra— embrace your

demons, follow your heart — as individuals first commit to know their hearts by

identifying their values and then following their hearts by committing to act with

their values at the forefront of their minds

● In this part of the ACT process, goals come into play as the therapist helps identify

goals that will help get the client to where they want to go

● This collaborative goal settingmakes therapy function like a creative workshop, in

which the two parties set goals for the client, who tries them out in real life, then

reports on the progress in the next session where tweaks aremade as necessary—

again in alignment with the client’s underlying values

● In ACT, the use of experiential exercises, such asmetaphors, help individuals develop

greater self awareness and acceptance of their internal experiences, thus promoting

behavior change

● The RiverMetaphor is used to help athletes understand the concept of present moment

awareness by having them imagine oneself in a river, with the current representing the

present moment. By staying focused on the current and not getting caught up in the past or

future, athletes can stay present and perform at their best.

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Mentally Flexible Podcast – Dr. Russ Harris

● TheWellbeing Lab – Practicing ACTwith Russ Harris

● TheOCD Stories – Dr. Russ Harris

Talks

● The Art and Science of Self-Compassion

Books

● ACTMade Simple by Dr. Russ Harris

● TheHappiness Trap by Dr. Russ Harris

● Trauma-Focused ACT byDr. Russ Harris

● ACTwith Love by Dr. Russ Harris

● Getting Unstuck in ACT byDr. Russ Harris
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Chapter 4 Pt. 1: Leveraging bodily awareness (BottomUp)

Lesson #1: Body scanning 101

Key Content Points

● While somatic awareness refers to the conscious recognition of and response to bodily

sensations, such as touch and pressure, interoception refers to the sensing and perception

of internal bodily sensations, such as hunger, heart rate, breathing, and emotional and

cognitive processes

● Interoceptive awareness refers to the degree to which one is aware and able to attend to

their internal bodily sensations and has been associated with a range of mental and

physical outcomes, including emotional regulation, stress management, and pain

perception; while poor interoceptive awareness has been linked to a range of mental

health disorders, including anxiety, depression and eating disorders

● Interventions that have been shown to improve interoceptive awareness include

mindfulness practices such as body scans andmindful movement, body awareness training,

biofeedback training, and yoga

● Body scanning involves systematically bringing attention to different parts of one’s body

and observing physical sensations without judgment, and is used as an approach to

increase awareness of bodily experiences and promote greater wellbeing by recognizing

the interdependence of the body andmind

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● TheDissenter – Sarah Garfinkel: Interoception, Emotion, AndMental Health

● ChangingMinds –Why Listening To Your Gut FeelingWorks

● Good Life Project – The Body Keeps the Score

Talks

● The science inside our hearts andminds | Dr Sarah Garfinkel | TEDxBrighton

Books

● Mindful Somatic Awareness for Anxiety Relief byMichele L. Blume, PsyD

● Somatic Internal Family Systems Therapy by SusanMcConnell

● The Body Keeps the Score by Bessel van der Kolk
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● Unstressed by Alane K. Daugherty, PhD
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Lesson #2: Noticing feelings

Key Content Points

● RULER is an evidence-based approach to social and emotional learning designed to help

one recognize, understand, label, express and regulate emotions, and has been shown to

have positive effects on student and teacher wellbeing, academic performance and

classroom climate

● The five components of RULER are:

● Recognizing emotions, or developing a vocabulary of emotion words and learning

to identify and label emotions appropriately;

● Understanding emotions, or developing an understanding of the ways in which

emotions are triggered and how they influence behaviour, thoughts, and

relationships;

● Labeling emotions, or developing the skills to communicate emotions clearly and

assertively and to express them in appropriate ways in different contexts;

● Expressing emotions, or developing the skills to communicate emotions in a way

that is respectful and emphatic and to respond to others’ emotions with sensitivity

and understanding; and

● Regulating emotions, or developing the skills to manage emotions in a way that

promotes wellbeing, such as through relaxation techniques, positive self talk and

mindfulness practices

● Recognize

● The recognizing aspect of emotional intelligence involves developing the ability to

accurately perceive and label emotions, as well as distinguish between the different

types of emotions and understand the complex interplay between them

● One can learn to better understand their emotional responses andwork to

regulate themmore effectively by distinguishing between primary emotions

(initial, instinctive reactions to a situation) and secondary emotions (emotions

experienced in response to primary emotions)

● TheMoodMeter tool encourages individuals to identify and label their emotions

according to four broad categories:

● Pleasantness;

● Energy;

● Arousal; and

● Positivity

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● TheMindful Educators Podcast – UnderstandingOur Emotions
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● Unlocking Us Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

● The Psychology Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

Talks

● Emotional Intelligence Superpowers |Marc Brackett | Talks at Google

● Emotional Intelligence in Children and Adults | Expert Videos

● TEDxGoldenGateED -Marc Brackett

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 1

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 2

Books

● Permission to Feel by Dr. Marc Brackett

● Emotional Intelligence by Daniel Goleman

● Emotional Intelligence 2.0 by Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves
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Lesson #3: Analyzing feelings

Key Content Points

● Understanding “why am I feeling what I am feeling” involves developing emotional

awareness, empathy and problem-solving skills and can be explored through the following

strategies:

● Moodmeter, by encouraging one to not only identify and label their emotions, but

to also reflect onwhy theymight be feeling a certain way, thus helping them

understand specific triggers of their emotions;

● Empathy training, by teaching one to consider the perspectives and experiences of

others to not only understand the causes of their own emotions, but also consider

how different situationsmight affect different people;

● Meta-moment, but encouraging one to pause and reflect before responding to a

situation to consider what specific factors may be contributing to one’s emotions,

thus allowing them to identify specific triggers and causes of their emotions and

lead tomore effective problem-solving and communications

● According to positive psychology, understanding why you are feeling what you are feeling

can have several benefits, including:

● Increased self-awareness, by helping one identify patterns and triggers related to

their emotions, thoughts and behaviours;

● Better coping strategies, by allowing one to step back and respond in a thoughtful

way to situations rather than in an impulsive way;

● Improved relationships, by allowing one to communicate their feelings in a clear

and respectful; and

● Increased resilience, by allowing one to develop strategies tomanage emotions in

difficult situations

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● TheMindful Educators Podcast – UnderstandingOur Emotions

● Unlocking Us Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

● The Psychology Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

Talks

● Emotional Intelligence Superpowers |Marc Brackett | Talks at Google

● Emotional Intelligence in Children and Adults | Expert Videos

● TEDxGoldenGateED -Marc Brackett

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 1
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● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 2

Books

● Permission to Feel by Dr. Marc Brackett

● Emotional Intelligence by Daniel Goleman

● Emotional Intelligence 2.0 by Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves
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Lesson #4: Naming feelings

Key Content Points

● Naming emotions is a crucial step in the emotional regulation process as it enables one to

recognize and understand their emotionsmore effectively, which can be complex and

multi-dimensional

● Naming emotions can help one develop greater emotional awareness and resilience, and

thus can have a positive impact on one’s mental health andwellbeing

● Strategies that can help one improve their ability to name emotions include:

● Increasing awareness, by paying attention to one’s emotions and bodily sensations;

● Practicingmindfulness, such asmeditation or deep breathing;

● Using emotion recognition apps, such asMoodMeter;

● Participating in emotional intelligence workshops, to learn about emotions and

develop emotional intelligence skills;

● Increasing emotional vocabulary, by learning new feeling words and understanding

their nuances;

● Using visual aids, such as charts or diagrams to label emotionsmore easily;

● Role-playing scenarios, to practice labeling emotions in various situations; and

● Seeking feedback, to improve one’s skills

● Feeling words can also help individuals label and name their emotionsmore accurately by

recognizing the subtle differences between primary emotions (e.g. happiness, sadness,

anger) and secondary emotions (e.g. jealousy, guilt, shame)

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● TheMindful Educators Podcast – UnderstandingOur Emotions

● Unlocking Us Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

● The Psychology Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

Talks

● Emotional Intelligence Superpowers |Marc Brackett | Talks at Google

● Emotional Intelligence in Children and Adults | Expert Videos

● TEDxGoldenGateED -Marc Brackett

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 1

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 2

Books
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● Permission to Feel by Dr. Marc Brackett

● Emotional Intelligence by Daniel Goleman

● Emotional Intelligence 2.0 by Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves
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Lesson #5: Expressing feelings

Key Content Points

● Expressing oneself is a valuable tool for enhancingmental and emotional wellbeing with

benefits including:

● Improved emotional regulation, by gaining perspective and clarity throughwriting,

talking and other means of communication;

● Increased self-awareness, by reflecting on experiences to gain insights into

behaviours, triggers and values;

● Strengthened relationships, by deepening connections by sharing experiences;

● Enhanced creativity, by tapping into one’s inner resources to generate new ideas;

and

● Improved performance, by reflecting on experiences to gain insights into one’s

strengths andweaknesses and develop strategies for self-improvement

● Expressive writing involves writing about one’s thoughts and feelings in a structured and

reflectivemanner and is an effective tool for (1) reducing psychological distress by

allowing one to gain insight into their inner world, identify patterns and triggers and

underlying beliefs, and (2) regulating emotions and reducing rumination by allowing one to

create distance from their emotions and gain perspective

● Expressive writing has been found to be associated with significant improvements in

psychological wellbeing including reductions in depression, anxiety and PTSD, and has also

been found to have physical health benefits such as improved immune function

● In RULER, expressing refers to the ability to communicate emotions effectively and

appropriately and is a crucial component of emotional intelligence as it allows one to share

their feelings with others and build positive relationships

● Positive psychology suggests the best way to express oneself is through assertive

communication, which involves:

● Using “I” statements which focus on one’s thoughts and feelings, rather than

placing blame on others;

● Being clear and specific to avoidmisunderstanding; and

● Active listening, by paying attention to the other person's perspective and

responding in a supportive and empathetic manner

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● TheMindful Educators Podcast – UnderstandingOur Emotions

● Unlocking Us Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

● The Psychology Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

Talks
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● Emotional Intelligence Superpowers |Marc Brackett | Talks at Google

● Emotional Intelligence in Children and Adults | Expert Videos

● TEDxGoldenGateED -Marc Brackett

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 1

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 2

Books

● Permission to Feel by Dr. Marc Brackett

● Emotional Intelligence by Daniel Goleman

● Emotional Intelligence 2.0 by Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves
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Lesson #6: Regulating feelings

Key Content Points

● Healthy strategies for emotion regulation include deep breathing, positive self-talk,

mindfulness, self-care, and setting realistic goals

● Positive distraction:

● Positive distraction can be an effective tool for building resilience in real-time and

involves engaging in engaging or absorbing activities to shift one’s focus away from

negative thoughts and emotions

● Positive distraction can takemany forms, including listening tomusic, engaging in

hobbies, spending timewith loved ones or going on awalk

● Positive distraction has been shown to reduce the impact of stress on psychological

and physical wellbeing, and reduce symptoms of anxiety and depression

● One can reap the benefits of positive distraction by engaging in a regular practice

of enjoyable activities to cultivate a consistent source of positive emotions and

stress relief

● It is important to remainmindful of potential downsides of distraction which

include it being used as a form of avoidance, suppression, temporary relief, or an

overly relied on copingmechanism

● Breathwork:

● Box breathing is a breathwork practice for relaxation and stress reduction and

involves equal-length inhales, exhales and breath holds — the counts of which can

be adjusted based on individual preference or comfort

● Resonance breathing is a type of breathwork that focuses on synchronizing the

breath with the body’s natural rhythms to enhance relaxation, increase heart rate

variability, and improvemental and physical performance, and can be performed by

breathing in slowly through the nose for a count of 5, holding the breath for a count

of 2, and then exhaling through themouth for a count of 5— repeating this cycle for

several minutes

● Resonance breathing interventions have been associated with various positive

outcomes, including improved cognitive performance, reduced symptoms of

anxiety and depression, and improved stress resilience

● Physiological sighs can be performed to enhancemood and relaxation and alleviate

exercise cramps, and involve taking 2 inhales through the nose followed by one

longer exhale through themouth until the lungs are empty, repeated several times

depending on the context

● Opposite emotion:

● The opposite emotion strategy involves intentionally choosing to experience and

express an emotion that is opposite to the one you are currently feeling and can be

a helpful tool for regulating emotions by helping to reduce the intensity of negative

emotions and increase positive ones
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● This strategy is best used in conjunction with others and is important to choose an

emotion that feels authentic and genuine to oneself, rather than forced and

unnatural

● If one is feeling depressed andmay feel like isolating or withdrawing themselves, an

opposite emotion action would be to engage in activities that made them happy in

the past even if they don’t feel like it in themoment

● Cognitive reframing:

● Cognitive reframing involves identifying negative thoughts and beliefs and

challenging them by replacing themwithmore positive and realistic ones

● Cognitive reframing has been associated with positive benefits including, reduced

symptoms of anxiety and depression, increased ability to copewith stress, and

improved performance under pressure

● One example of cognitive reframing is the threat vs. challengemindset in which

threat mindsets involve perceiving situations as potential sources of harm or loss,

whereas challengemindsets perceive situations as opportunities for growth and

development

● An effective intervention for developing a challengemindset is cognitive

reappraisal which, instead of automatically reacting to a situation, involves

intentionally interpreting it in amore positive light

● Other strategies to shift from a threat to a challengemindset include: refocusing

attention tomaintain a positive focus, using relaxation techniques such as deep

breathing to reduce physiological arousal, building self-efficacy by developing a

sense of confidence, and seeking social support by surrounding oneself with

supportive individuals to helpmaintain a positive attitude

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Unlocking Us Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

● The Psychology Podcast – Dr. Marc Brackett

● HanuHealth Podcast – Resonance Frequency

Talks

● Emotional Intelligence Superpowers |Marc Brackett | Talks at Google

● Emotional Intelligence in Children and Adults | Expert Videos

● TEDxGoldenGateED -Marc Brackett

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 1

● Marc Brackett on Emotional Intelligence and theMoodMeter, Part 2

● Breathing Techniques to Reduce Stress and Anxiety | Dr. AndrewHuberman on the

Physiological Sigh

● TwoWays Your Brain Responds to Stress | Rick Hanson
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● Marsha Linehan – Strategies for Emotion Regulation

Books

● Permission to Feel by Dr. Marc Brackett

● Emotional Intelligence by Daniel Goleman

● Emotional Intelligence 2.0 by Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves

● Breath by James Nestor

● TheOxygen Advantage by PatrickMcKeown

● The Breathing Cure by PatrickMcKeown

● Heart BreathMind by Leah Lagos
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Chapter 4 Pt. 2: Leveraging bodily awareness (BottomUp)

Lesson #1: The gut-brain connection & well-being

Key Content Points

● The gut microbiome refers to the collection of microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi

that inhabit the human gastrointestinal tract and play a crucial role in the digestion of food,

absorption of nutrients, regulation of the immune system and production of hormones and

other signalingmolecules

● Unique to each individual and influenced by a variety of factors such as diet and lifestyle, a

healthy and diverse gut microbiome is important for overall health andwellbeing, as

disruptions to it (such as dysbiosis or an imbalance in the gut microbiota) have been linked

to a range of health issues including digestive disorders, obesity andmental health

conditions such as depression and anxiety

● The gut and brain are interconnected (I.e gut-brain axis) and thus communication between

the two is bidirectional; as such, the health of one’s gut microbiota can impact one’s mood,

behavior and cognitive function, and by understanding the connection between the two,

one can take steps— such as engaging inmind-body practices — to improve their overall

health andwellbeing

● Ways to improve one’s gut microbiome include:

● Eating a diverse, fiber-rich diet, including fruits, vegetables, legumes andwhole

grains to promote the growth of beneficial gut bacteria and increasemicrobial

diversity;

● Reducing intake of processed foods and sugar;

● Taking probiotics, which are livemicroorganisms that can be taken in supplement

form to help replenish beneficial gut bacteria and/or prebiotics which are

non-digestible fibers that promote the growth of beneficial gut bacteria;

● Managing stress, throughmind-body practices such asmeditation and yoga; and

● Avoiding unnecessary use of antibiotics, as they can disrupt the balance of the gut

microbiome by killing off beneficial bacteria

● It’s important to note that each person’s gut microbiome is unique and thus working with a

healthcare provider or registered dietician can be helpful in developing a personalized

approach to improving gut health

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● MindGut Conversation Podcast – How Food Impacts OurMental Health

● Beyond the Balance Sheet Podcast – TheMind-Gut ConnectionWith EmeranMayer
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Talks

● TheMind-Gut Connection: ConversationWithin Our Bodies | EmeranMayer, MD, PhD |

UCLAMDChat

● TheMind-Gut Connection | Dr. EmeranMayer | Talks at Google

● Your GutMicrobiome: TheMost Important Organ You’ve Never HeardOf | Erika Ebbel

Angle | TEDxFargo
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Lesson #2: Sleep 101

Key Content Points

● One’s quality of sleep is just as important as the quantity, and poor sleep quality, such as

due to exposure to electronic devices before bed, can have negative effects on one’s health

andwellbeing

● Themain purposes of sleep include:

● Memory consolidation, so the brainmay process and consolidate newly acquired

information for easier retrieval later;

● Synaptic pruning, to prune unnecessary conditions between neurons to allow the

brain to operatemore efficiently;

● Hormonal regulation, including regulation hormones that control appetite,

metabolism, stress and immune function;

● Restoration, so the bodymay rest and repair; and

● Emotional regulation, to help one regulate emotions and improve emotional

stability

● Sleep deprivation has been linked to an increased risk of accidents and injuries, impaired

immune functionmaking people susceptible to illness and disease, andmental health

conditions such as depression and anxiety

● Sleep is important for overall wellbeing and resilience and getting enough sleep can help

one better copewith stress and adversity, improve cognitive function and academic

performance, and contribute to athletic performance by helping to improve reaction time,

speed and accuracy

● The sleep cycles involves multiple stages of non-rapid eyemovement (NREM) sleep and

rapid eyemovement (REM) sleepwhich occur in roughly 90-minute cycles throughout the

night; while during NREM sleep, the brain consolidates memories and learning, REM sleep

is important for emotional regulation and creativity, and altogether sleep plays a critical

role in regulating hormones, including those that control appetite, metabolism and stress

● Evidence-basedways for improving sleep include:

● Sticking to a regular sleep schedule;

● Creating a relaxing sleep environment;

● Limiting exposure to electronic devices before bedtime;

● Practicing relaxation techniques such as deep breathing;

● Avoiding largemeals before bedtime; and

● Engaging in regular exercise

● It is recommended that athletes prioritize sleep as a crucial component of their training

and recovery, withmost needing between 7-9 hours of sleep per night or up to 10 hours

per night during periods of intense training or competition

● Napping is a powerful tool and has been associated with the following benefits:

● Improved cognitive function, such asmemory consolidation, learning and

problem-solving abilities;
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● Improvedmood, enhanced emotional regulation and reduced stress; and

● Reduced risk of cardiovascular disease

● Short naps between 20-30minutes can help improve alertness and performance, while

longer naps between 60-90minutes can promotememory consolidation and improve

cognitive function; however, timing alsomatters as a nap too late in the daymay interfere

with nighttime sleep and a nap too early may not be effective due to a natural dip in

alertness in early afternoon

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● TheDiary of a CEOPodcast – Dr. MatthewWalker

● Huberman Lab –Dr.MatthewWalker

● Huberman Lab –Master Your Sleep & BeMore AlertWhen Awake

● Huberman Lab – Sleep Toolkit: Tools for Optimizing Sleep & Sleep-Wake Timing

● Forbes – Arianna HuffingtonOn The PowerOf Unplugging

● Arianna Huffington: The Sleep Revolution

Talks

● Sleep is your superpower |MattWalker

● WhyWe Sleep: Science of Sleep &Dreams |MatthewWalker | Talks at Google

● Why SleepMatters |MatthewWalker | Talks at Google

● The Sleep Revolution | Arianna Huffington | Talks at Google

Books

● WhyWe Sleep byMatthewWalker, PhD

● The Sleep Revolution by Arianna Huffington
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Lesson #3: Biorhythms

Key Content Points

● Circadian rhythms are 24-hour biological rhythms that are driven by a “master clock” and

regulate a wide range of physiological processes in the body including sleep, hormone

production andmetabolism, by receiving input from light-sensitive cells in the eyes and

coordinating the timing of various physiological processes throughout the body

● Circadian rhythms are important for overall health andwellbeing as disruptions to them

have been linked to a wide range of health issues such as sleep andmetabolic disorders,

cardiovascular disease and certain types of cancer

● Circadian rhythms can be optimized through practices including regular sleep-wake

schedules, exposure to natural light during the day and avoiding bright light at night

● Ultradian rhythms refer to biological rhythms that occur more frequently than once per 24

hours and typically have a period of less that 20 hours, and are observed in a wide range of

physiological processes including hormone secretion, metabolism and brain activity

● Ultradian rhythms play an important role in regulating the secretion of hormones such as

cortisol, growth hormone andmelatonin, and disruptions to these rhythms have been

linked to various health issues, including sleep andmood disorders

● Research has shown that optimizing ultradian rhythms through practices such as taking

regular breaks throughout the day and engaging in regular physical activity may have

beneficial effects on cognitive function, productivity and overall health andwellbeing

● Optimizing circadian rhythms through practices like regular sleep-wake cycles and

exposure to natural light during the daymay help regulate the release of these

neurotransmitters and improve overall mental health andwellbeing

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Samer Hattar: Timing Light, Food, & Exercise for Better Sleep, Energy

&Mood

● Huberman Lab – Sleep Toolkit: Tools for Optimizing Sleep & Sleep-Wake Timing

Talks

● Health lies in healthy circadian habits | Satchin Panda | TEDxBeaconStreet

● How optimizing circadian rhythms can increase healthy years | Satchin Panda |

TEDxBoston

Books

● Change Your Schedule, Change Your Life by Dr. Suhas Kshirsagar andMichelle D. Seaton
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Lesson #4: Nutrition & hydration

Key Content Points

● Nutrition and hydration play a critical role in helping one fuel their mind and body,

however, it is important to note that it is a personal experience and as such, knowing one’s

goals, habits and physiology can help one develop a nutritional game plan that best

supports their needs

● General dietary guidelines recommend following a healthy eating pattern over time to

support a healthy bodyweight and decrease risk of chronic conditions, which includes

fruits, vegetables, grains, healthy oils, protein and dairy, and limits added sugars, saturated

fats and sodium

● Macronutrients can be broken down into carbohydrates, proteins and fats

○ Carbohydrates play an important role in supplying the brain andworkingmuscles

with energy, preventingmuscle-breakdown after exercise and helping support

digestion by providing fiber.While one’s goals and duration and intensity of

physical activity will influence howmany carbohydrates to consume, it is

recommended to chooseminimally processed foods andwhole grains

○ Protein plays an important role in optimizingmetabolic adaptation, helping build

muscle tissue and supporting one’s immune system. Recommended general intake

for athletes is 1.2-2.0 grams per kg of bodyweight

○ Fats play an important role in protecting themind and body as they contain

powerful nutrients for cellular repair of skin, joints, hair and organs. Since they

release slowly, they keep one satiated over time by regulating blood sugar and

keeping energy levels stable

○ Intake of Omega-3 fatty acids is recommended to help boost brain power, cognitive

function, focus andmemory, lower inflammation and support recovery

● Hydration providesmany benefits for performance, including increasing energy, improving

agility, movement and recovery, and supportingmental clarity. Recommended daily intake

(starting with water first, then sports drinks) is 1/2-1 ounces per pound of total body

weight

● Micronutrients, such as those found in fruits and vegetables, play an important role in

disease presentation and provide the bodywith natural vitamins, minerals and

antioxidants for support. Overall, it is recommended to eat a diverse diet consisting of a

variety of colourful foods, which can be done by having 3+ colours on each plate! This

includes herbs and spices!

● One can increase their colour quotient by eating the following foods for optimal brain and

body benefits:

○ Yellow foods to optimize brain function, such as yellow pears, squash and yellow

peppers;

○ Green to rejuvenate bones andmuscles, such as avocados, broccoli, and kiwi;

○ Orange to support skin andmuscle tissues, such as apricots, nectarines and carrots;
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○ White to enhance one’s immune system, such as garlic, ginger and onions;

○ Red to support heart health, such as cherries, beets and tomatoes; and

○ Purple to promotemicrocirculation, such as blackberries, cabbage and eggplant

● While there exist general nutrition and hydration recommendations, it is important to

remember that food is more than nutrients for the body and finding a healthy balance with

food in which one eats healthy 80% of the time can contribute to wellbeing over the long

term

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● MindPump Podcast — Jason Phillips

● Huberman Lab—Nutrients for Brain Health & Performance

● Huberman Lab—Dr. Andy Galpin

Talks

● Practical Nutrition Application | Jason Phillips | Talks at Google

● All In Nutrition | Jason Phillips | Talks at Google

Books

● Genius Foods byMax Lugavere

● Food byMark Hyman,MD
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Lesson #5: Movement

Key Content Points

● The benefits of exercise extend beyond improving one’s physical health, since by evolution,

human brains are hardwired to derive happiness, meaning, and a sense of belonging from

physical activity – especially if that physical activity takes place tomusic, in nature, or

alongside others

● Exercise hasmany positive impacts on the brain, including:

○ It boosts brain function, such as enhancing cognitive function;

○ It promotes neuroplasticity;

○ It reduces stress and anxiety;

○ It improvesmood and helps fight depression;

○ It enhances creativity and improves problem-solving abilities;

○ It improves attention and focus; and

○ It enhances learning and academic performance.

● At the neurochemical level, the impacts of exercise on the brain include:

○ The release of endorphins which contribute to improvedmood and overall

wellbeing;

○ Increased dopamine levels which can enhancemotivation and reward sensitivity;

○ Increased serotonin levels which can alleviate symptoms of depression and

anxiety;

○ Production of brain-derived neurotrophic factor, a protein involved in

neuroplasticity, learning, andmemory; and

○ Reduced levels of stress hormones, such as cortisol

● Different types of exercise include:

○ Aerobic exercise of moderate-to-vigorous intensity, such as brisk walking, jogging,

cycling, or swimming, recommended for around 30minutes per session, for a total

of 150minutes per week;

○ High-intensity interval training (HIIT) or short bursts of intense exercise followed

by brief recovery periods, recommended for 10 to 30minutes, including warm-up

and cool-down periods;

○ Resistance training or using weights or resistance bands, recommended for two to

three sessions per week, targetingmajor muscle groups;

○ Mind-body exercises such as yoga, tai chi, and pilates, recommended for two to

three times per week; and

○ Outdoor and nature-based exercise such as exercising in natural environments

● Benefits of yoga on health andwell-being include:

○ Reduced stress levels and a promoted a sense of relaxation and calmness;

○ Improved flexibility and strength, and enhanced balance, posture, andmuscular

endurance;
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○ Enhancedmental well-being, such as improvedmood and increased feelings of

self-compassion;

○ Better sleep quality; and

○ Enhanced body awareness, mind-body connection, self-reflection, and overall

mindfulness

● Walking is a simple yet effective form of physical activity that can have various positive

impacts on health andwell-being, including:

○ Improved cardiovascular fitness by increasing heart rate, improving blood

circulation, and lowering the risk of cardiovascular diseases;

○ Weight management by helping burn calories, increasemetabolism, and reduce

body fat;

○ Reduce symptoms of depression, anxiety, and stress, while promoting feelings of

relaxation, improvedmood, and overall psychological well-being;

○ Improved bone health; and

○ Improved longevity and reducedmortality rates

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● Rich Roll Podcast –MovementMakes Us Human: KellyMcGonigal, PhD

● Impact Theory – Stanford Psychologist Reveals One Change ThatWill Dramatically

Improve Your Life

Talks:

● WhyDoes ExerciseMake UsHappy?

Books:

● The Joy ofMovement by KellyMcGonigal, PhD
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Lesson #6: Active vs. passive recovery

Key Content Points

● While active recovery involves performing low-intensity exercise such as jogging to help

flush out metabolic waste products and promote blood flow to themuscles, passive

recovery involves resting completely or engaging in low-intensity activities such as

stretching

● Active recovery can bemore effective than passive recovery for reducingmuscle soreness,

have greater benefits for cognitive function andmood, and help clear lactatemore

effectively after high-intensity exercise

● Passive recoverymay bemore effective than active recovery for reducing inflammation

andmarkers of muscle damage after exercise, reducing subjective feelings of fatigue after

exercise and lead to faster heart rate recovery after high-intensity exercise

● Non-Directed Sleep-Related (NSDR) Imagery is the kind of rest one gets when their body is

in a completely relaxed state (I.e similar to slow-wave sleepwhere rejuvenation occurs as

growth hormone repairs muscle, initiates new tissue growth and bolsters cognitive

performance) while their mind is still active and aims to help one achieve the recuperative

level of deep rest theymay havemissed from the previous night’s sleep

● One can enter NSDR in the following ways:

● YogaNidra, a form of guidedmeditation that yields a state of deep relaxation

between sleep andwakefulness; and

● Hypnosis, where one engages in a deeper, detached state of consciousness

● Reported health benefits of NSDR includememory retention, stress relief, improved sleep

quality, and increased focus and clarity, and can be practiced before bedtime to promote

relaxation and sleep

● Other examples of active recovery include:

● Yoga, recommended to be practiced in a quiet, calm and distraction-free

environment and at the style or sequence that is appropriate for one’s fitness and

skill level and focuses on relaxation and stress relief;

● Meditation, which involves training themind to focus on the present moment

without judgment or distraction to help improvemental clarity, reduce stress and

anxiety, and promote relaxation;

● Cold exposure, which can be started with brief exposure such as in a cold shower

and gradually increasing duration and intensity of exposure as your body becomes

more accustomed to it;

● Breath, which is a powerful tool for managing stress and improving overall health

andwellbeing by practicing various breathwork techniques to help one regulate

their nervous system and promote relaxation, focus andmental clarity; and

● Sauna

● A regular meditation practice has been shown to have a range of benefits including

improved attention and focus, increased emotional regulation, reduced inflammation,
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improved immune function, and reduced symptoms of anxiety and depression, and is a

simple yet powerful tool to help one cultivate greater awareness enhance their overall

wellbeing

● A minimum effective dose of meditation is 5-10minutes per day, which can be gradually

increased over time as one becomesmore comfortable with the practice

● Resonance breathing is a breathing technique that involves breathing at a specific rate of

around 6 breaths per minute to stimulate the parasympathetic nervous system and

promote relaxation, with research showing that athletes who practiced this technique for

10-20minutes per day could improve their heart rate variability and recover more quickly

from intense training or competition

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● HanuHealth Podcast – Dr. Leah Lagos

● Huberman Lab – SamHarris

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Andy Galpin: Maximize Recovery to Achieve Fitness & Performance

Goals

● Huberman Lab – Supercharge Exercise Performance & Recovery with Cooling

● Huberman Lab –HowMeditationWorks & Science-Based EffectiveMeditations

Talks

● The Practice of Yoga Nidra to Improve Your Sleep and Stress | Dr. AndrewHuberman

● How to Know If YouNeed a Rest Day | Dr. Andy Galpin &Dr. AndrewHuberman

● SamHarris: Mindfulness is Powerful, But Keep ReligionOut of It | Big Think

Books

● Heart BrainMind by Leah Lagos

● Waking Up by SamHarris
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Lesson #7: Cold and heat exposure

Key Content Points

● Cold exposure has the following impact onwellbeing:

● Reduced inflammation, which can help with recovery after exercise or injury;

● Improved circulation, as blood vessels constrict which can promote healing;

● Enhanced immune function, due to increased production of white blood cells;

● Improvedmental performance; and

● Mental health benefits such as improvements in mood, reduced stress levels and

increased resilience

● Deliberate cold exposure has a very powerful effect on the release of dopamine in one’s

body and can continue tomake one feel good after they leave the cold environment and

contribute tomood, focus andmental clarity, as the quality of stress caused by deliberate

cold exposure is one of “eustress” —which is a deliberate stress that has a positive effect

on the body and leads tominimum increases in cortisol

● As a rule of thumb, one’s cold exposure depends on their cold tolerance and core

metabolism among other features, and the environment should be uncomfortably cold, but

such that one can stay in it safely, either via cold shower or cold-water immersion

● A total of 11minutes a week of brief (1-3minute) cold exposure at very cold temperatures

(35-45F) or long (30-60minutes) cold exposure at moremoderate temperatures (55-60F)

is enough to reap benefits

● Cold exposure should be performed during the following:

● Early in the day as the body’s baseline temperature is lowest about 2 hours before

wake up and naturally increases in themorning and throughout the day, and such

doing it early will further increase one’s core body temperature which is associated

with wakefulness and the ability to be alert throughout the day;

● In shorter durations after training to improve outcomes in terms of reducing

soreness and improving training efficacy; and

● Avoided 4-6 hours after strength training

● Heat exposure has the following impacts onwellbeing:

● Improved cardiovascular health, such as improvements in blood pressure and heart

rate;

● Reduced risk of chronic disease, such as dementia;

● Enhanced exercise performance, such as reduced fatigue;

● Improved immune function, such as reduced risk of infection; and

● Mental health benefits, such as improvements in mood and improved sleep quality

● It is recommended to use sauna that is appropriate for one’s fitness level and health status,

to start with short sessions to allow the body to adapt to the heat, hydrating before and

after sauna use, and avoiding vigorous activities or exercise immediately after
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● It is recommended to perform sauna use between 80-100C or 176-212F for 5-20minutes

per session, 2-7 times per week either via wet or dry sauna, or via a hot water bath up to

the neck if one does not have access to a sauna

● Sauna use can be used to increase growth hormone (which starts to diminish is early 30s)

which impacts metabolism and the growth of cells and tissues in the body, responsible for

tissue repair and growth spurt during puberty, and should be limited to performance

1x/week in a state without food for 2-3 hours prior for maximum growth hormone benefits

● Benefits of sauna use include:

● Reduced risk of cardiovascular disease;

● Reduced risk of all-causemortality and increased longevity;

● Lowered risk of Alzheimer’s disease;

● Improved depressive symptoms; and

● Reduced inflammation and increased anti-inflammatory biomarkers

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab – The Science &Health Benefits of Deliberate Heat Exposure

● Huberman Lab – Using Deliberate Cold Exposure for Health and Performance

● MedCram – Sauna Benefits DeepDive andOptimal Use with Dr. Rhonda Patrick

Talks

● The benefits of sauna | AndrewHuberman and Lex Fridman

● Deliberate Cold Exposure—How toDo it RIGHTwith Dr. AndrewHuberman

● Health Benefits of Sauna Therapy &Cold Exposure with Dr. Rhonda Patric
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Lesson #8: Breath

Key Content Points

● Breath is a powerful tool for managing stress across all areas of life and improving overall

health andwellbeing and can be practiced using various techniques to regulate one’s

nervous system, promote relaxation, focus andmental clarity, and improve physical and

mental resilience and performance

● Nose breathing is themost efficient and beneficial way to breathe as it filters and

humidifies the air and produces nitric oxide which helps dilate blood vessels

● Helpful breathing techniques for managing stress and improving performance include:

● Box breathing, which involves inhaling for a count of 4, holding the breath for a

count of 4, exhaling for a count of 4, holding the breath for a count of 4, and

repeating this for several rounds;

● Physiological sigh, which involves taking a deep breath, holding for a few seconds,

exhaling with a long, slow sigh, and repeating for several rounds; and

● Diaphragmatic breathing, which involves breathing deeply into the belly, allowing it

to expand as you inhale and contract as you exhale

● Resonance breathing involves breathing at a specific rate of breaths per minute (such as

inhaling for a count of 5, exhaling for a count of 5, and repeating this for several minutes in

a quiet and calm environment) and has been shown to stimulate the parasympathetic

nervous system, promote relaxation and help one regulatemood and stress levels

throughout the day

● Resonance breathing has been shown to increase heart rate variability, an indicator of the

body’s ability to adapt to stress and recover from exertion, with research showing that

athletes who practiced it for 10-20minutes per day improved their HRV and recovered

more quickly from intense training or competition

● While deep breathing can downregulate arousal by activating the parasympathetic

nervous system, leading to a decrease in heart rate and blood pressure and an increase in

feelings of relaxation and calm, fast-paced or breath retention exercises can up regulate

arousal by activating the sympathetic nervous system, leading to an increase in heart rate,

blood pressure and feelings of alertness and focus

● The effects of breathwork can vary depending on the individual and the specific technique

used and it is important to practice breathwork safely and under the guidance of a qualified

practitioner, especially for those with respiratory or cardiovascular conditions

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab –Dr. Jack Feldman: Breathing forMental & Physical Health & Performance

● Huberman Lab –How to Breathe Correctly for Optimal Health, Mood, Learning &

Performance
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● HanuHealth Podcast – Resonance Frequency

● Elite HRV Podcast – Leah Lagos

● Impact Theory – James Nestor

Talks

● Breathing Techniques to Reduce Stress and Anxiety | Dr. AndrewHuberman on the

Physiological Sigh

● Shut yourMouth and Change your Life | PatrickMcKeown | TEDxGalway

● PatrickMcKeown –WhyWeBreathe: How to Improve Your Sleep, Concentration, Focus &

Performance

● Breathing Exercises + James Nestor

Books

● TheOxygen Advantage by PatrickMcKeown

● The Breathing Cure by PatrickMcKeown

● Heart BreathMind by Leah Lagos

● Breath by James Nestor
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Lesson #9: Meditation andmindfulness

Key Content Points

● Mindfulness refers to a state of being present in themoment and paying attention to one’s

surroundings and experiences, whereasmeditation involves following a specific technique

or practice such as focusing on the breath to achieve a state of relaxation, mental clarity

and emotional balance

● Benefits of mindfulness include helping one becomemore aware of their thoughts, feelings

and physical sensations in the present moment and increase self-awareness, reduce stress

and anxiety by promoting non-judgemental acceptance of one’s experiences, improving

one’s attention and focus, enhancing creativity and problem-solving, improving

relationships by promoting empathy and compassion, and improving themind-body

connection by increasing awareness of bodily sensations and reducing disassociation from

the body to lead to a greater sense of embodiment and improved physical performance

● Mindfulness can be practiced throughmindful breathing, mindful movement andmindful

eating, and can also be applied to one’s relationships, work and social systems by

cultivating amindful perspective to createmore positive and inclusive environments

● Benefits of meditation include helping one achieve a state of deep relaxation and reduced

stress, reduced symptoms of depression and anxiety, enhanced sense of inner peace and

wellbeing,enhanced emotional regulation, and improved cognitive function and

performance

● From a neuroscience perspective, research has shown that meditation can increase the

thickness of certain regions of the brain’s cortex involved in attention, emotion regulation

and decision-making, and has been found to reduce activity in the amygdala, a region of the

brain involved in fear and stress response

● Practicingmindfulness involves the following:

● Be present, by paying attention to one’s environment without judgement;

● Be curious, by approaching one’s experience with a sense of openness and

exploring new perspectives;

● Challenge assumptions, by questioning preconceptions,

● Engagewith the environment, by participating fully in one’s experience and

exploring new possibilities;

● Practice self-reflection, by being honest with oneself; and

● Bemindful in daily life, by paying attention to each present moment

● One can practicemeditation by finding a quiet and comfortable place to sit or lie down

where they won’t be disturbed, choosing a specific object of meditation, such as the breath

or amantra, and focusing one’s attention on it, gently redirecting attention back to it

whenever themindwanders, and practicing regularly to develop one’s practice and reap its

benefits

● Common types of meditation include:
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● Mindfulness meditation, which involves cultivating a non-judgemental awareness

of one’s thoughts and experiences in the present moment;

● Loving-Kindness meditation, which involves cultivating feelings of love,

compassion, and kindness towards oneself and others; and

● Transcendental meditation, which involves the use of amantra to achieve a state of

deep relaxation and transcendence

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Talking About TransformingMindlessness toMindfulness with Harvard's Ellen Langer

● How to Live in theMoment—How to Build a Happy Life, Ep. 4, with Dr. Ellen Langer

● Huberman Lab – SamHarris

● Huberman Lab –HowMeditationWorks

● MindfulNEWS –Daniel Goleman

Talks

● Ellen Langer: Mindfulness over matter

● SamHarris: Mindfulness is Powerful, But Keep ReligionOut of It | Big Think

● Altered Traits | Dr. Daniel Goleman +More | Talks at Google

Books

● Power ofMindful Learning by Ellen Langer

● Mindfulness by Ellen Langer

● TheMindful Body by Ellen Langer

● Waking Up by SamHarris

● Altered Traits by Daniel Goleman & Richard Davidso
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Lesson #10: Tools for measuring

Key Content Points

● TheQuantified Self refers to self-tracking, such as through the use of wearables, as a

powerful tool for receiving personalized feedback, promoting behavior change and

ultimately improving one's health andwellbeing through enhances self-awareness and

self-efficacy

● Research shows that self-tracking contributed to benefits, including increased physical

activity, improved sleep quality, better management of chronic conditions such as diabetes

and hypertension, increasedmotivation, and greater likelihood to achieve one’s goals

● Biofeedback refers to a wide range of methods used tomonitor andmeasure what is

happening in one’s body (such as breathing, heart rate, brain waves, etc.) to gain insights

about how one’s body responds to different stressors and challenges, and use this

feedback to learn how to develop greater self-control over those reactions

● Biofeedbackmodalities include:

● Cardiovascular or heart rate feedback, whichmeasure heart activity using beats

per minute;

● Muscle or surface electromyographic feedback, whichmeasuresmuscle activity in

microvolts;

● Temperature or thermal feedback, whichmeasures skin temperature as an

indication of peripheral blood flow;

● Blood pressure, whichmeasures the force exerted by circulating blood on the walls

of blood vessels; and

● Respiration feedback, whichmeasures the number of breaths takenwithin a set

amount of time

● Biofeedback devices can provide amazing benefits to individuals struggling with stress,

anxiety, depression and other ailments, and some examples of devices currently on the

market include:

● HeartMath Inner Balance Trainer, to help one restore their emotional wellbeing in

themoment by learning how to synchronize their heart, mind and body through

HRV coherence feedback, guidedmeditations and real-time coaching tips;

● ApolloWearable (for the ankle or wrist) which uses touch therapy to improve one’s

resilience to stress and transition into a calmer andmore balanced state by

signaling safety to the body through the use of gentle vibrations; and

● WHOOPBand, a 24/7 hour wearable which tracks bodymetrics from sleep to

stress to daily strain to help one optimize their day in a personalizedmatter that

meets their individual needs

● Oura Ring

● Heart Rate Variability (HRV) is an indicator of the body's ability to regulate its autonomic

nervous system (ANS), which controls many of the body's automatic functions such as

heart rate, breathing, digestion, and stress response andHRV trackers provide real-time
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feedback on one’s HRV, allowing them to learn how to regulate their ANS and improve

their overall health andwellbeing

● Benefits of using HRV trackers include:

● Stress management, to help onemanage stress by providing feedback on their ANS

responses to stressors so they can reduce stress levels and improve their resilience

to future stressors;

● Improved physical performance, to help athletes optimize their physical

performance by providing feedback on their ANS responses during exercise, so

they can improve their endurance, accuracy, and overall performance;

● Better sleep, to help one improve their sleep quality by providing feedback on their

ANS responses during sleep, so they can reduce sleep disturbances and improve

the duration and quality of their sleep;

● Enhancedmental focus, to help one improve their mental focus by providing

feedback on their ANS responses during cognitive tasks, so they can improve their

attention, memory, and decision-making abilities; and

● Improved overall health, to help one improve their overall health by providing

feedback on their ANS responses to various stimuli, so they can improve their

cardiovascular health, immune function, and other aspects of their health

● While the effectiveness of HRV biofeedback interventions for enhancing athletic

performance have been inconsistent, several studies have shown for it to have positive

impacts on psychological measures such as self-esteem and self-efficacy and be a valuable

tool for reducing anxiety

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Physique Development Podcast – Biofeedback

● Performance Nutrition Podcast – Biofeedback, Mindfulness &How Emotions Drive

Behaviour

● Dr. Inna Khazan Talks HRV&Biofeedback

Talks

● HowHRV Training Can Boost Your Performance andWell-being—Recommended

Resources— Tim Ferriss

● Heart Rate Variability: Harnessing Your Own Personal Superpower | Inna Khazan |

TEDxBostonCollege

Books

● Biofeedback andMindfulness in Everyday Life by Inna Khazan, PhD
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Chapter 5: Building an antifragile environment (Outside In)

Lesson #1: Fireflies & network effects

Key Content Points

● The phenomenon of fireflies glowing in sync with one another provides a good

metaphor of the network effect in action; in synchronizing their flashes by

responding to the flashes of their neighbors, fireflies create a coordinated display

of flashing which has been found to impact the behavior of other animals in the

ecosystem, such as bats, who have a harder time locating the fireflies amidst the

synchronized flashing, thus providing a survival advantage to the fireflies

● In psychology, the network effect is related to the concept of social networks which

has been shown to impact one’s behavior, emotional state andwellbeing; when one

person engages in a positive behavior, it can influence others to engage in the same

behavior, creating a chain of positive actions and attitudes (e.g. one’s social network

engages in healthy behaviors such as eating well and exercising, an individual is

likely to adopt those behaviors as well)

● The firefly effect is based on the concept of entrainment, in which the rhythmic

activity of one system synchronizes with the rhythmic activity of another system;

in humans, entrainment is believed to play a role in social bonding by contributing

to a sense of social connectedness and cooperations when individuals engage in

activities together, such as singing and dancing

● Research has shown that positive social interactions can activate regions of the

brain associated with reward andmotivation, thus leading to increased feelings of

wellbeing and social bonding

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The JordanHarbinger Show –Nicholas Christakis
● Policy Punchline Podcast – Nicholas Christakis
● NPR – Exploring howwe connect andwhat it means

Talks

● The hidden influence of social networks – Nicholas Christakis
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● Power of networks – James Fowler
● Connected: The Surprising Power of Our Social Networks andHow They Shape

Our Lives

Books

● Connected by Nicholas Christakis & James Fowler

● Big Potential by Shawn Achor
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Lesson #2: Relationships 101

Key Content Points

● Positive social connections are vital to one’s well-being and contribute to one’s physical,

mental and emotional health

● Positive social connections providemany benefits to individuals, including: helping to cope

with stress and adversity, increase one’s positive emotions, enhance one’s ability to

problem-solve and engage in productive behaviors, promote optimism, reduce stress,

promote a sense of purpose andmeaning in life, and promote personal growth and

development by providing opportunities for feedback and support

● Different categories of relationships can have unique effects onwellbeing, resilience, and

performance:

● Family relationships, categorized bywarmth, support and responsiveness,

contribute to better mental health outcomes;

● Positive friendships can provide social support, encouragement and positive

feedback, thus enhancing one’s sense of belonging;

● Positive relationships with teams and colleagues provide collaborative and

supportive work environments and can promote creativity, innovation and job

satisfaction;

● Positive communities can help promote a sense of purpose and provide

opportunities for personal development; and

● Positive intimate relationships contribute to better mental health outcomes, higher

levels of life satisfaction and better physical health

● Social support and encouragement can promote self-efficacy, one’s belief in their ability to

successfully perform a specific task or achieve a particular goal, higher levels of which as

associated with better performance outcomes and greater resilience in the face of

challenges

● Modeling, or observing others successfully perform a task or achieve a goal, can

also increase self-efficacy by providing onewith opportunities to observe and learn

from others

● Social learning theory emphasizes the role of social support and relationships in shaping

behavior and promoting learning; through observation, modeling, feedback and

reinforcement, one can learn new skills and behaviors that lead to improved performance

andwellbeing

● The Four Horsemen, or negative communication patterns, predictive of relationship

problems are:

● Criticism, which involves attacking one’s character or personality instead of

addressing specific behaviors or actions;

● Contempt, which involves communicating disrespect and disdain;

● Defensiveness, which involves reacting to feedback or criticism bymaking excuses,

placing blame, or denying responsibility; and
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● Stonewalling, which involves withdrawing from a conversation and refusing to

engage

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Ten Percent Happier – Barbara Fredrickson
● John Gottman - How to Build Trust and Positive Energy in Your Relationship
● Rethinking Podcast – The science of healthy relationships with John and Julie Gottman
● The Talent Grow Show – Shelly Gable

Talks

● Barbara Fredrickson: How Love and Connection Exist inMicro-Moments
● The science of love | John Gottman
● Four Horseman of the Apocalypse
● Makingmarriage work | John Gottman

Books

● Love 2.0 by Barbara Fredrickson
● The Seven Principles forMakingMarriageWork by John Gottman andNan Silver
● Eight Dates by John Gottman, Julie Gottman, Doug Abrams & Rachel Abrams
● WhatMakes Love Last by John Gottman andNan Silver
● Attachment Theory in Practice by SusanM. Johnson
● The Practice of Emotionally Focused Couples Therapy by SusanM. Johnson
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Lesson #3: Loneliness & belonging

Key Content Points

● Loneliness is a subjective experience in which one lacksmeaningful social relationships and

connections and feels like being stranded, abandoned or cut off from the people with

whom they belong, whereas social isolation refers to the objective absence of social

connections

● Symptoms of chronic loneliness include:

○ Difficulty connecting with others in a deep and authentic way;

○ Knowingmany people, but not having a close or best friend;

○ Feeling as though no one “gets” you;

○ Feeling lonely even in the presence of others;

○ Self-doubt and a lack of self-worth; and

○ A sense of fatigue and languishing

● Strong social support networks and positive relationships contribute to a sense of

belonging, wellbeing and resilience

● Strategies for overcoming loneliness include:

○ Fostering social connections by actively seeking opportunities to connect with

others;

○ Strengthening existing relationships by investing time and effort in nurturing them;

○ Practicing effective communication to express oneself clearly with others;

○ Seeking support from peer groups;

○ Joining social or interest groups such as engaging in extracurricular activities;

○ Contributing to the community by volunteering or engaging in acts of kindness;

○ Engaging inmovement with others such as taking a dance class or going on awalk;

○ Participating in collaborative projects that encourage teamwork and cooperation;

○ Using technology purposefully; and

○ Seeking professional support

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● House Calls with Dr. VivekMurthy | Episode 15 (Part 1):WhyDo FriendshipsMatter?

● The Aspen Institute – TheHealing Power of Human Connection in a Sometimes Lonely

World

Talks:

● House Calls with Dr. VivekMurthy | You’re Not Alone in Feeling Lonely

● RSA Short | VivekMurthy on Loneliness and the Power of Connection
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● The lethality of loneliness: John Cacioppo at TEDxDesMoines

● John Cacioppo onHow to Copewith Loneliness | Big Think

Books:

● Together: The Healing Power of Human Connection in a Sometimes LonelyWorld by Vivek

H.Murthy, MD

● Loneliness: HumanNature and the Need for Social Connection by John Cacioppo &

William Patrick

Other:
● Our Epidemic of Loneliness and Isolation 2023 | The U.S. Surgeon General’s Advisory on

the Healing Effects of Social Connection and Community
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Lesson #4: Pygmalion effect & self-efficacy

Key Content Points

● The Pygmalion Effect is based on the idea that expectations can influence one’s

performance, in which higher expectations of an individual lead to an increase in their

performance, whereas if they are expected to perform poorly, they aremore likely to do so

● It is important to staymindful of the following as it relates to the Pygmalion Effect:

● It is based on perception— if a teacher believes their student has the potential to

performwell, they aremore likely to give them opportunities to do so, which in turn

can improve performance;

● It can be self-fulfilling— if one believes they can performwell, they aremore likely

to put in effort and performwell;

● It can occur unconsciously — one can have higher expectations of others without

realizing it, which can lead to a difference in performance; and

● It can have long-term consequences— if one is constantly given opportunities to

performwell and is praised for their achievements, they aremore likely to develop

a positive self-image and a sense of self-efficacy

● It is important to acknowledge that the original study finding evidence of the Pygmalion

Effect in the classroom has been subject to the replication crisis, in which subsequent

attempts to replicate the student yieldedmixed results; nevertheless, it also provides an

opportunity for researchers to conduct more rigorous studies to explore the phenomenon

● Self-efficacy is one’s belief in their ability to perform a specific task or achieve a particular

goal.

● Self-efficacy is shaped by four sources of information:

● Previous accomplishments, or past experiences of successful task performance;

● Vicarious experiences, or observing others similar to oneself perform a task

successfully;

● Verbal persuasion, or encouragement and support from others; and

● Physiological and emotional states, or the physical and emotional experiences

associated with performing a task

● Self-efficacy is task-specific, andwhile higher levels are associated with greater

persistence, effort and resilience in the face of challenges, lower levels are associated with

decreasedmotivation and performance

● Research supports the idea that physiological and emotional states can impact one’s

self-efficacy beliefs; while anxiety and negative emotions can decrease self-efficacy,

positive emotions can enhance self-efficacy, thus suggesting that managing one’s

emotional and physiological responses can play an important role in building and

maintaining one’s self-efficacy beliefs

● Research has shown that feedback can have a significant impact on one’s self-efficacy

beliefs and physiological responses; in one study, positive feedback led to greater HRV
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recovery and higher self-efficacy beliefs compared to those who received negative

feedback, suggesting that positive feedbackmay also have broader implications for health

andwellbeing

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● FindingMastery Podcast – Dr. Albert Bandura
● The Strength Running Podcast – Dr. Amber Shipherd

Talks

● Albert Bandura – Self Efficacy
● Why self-efficacymatters |MamieMorrow
● Inside the Psychologist's Studio with Albert Bandura
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Lesson #5: Emotional contagion

Key Content Points

● Network effects can influence behavior and decisionmaking by shaping one’s

attitudes and beliefs and leading to either the adoption or rejection of particular

behaviors or products, and have either positive or negative consequences on one’s

well-being, by either providing emotional support and a sense of belonging or

contributing to stress and anxiety

● Within social networks, social contagion can lead to the spread of emotions,

attitudes and behaviors and can have either positive or negative consequences

such as the spread of helpful health behaviors or harmful misinformation

● Social contagion can bemoderated by individual and network-level factors, such as

social identify, network structure and communication channels, and can have

implications for individual and collective decision-making, such as the formation of

group norms or the emergence of group polarization

● Emotional contagion refers to the automatic transfer of emotions from one person

to another through nonverbal connection such as facial expressions and tone of

voice and can have both positive and negative effects on individuals and groups,

such as increased empathy and social bonding, or the spread of negative emotions

and stress; thus, it can have implications for organizational behavior such as the

emotional climate of a workplace

● Behavioral contagion, or the spread of behaviors within social networks such as the

adoption of new behaviors, can be influenced by a range of individual and social

factors such as social identity, norms and support, and can have both positive or

negative consequences, such as the spread of healthy behaviors or harmful

behaviors including substance abuse

● Happiness contagion refers to the spread of positive emotions within social

networks and can have both short-term and long-term effects on individual and

groupwellbeing, such as improvedmood, increased social support and better

health outcomes— research suggesting that happiness can spread up to three

degrees of separation and even across geographic distance

Additional Resources

Podcasts
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● The JordanHarbinger Show –Nicholas Christakis
● NPR – Exploring howwe connect andwhat it means
● Wharton Ready Livecast Series Emotional Contagion with Sigal Barsade
● HowContagious Is Behavior?With Laurie Santos of "The Happiness Lab" | No

Stupid Questions

Talks

● The hidden influence of social networks – Nicholas Christakis
● Power of networks – James Fowler
● Damon Centola - HowBehavior Spreads: The Science of Complex Contagions
● Are Emotions Contagious in theWorkplace? | Brandon Smith
● All YouNeed is Love …AtWork? | Sigal Barsade l Freedom atWork Talks

Books

● Connected by Nicholas Christakis & James Fowler
● HowBehaviour Spreads by Damon Centola
● Change by Damon Centola
● Under the Influence by Robert Frank
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Lesson #6: Habits, distractions & context

Key Content Points

● Behavioral contagion refers to the process by which behaviors, emotions and ideas

spread through social networks, and has been shown to be linked to the spread of

unhealthy habits, one study even finding that individuals weremore likely to

become obese if their friends or family members were obese

● Studies have shown that individuals aremore likely to adopt unhealthy behaviors if

their social network engages in those behaviors, if it is amplified in social media or

glamorized by their peers online, or if they perceive that such behaviors are

normative within their social context

● Harm reduction theory, originally emphasizing the importance of working within

the social networks of drug users to promote safer behaviors and reduce harm,

suggests that while social networks can facilitate the spread of unhealthy habits,

they can also be leveraged for positive behavior change

● The “you are who you surround yourself with” idea suggests that one’s social

connections have a profound influence on their behavior, emotions and attitudes,

and thus, choosing to surround oneself with positive influences can be a powerful

tool for promoting positive behavior change (e.g. one study found that individuals

weremore likely to engage in physical activity if their social networkmembers

were supportive of exercise)

● Social context can play an important role in habit formation and breaking, with

research finding:

● Social support — individuals who received social support from family and

friends weremore likely tomaintain a new health behavior over a 12-week

period, suggesting that social support can help one establish new habits and

sustain them over time;

● Social norms— one is more likely to adopt andmaintain habits that are

perceived as socially acceptable andmore likely to break habits perceived as

socially undesirable;

● Social identity — individuals who identified strongly with a particular social

groupweremore likely to adopt behaviors that were consistent with the

group’s norms and values, suggesting that individuals may bemore likely to

maintain habits that align with their social identity;

● Social comparison— individuals weremore likely to engage in

pro-environmental behaviors when told that other members of their
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community were also engaging in these behaviors, suggesting that social

comparison canmotivate individuals to adopt andmaintain habits that are

consistent with the behaviors of those around them; and

● Social context — individuals weremore likely to successfully break a habit

when they changed their social context, suggesting that it can both facilitate

and hinder habit breaking and that changing social context may be a useful

strategy for breaking difficult habits

● Within office environments, studies have shown that the following contribute to

distractibility:

● Open office layouts characterized by low or no barriers between

workspaces, with one study finding that open offices reported significantly

lower job satisfaction and increased distractions compared to workers in

private offices;

● Noise, with one study finding that high levels of background noise in open

office environments was associated with decreased task performance and

increased stress levels; and

● Social cues, with one study finding that themere presence of other people in

a workspace could increase distractibility evenwithout direct interaction

● Ways to reduce distractibility include:

● Personal control, with research showing that individuals who hadmore

control over their workspace (e.g. ability to adjust the lighting or

temperature) were less likely to be distracted; and

● Breaks and socializing, with one study finding that workers who took regular

breaks and engaged in socializing activities reported higher levels of job

satisfaction and lower levels of stress and distractibility

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The JordanHarbinger Show –Nicholas Christakis
● NPR – Exploring howwe connect andwhat it means

Talks

● The hidden influence of social networks – Nicholas Christakis
● Power of networks – James Fowler
● Damon Centola - HowBehavior Spreads: The Science of Complex Contagions
● Social Networks &Health – Thomas Valente
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Books

● What Anyone CanDo by Leo Bottary
● The Power of Peers by Leon Shapiro & Leo Bottary
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Lesson #7: Meaning & spirituality

Key Content Points

● Meaning, which often comes from serving something larger than oneself, is a

critical element of human flourishing, and allows one to experience greater levels

of happiness, fulfillment, wellbeing and life satisfaction

● Meaning comprises of the following:

● It is a personal experience and unique to each individual, therefore it is

important for one to identify their own sources of meaning through

self-reflection and introspection;

● It can be found across various domains of life, such as career, relationships

and spirituality;

● It is a life-long pursuit that is dynamic and can evolve over time, and can

contribute to ongoing personal growth and development through reflection

and self-exploration

● While meaning refers to the subjective experience of finding significance in one’s

life, purpose refers to having a clear sense of direction and goals that provide

motivation and direction for one’s actions and decisions

● Meaning and purpose are closely related constructs, both essential for human

wellbeing and flourishing, with individuals with a strong sense of purpose being

more likely to experience greater levels of meaning in life and vice versa

● Meaning and purpose can be cultivated through positive experiences, such as acts

of kindness, and enhanced throughmindfulness practices, such as yoga, and has

been shown to be associated with better mental health outcomes, such as lower

levels of anxiety and depression, and greater resilience in the face of adversity

● Transcendence refers to the experiences of awe, inspiration and connectedness to

something greater than one’s self, and is a powerful source of meaning and purpose

● Transcendence can contribute to the following benefits:

● Greater wellbeing, including greater levels of life satisfaction and positive

emotions;

● Greater resilience, including enhanced ability to copewith adversity;

● Enhancedmeaning and purpose;

● Enhanced social connections, including greater social connectedness and a

sense of shared identity; and

● Greater creativity and problem-solving
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● Engaging in activities that promote personal growth and exploration, such as

creative expression, mindfulness and engagement with nature, can help one

cultivate experiences of transcendence and develop a greater sense of

self-awareness and a deeper understanding of themselves and the world around

them

● Meaning and transcendence are closely related constructs, both essential for

humanwellbeing and flourishing, with individuals with a strong sense of meaning

beingmore likely to experience greater levels of transcendence in life and vice

versa

● Spirituality is an innate aspect of human nature and essential for optimal

development andwellbeing, and is closely related tomeaning, with individuals

experiencing a greater sense of spirituality beingmore likely to experience greater

levels of meaning and purpose

● Spirituality can contribute to the following benefits:

● Enhancedmental health;

● Greater pro social behaviour, such as acts of kindness and compassion;

● Enhanced coping abilities, in the face of stress and adversity;

● Greater personal growth, including greater self-awareness;

● Greater sense of purpose;

● Enhanced creativity, and ability to think outside the box; and

● Enhanced cognitive abilities, including problem-solving skills and cognitive

flexibility

● While spirituality is a personal and subjective experience often characterized by a

focus on personal growth and development, religion involves adherence to

institutionalize religious beliefs and practices andmay involve a greater emphasis

on tradition, ritual and community involvement

● Key differences between spirituality and religion include the following:

● Spirituality is more inclusive;

● Spirituality is more adaptable, often based on personal beliefs that can

evolve over time;

● Spirituality emphasizes personal exploration and internal sources of

guidance andwisdom;

● Spirituality can exist outside of religious institutions;

● Spirituality is often characterized by amore individualistic and subjective

approach;

● Spirituality can bemore spontaneous and free-flowing; and

● Spirituality can involve a greater emphasis on universal values and

principles
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Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast – PaulWong
● The Psychology Podcast – Transcendwith Scott Barry Kaufman
● Rich Roll Podcast – The Psychology of Transcendence
● Rich Roll Podcast – LisaMiller
● The Story Box – LisaMiller

Talks

● Flourish withMartin Seligman
● Martin Seligman –Human Flourishing
● Maslow’s hierarchy of needs: Updated for the 21st century | Scott Barry Kaufman |

Big Think
● Depression and spiritual awakening – two sides of one door | LisaMiller
● The Awakened Brain: The Neuroscience of Health, Healing, and Resilience

Books

● Flourish byMartin Seligman
● Authentic Happiness byMartin Seligman
● Transcend by Scott Barry Kaufman
● The Awakened Brain by LisaMiller
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Lesson #8: Giving, altruism and purpose

Key Content Points

● Research has shown that having a sense of purpose is an important ingredient for

promoting flourishing in life and can lead to positive outcomes, including: greater

wellbeing and higher levels of happiness and life satisfaction, greater resilience or

ability to bounce back from negative life events, and better physical health such as

lower rates of chronic disease and better immune function

● Whole purpose refers to having a sense of direction and intentionality in life and

tends to focusmore on the future and goal-setting, meaning refers to the

significance and value that individuals ascribe to their lives and tends to focusmore

on the present moment and subjective experiences of fulfillment

● Key differences between purpose andmeaning include:

● Purpose is more action-oriented, striving towards objectives, while meaning

is more reflective, involving introspection about the larger significance of

one’s life experiences;

● Purpose is more individually focused, while meaning can be influenced by

social and cultural factors that shape how individuals understand the value

and significance of their lives

● Purpose tends to bemoremalleable and responsive to changing

circumstances, while meaning tends to bemore stable and enduring

● People in the workplace can be categorized into three groups with research

showing that workplaces that prioritize giving tend to have higher levels of

employee engagement, productivity and overall success:

● Givers — those who prioritize the needs of others and are willing to help

others without expecting anything in return, and often create a culture of

generosity and collaboration;

● Takers — those who prioritize their own needs over the needs of others and

are often willing to take advantage of others to achieve their own goals; and

● Matchers — those who strive tomaintain a balance between giving and

taking and seek to create an equal exchange of favours and resources with

others

● Stephen Post’s 10ways of giving can help one experience greater happiness,

meaning and purpose in life and include:

● Givingmoney

● Giving time
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● Giving attention

● Giving appreciation

● Giving encouragement

● Giving expertise

● Giving information

● Giving forgiveness

● Giving love

● Giving prayer

● 4 types of people to give to include (1) family and friends, (2) strangers, (3) those

who have helped us, and (4) those who have hurt us, with research showing that

giving has the power to promote positive outcomes for both the giver and the

receiver, such as deepening relationships and increasing feelings of belonging

● Altruism is amultidimensional construct that involves variousmotives, emotions

and behaviours, and can generally be defined as a selfless concern for the wellbeing

of others

● Research shows that altruism is associated with positive outcomes, including:

greater wellbeing and life satisfaction, improved physical health and reduced levels

of stress, increased social connectedness and sense of purpose, greater sense of

meaning, and positive relationships

● Prosocial behaviour encompasses a range of behaviours aimed at benefiting others

or society as a whole, such as acts of kindness, volunteering and activism, and is

primarily driven by empathy and compassion, as they enable individuals to identify

with the others’ emotions and respond in caring and supportive ways

● Pro social behaviour is associated with a range of positive outcomes for both the

giver and the receiver, including improvedmental and physical health, increased

happiness and life satisfaction and stronger social connections, and can be

enhanced through interventions that promote empathy, compassion and pro social

values, such as community programs andmedia campaigns

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Moonshots Podcast – AdamGrant
● Inside Personal Growth – Stephen Post
● Better Thinking Podcast – Dr. Paul Atkins
● TheWeekend University – David SloanWilson

Talks
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● Are you a giver or a taker? | AdamGrant
● Give and Take | AdamGrant | Talks at Google
● It’s Good to be Good | Stephen Post | TEDxSBU
● The State of ProsocialWorld with David SloanWilson

Books

● Give and Take by AdamGrant
● WhyGood Things Happen to Good People by Stephen Post & Jill Neimark
● Prosocial by Paul Atkins, David SloanWilson & Steven C. Hayes
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Lesson #9: Facilitative vs. unrelenting environments

Key Content Points

● A facilitative environment is characterized by a supportive and empowering

atmosphere, where individuals are encouraged to explore, learn and take risks

without fear of failure or punishment, whereas an unrelenting environment is

characterized by a highly critical, punitive and demanding atmosphere where

individuals are constantly pushed to perform at high levels without much support

or guidance

● Facilitative environments aremore conducive to learning, creativity and growth as

they promote a sense of autonomy, competence and relatedness which are critical

for motivation and engagement, whereas unrelenting environments often create a

culture of fear, where individuals feel pressured to conform to expectations, and

can lead to stress, burnout and lower performance

● Cultivating a facilitative environment can lead tomore positive outcomes for both

individuals and organizations, such as higher job satisfaction, better performance

and improved overall wellbeing

● In the context of sports, facilitative or unrelenting environments can impact

athletes’ performance, where a facilitative environment can provide athletes with

the support, resources and autonomy they need to thrive (e.g. positive feedback,

clear communication, opportunities for growth and development), whereas an

overly demanding and punitive unrelenting environment provides little or no

support for atheists whomay be struggling with performance ormental health

● Research shows that athletes who perceive their environment as facilitative are

more likely to experience positive emotions, have higher levels of wellbeing and

perform better than those who perceive their environment as unrelenting

● The impact of facilitative vs. unrelenting environments on athletes includes:

● While a facilitative environment fosters a sense of autonomy and

relatedness, critical for an athlete’s motivation and engagement, an

unrelenting environment can lead to feelings of anxiety, fear and burnout

● While a facilitative environment promotes a growthmindset, where

athletes are encouraged to embrace challenges and learn from failures, an

unrelenting environment promotes a fixedmindset, where athletes may

believe that their abilities are fixed and cannot be improved

● While a facilitative environment promotes a sense of psychological safety,

where athletes feel free to express their concerns and ask for help without
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fear of negative consequences, an unrelenting environment can lead to a

lack of trust and communication breakdown

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Talent Equation Podcast – Dr, Mustafa Sarkar
● Working Professionals’ Fitness Radio – Dr. Mustafa Sarkar

Talks

● Developing Resilience: The Role of the Environment
● AASP 2018 Panel: Developing Personal and TeamResilience in Elite Sport -

Research to Practice
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Chapter 6: Time, resistance and distraction

Lesson #1: Goals, traction and distraction

Key Content Points

● A four-step process for becoming indistractable includes:

○ Mastering internal triggers — emotional states that prompt one to take action, such

as feeling anxious or bored;

○ Making time for traction—making time for activities that align with one’s values;

○ Hacking back external triggers — including technology and other external triggers

that hijack one’s attention; and

○ Preventing distraction with packs— including effort packs which bundle activities

together that require different levels of effort and progress packs, which involve

breaking down larger tasks into smaller, moremanageable steps

● Friction refers to obstacles or challenges that make it difficult for one to start or complete

a task, such as inability to find one’s running shoes to exercise, whereas resistance refers to

themental and emotional barriers that prevent one from starting or completing a task,

such as feelings of anxiety, fear and boredom

● By reducing friction, such as by simplifying one’s environment or automating routine tasks,

and overcoming resistance by changing one’s internal dialogue and cultivating positive

self-talk, one can create an environment that supports their goals andmakes it easier to

stay focused and productive

● The impact of distraction in today’s workplace includes:

○ Decreased productivity;

○ Increased stress and burnout;

○ Reduced creativity and innovation, as distractions can interrupt the flow of thought

andmake it difficult to engage in deep, focusedwork;

○ Negative effects onwellbeing, such as increased anxiety, decreased job satisfaction

and reducedwork-like balance;

○ Increased errors and accidents, as distractions can impair attention and cognitive

performance;

○ Decreasedwork quality, as distractionsmay cause one tomakemistakes or miss

important details;

○ Disruption of teamwork and collaboration; and

○ Increased turnover and absenteeism, as workers may become dissatisfiedwith

their jobs or feel unable to copewith the demands of their work
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Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● The Psychology Podcast – Nir Eyal
● Science of People – Nir Eyal

Talks:

● How to Become Indistractable with Nir Eyal
● Indistractable with Nir Eyal
● Surfing the Urge: How toManage Distractions with the 10-Minute Rule | Nir Eyal,

Indistractable

Books:

● Indistractable by Nir Eyal
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Lesson #2: Hope
Key Content Points

● Hope is a positivemotivational state that involves both agency, or the belief that one can
take action to achieve their goals, and pathways, or the ability to identify and pursue
different strategies to achieve those goals

● Hope is related to positive outcomes, including: increased academic achievement, better

physical health, greater happiness and acting as a protective factor against negative

outcomes such as depression and anxiety, and can be strengthened through interventions

such as goal-setting and problem-solving

● Hope involves the following components:

○ Pathways thinking— grounded in creativity, flexibility and adaptability, the process

of generatingmultiple potential routes towards achieving a goal, with individuals

high in pathways thinkingmore likely to persevere in the face of setback and find

alternative ways to reach their goals; and

○ Agency thinking— grounded in self-motivation, self-regulation and a sense of

control over one’s environment, the process of setting goals and taking action

towards them, with individuals high in agency thinkingmore likely to take proactive

steps towards their goals and persist in the face of challenge

● Key differences between hope and optimism include:

○ Hope is more goal-directed and focused, while optimism is more general;

○ Hope involves both cognitive and behavioral processes such as setting goals,

creating plans to achieve them and taking action towards those goals, Hope is more

flexible than optimism as it involves identifyingmultiple pathways to achieving

goals; and

○ Hope is more strongly related to resilience, with research suggesting it may be a

more powerful resource for coping with stress and adversity

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● The Psychology Podcast – Shane Lopez
● Live HappyNow – Shane Lopez

Talks:

● Shane Lopez | Hope | Gallup
● The Importance of Hopewith Shane Lopez

Books:

● Making HopeHappen by Shane Lopez
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Lesson #3: Discipline (self-control)

Key Content Points

● Willpower is a form of energy and finite resource that can be depleted by overuse,
impaired by sleep deprivation, stress and anxiety, and undermined by feelings of guilt and
shame

● Willpower can be replenished through the following ways:
○ Positive emotions such as awe and compassion which can help onemake better

decisions;
○ Rest, nutrition, exercise, andmindfulness meditation;
○ Social support and connection;
○ Goal-setting to help one stay focused andmotivated;
○ Habits to conserve willpower; and
○ Cultivating a growthmindset that views setbacks and failures as opportunities to

learn and grow
● Self-regulation is a lifelong journey that can lead to greater wellbeing, resilience and

success across all areas of life and can be developed in the following ways:
○ Grit, or perseverance and passion for long-term goals;
○ Self-compassion andmindfulness;
○ Adopting a growthmindset;
○ Cognitive behavioral therapy; and
○ Physical exercise

● Ego-depletion, the idea that willpower is a limited resource that can be depleted over time,
has been called into question by recent research after many studies onwillpower and
self-control fell under the replication crisis andwere not replicable to real-world situations

● Instead, it may be one’s beliefs about willpower that influence their ability to resist
temptation and an alternative theory of self-control based on emotion regulation has been
proposed byNir Eyal which suggests that one can use strategies such as cognitive
reappraisal, acceptance andmindfulness tomanage emotions and avoid getting distracted

● Techniques for developing self-regulation in the sports context include:
○ Goal-setting, by helping athletes focus their attention, regulate their effort and

energy, andmaintain motivation and commitment over time;
○ Self-talk, by helping athletes regulate their emotions, boost their confidence and

self-efficiency, and enhance their performance under pressure;
○ Imagery, by creating vivid mental representations of desired outcomes to enhance

focus and reduce anxiety;
○ Relaxation techniques, to manage stress, reducemuscle tension, and improve

ability to focus;
○ Mindfulness meditation, to improve attention, emotional regulation and overall

well-being;
○ Biofeedback training, to help athletes monitor and regulate physiological

responses to stress and anxiety;
○ Attentional focus, such as narrowing one’s focus on a specific target to regulate

attention and improve performance under pressure; and
○ Sleep hygiene, to help regulate emotions, reduce stress and improve cognitive and

physical performance
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Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● KellyMcGonigal: TheWillpower Instinct
● The Psychology Podcast – Roy Baumeister, PhD
● TheWellbeing Lab – Roy Baumeister
● Take the Lead Radio – Nir Eyal

Talks:

● TheWillpower Instinct | KellyMcGonigal | Talks at Google
● The Science ofWillpower: KellyMcGonigal at TEDxBayArea
● Willpower: Rediscovering the Greatest Human Strength
● IsWillpower a Finite Resource? The Truth About EgoDepletion Theory

Books:

● Indistractable by Nir Eyal
● TheWillpower Instinct by KellyMcGonigal
● Willpower by Roy Baumeister & John Tierney
● Mindset by Carol Dweck
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Lesson #4: Resistance

Key Content Points

● Distractions can significantly disrupt productivity and thus, it is important for one to
develop strategies tomanage and reduce them to improve productivity andwellbeing

● Major sources of distractions include:
○ Technology, such as digital devices and communication tools;
○ Social media, such as notifications and updates;
○ Context-switching andmulti-tasking, such as switching between tasks;
○ Interruptions, which can impact cognitive performance and lead to a longer

recovery time
● Newport’s 5 keys to dealing with distraction include:

○ Identifying the root cause of distraction, such as boredom, anxiety, or a lack of clear
priorities;

○ Eliminating digital clutter, such as reducing the number of apps and notifications
one uses;

○ Practicing deepwork, which refers to focusing intensely on a single task or project
for an extended period of time, free from distraction;

○ Scheduling time for shallowwork, or tasks that require less cognitive effort, such as
answering emails or attendingmeetings; and

○ Embracing boredom, by understanding it is a natural part of the creative process
● Our brains are wired to conserve energy and prioritize efficiency in order to ensure

survival, and as a result, we aremore likely to resist activities that require a significant
amount of cognitive or physical effort, even if we value them or believe they are important

● Strategies for overcoming the evolutionary tendency to conserve energy and achieve one’s
goals, include:

○ Reducing cognitive and physical barriers, such as breaking tasks down into smaller
steps or reducing the time or effort required to complete a task;

○ Using implementation intentions, or creating specific plans for when andwhere to
engage in a task;

○ Making changes in perceived effort, such as reducing the number of steps required
to complete a task;

○ Finding a sense of meaning and purpose in a task;
○ Monitoring and tracking progress, to increasemotivation and provide feedback on

one’s efforts; and
○ Practicing self-compassion, or recognizing and accepting one’s limitations to

reduce negative self-talk and increasemotivation

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● ModernWisdomPodcast – Dr. GloriaMark
● Flow Research Collective Radio – AdamGazzaley
● Kwik Brain Podcast – AdamGazzaley
● NPR – TheMyth ofMultitasking
● Lex Fridman Podcast – Cal Newport
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Talks:

● GloriaMark | Attention Span | Talks at Google
● TheDistractedMind: Ancient Brains in a High TechWorld
● Are YouMultitasking Your Life Away? Cliff Nass at TEDxStanford
● Cal Newport – DeepWork
● Quit social media | Dr. Cal Newport | TEDxTysons

Books:

● Attention Span by GloriaMark
● TheDistractedMind by AdamGazzaley & Larry Rosen
● TheMyth ofMultitasking by Dave Crenshaw
● DeepWork by Cal Newport
● Alone Together by Sherry Turkle
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Lesson #5: Cognitive load and decision fatigue

Key Content Points

● Cognitive load refers to the amount of mental effort required to process information and

perform a task and can be influenced by a variety of factors, such as the complexity of the

task, the amount of information being presented, and the learner’s prior knowledge and

workingmemory capacity, and in the case of high cognitive load can lead to cognitive

overload and impair learning and performance, while in the case of low cognitive load, may

not provide sufficient challenge to promote learning

● High cognitive load requires mental effort and attention and can contribute to (1) decision

fatigue which reduces self control andmay lead to impulsive behaviors, procrastination

and reduced quality of decision-making, and (2) cognitive overload, which can result in

diminished performance in complex tasks, leading to errors, reduced efficiency and

decreased learning outcomes

● Strategies for reducing cognitive load include:

○ Practicing self-care;

○ Taking breaks to replenish self-control resources; and

○ Practicingmindfulness meditation to improve cognitive function andwellbeing

● Decision fatigue refers to the deterioration in decision-making quality and self-control that

occurs after a period of decision-making and can be influenced by factors, including the

complexity of the decisions beingmade, the context in which decisions aremade and the

presence of other cognitive demands, and be exasperated by external factors such as

stress and distractions

● High levels of decision fatigue can lead to decreased ability tomake rational decisions,

increased susceptibility to biases and a higher likelihood of making impulsive or

emotionally-driven decisions as decision-making and self-control are interconnected

● Strategies for reducing decision fatigue include:

○ Self-care activities, such as adequate sleep, healthy eating and exercise;

○ External decision supports, such as calendars and reminders;

○ Managing cognitive load, such as by prioritizing tasks or breaking down tasks into

smaller components;

○ Taking breaks;

○ Planning ahead;

○ Using heuristics;

○ Delegating decisions to others;

○ Relaxation techniques; and

○ Practicingmindfulness

Additional Resources
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Podcasts:

● Why Self-Control is Important for Success
● Dan Ariely On The ScienceOfMotivation
● The Arena – Baba Shiv

Talks:

● John Sweller - ACE Conference/researchEDMelbourne
● Dan Ariely – Are we in control of our own decisions?
● Before You Know It: The Unconscious ReasonsWeDoWhatWeDo | John Bargh | Talks at

Google
● Baba Shiv: How toMake Better Decisions

Books:

● Predictably Irrational by Dan Ariely
● Before You Know It by John Bargh
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Lesson #6: Burnout

Key Content Points

● Burnout is an individual response to chronic work stress that develops over time and can

eventually become chronic, causing health alterations, and is typically composed of three

dimensions:

○ Exhaustion, or feeling emotionally drained, depleted and lacking energy;

○ Depersonalization, or developing negative, cynical or detached attitudes towards

work, colleagues or clients; and

○ Reduced personal accomplishment, or experiencing a decreased sense of

competence and productivity

● Negative job related outcomes of burnout include:

○ Decreased job satisfaction;

○ Higher turnover intentions;

○ Reducedwork performance; and

○ Increased absenteeism

● Negative physical health outcomes of burnout include:

○ Increased risk of cardiovascular disease;

○ Higher prevalence of musculoskeletal pain; and

○ Weakened immune system

● Negativemental health outcomes of burnout include:

○ Increased risk of developing health disorders such as depression and anxiety;

○ Increased levels of emotional distress; and

○ Impaired cognitive function

● Negative social and interpersonal outcomes of burnout include:

○ Strained relationships with colleagues, friends and family members;

○ Decreased empathy and compassion towards others;

○ Increased conflict and negative interactions

● General causes of burnout in the workplace include:

○ High job demands and excessive workload;

○ Limited autonomy and decision-making authority;

○ A negative work environment;

○ Awork-life imbalance;

○ Misalignment between personal values and values promoted in the work setting;

○ Conflicting roles and unclear expectations; and

○ Perceived inequity, injustice and unfair treatment

● General causes of burnout in college-aged students include:

○ Intensive coursework and the pressure for excel academically;

○ Unrealistic expectations and a fear of failure;

○ Limited social connections and feeling isolated;
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○ Financial pressures such as tuition fees;

○ Difficulties managing academic responsibilities with extracurricular activities and

other commitments;

○ Irregular sleep patterns and poor self-care habits; and

○ Challenges associated with transitioning to college life and adapting to a new

environment

● TheMaslach Burnout Inventory is a widely-used tool for assessing burnout and consists of

three subscales of multiple statements to which individuals respond to:

○ Emotional Exhaustion, which assesses feelings of being emotional overextended

and depleted;

○ Depersonalization, which captures one’s negative and detached response towards

others; and

○ Personal Accomplishment, which evaluates one’s perceived competence and

successful achievement in their work or studies

● Six early predictors of burnout in the workplace include:

○ Workload, when one’s job demands exceed their human limits;

○ Control, when does not have autonomy over their work and feels micromanaged;

○ Reward, when there is insufficient reward such as lack of recognition;

○ Community, when there in a lack of support from one’s supervisor;

○ Fairness, when there is a lack of reciprocity or imbalanced social exchange

processes; and

○ Values, when there is a conflict between personal and organizational values

● Questions one can ask to assess if they are on a trajectory toward burnout include:

○ Have you become cynical or critical at work?

○ Do you drag yourself to work and have trouble getting started?

○ Have you become irritable or impatient with co-workers, customers or clients?

○ Do you lack the energy to be consistently productive?

○ Do you find it hard to concentrate?

○ Do you lack satisfaction from your achievements?

○ Are you using food, drugs or alcohol to feel better or to simply not feel?

○ Have your sleep habits changed?

● Strategies for addressing burnout include:

○ Prioritizing self-care activities such as excessive and adequate sleep;

○ Establishing clear boundaries betweenwork and personal life;

○ Engaging inmindfulness or meditation practices;

○ Connecting with colleagues, friends and family members for emotional support;

○ Engaging in hobbies and leisure activities;

○ Taking regular breaks and utilizing vacation time to rest and recharge;

○ Reflecting on personal values and aligning life andwork goals accordingly; and

○ Advocating for a positive work environment

● Strategies for addressing burnout in college-aged students include:

○ Developing effective time-management skills;
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○ Cultivating a strong support network through friendships, peer groups and seeking

mentorship;

○ Promoting self-care strategies;

○ Emphasizing good sleep hygiene habits to restore energy;

○ Promoting a supportive campus culture;

○ Offering wellness initiatives, such asmental health workshops;

○ Promoting involvement in extracurricular activities and clubs; and

○ Providing guidance and support through academic advisors

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● BulletProof – Preventing Burnout & Recharging Your Batteries with Arianna Huffington

● Dr. Caroline Leaf Podcast – 5 steps to heal burnout from always being “on”

● The Catch Group – Leveraging Behavioral Science to Address Burnout with Dr. Jacqueline

Kerr

● Aligning our Values and our Drive to Prevent Burnout (feat. Dr. Jacqueline Kerr)

Talks:

● HowTo Stop Burnout Before It Starts | Jacqueline Kerr

● Eliminate Burnout Syndrome | Tulku Lobsang | Talks at Google

Books:

● Can't Even: HowMillennials Became the Burnout Generation by AnneHelen Petersen

● The Burnout Fix: OvercomeOverwhelm, Beat Busy, and Sustain Success in the NewWorld

ofWork by Dr. JacindaM. Jiménez

● DoNothing: How to Break Away fromOverworking, Overdoing, and Underliving by

Celeste Headlee
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Lesson #7: Habits and rituals

Key Content Points

● Habits are automatic, context-triggered behaviors that are performedwith little conscious
awareness or effort, and are formed through reinforcement learning, where the repeated
pairing of a behavior with a specific context or cue leads to the development of a habit
automatically triggered by that cue

● Habits can be helpful for wellbeing, resilience and performance for the following reasons:
○ They can promote consistency and stability in behavior, which can be important for

building routines and achieving long-term goals;
○ They can help conservemental energy and reduce decision fatigue, which can

enhance performance in complex tasks;
○ They can provide a sense of control and predictability, which can be beneficial for

coping with stress and adversity;
○ They can free up cognitive resources for other tasks, which can improve

productivity and creativity; and
○ They can serve as a foundation for developing other positive habits

● It is important to note that not all habits are beneficial and can have negative effects on
wellbeing, resilience and performance, such as smoking, overeating or excessive social
media use, and understanding the psychology of habits or the “habit loop” — cue, routine,
reward— can help one identify and change unhealthy or unproductive habits that may be
hindering their wellbeing or performance

● Rituals are a set of actions or behaviors that are performed in a specific order or sequence
and are often associated with cultural, religious or personal significance, andmay involve
specificmovements, words or objects and be performed alone or in groups

● While habits are automatic behaviors that are triggered by cues in the environment and
often performedwithout conscious awareness, rituals are intentional and purposeful
behaviors performedwith awareness and often have symbolic or emotional significance

● Benefits of rituals onwellbeing, resilience and performance include:
○ They provide a sense of structure, stability and control, which can be important for

resilience in the face of stress and uncertainty;
○ They can promote empathy and understanding, which can enhance communication

and reduce conflicts in relationships;
○ They can increase feelings of connection, belonging and social support;
○ They can help one transition between different contexts or roles, which can

enhance performance in specific domains;
○ They can provide a sense of accomplishment or satisfaction, which can increase

confidence and self-esteem;
○ They can help one regulate emotions and reduce stress, which can be beneficial for

mental health; and
○ They can enhancemotivation and goal attainment by creating a sense of meaning

and purpose
● General steps of crafting habits include:

○ Identifying a specific behavior or action youwant to turn into a habit;
○ Choosing a specific context or cue that will trigger the behavior, such as a specific

time of day, location or event;
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○ Repeating the behavior consistently in response to the chosen context or cue until
it becomes automatic; and

○ Using positive reinforcement, such as recognizing process, to reinforce the
behavior andmaintain motivation

● General steps for crafting rituals include:
○ Identifying the purpose or goal of the ritual, such as enhancing social connection;
○ Choosing specific actions or behaviors that align with the purpose of the ritual,

such as sharing stories;
○ Establishing a specific sequence or order for the actions, and repeating the

sequence consistently to create a sense of structure and familiarity; and
○ Using symbolism or personal meaning to enhance the emotional significance of the

ritual and reinforce its value and purpose

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● The Psychology Podcast –WendyWood
● Next Big Idea Club –WendyWood
● Jay Shetty Podcast – Charles Duhigg
● Tim Ferriss Podcast – James Clear

Talks:

● The Power of Habit: Charles Duhigg at TEDxTeachersCollege
● Forget big change, start with a tiny habit: BJ Fogg at TEDxFremont
● 1%Better Every Day - James Clear at ConvertKit Craft + Commerce 2017
● Why rituals matter

Books:

● GoodHabits, Bad Habits byWendyWood
● The Power of Habit by Charles Duhigg
● Tiny Habits by BJ Fogg
● Atomic Habits by James Clear
● The Power of Ritual by Casper ter Kuile
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Lesson #8: Time-boxing and pre-commitments

Key Content Points

● Time-boxing is a timemanagement technique used for its effectiveness in increasing
productivity, managing distractions, reducing procrastination and improving focus, and
involves scheduling specific blocks of time for focusedwork on a particular task or project
after setting clear goals and priorities

● The benefits of time-boxing include:
○ Increased productivity by creating a sense of urgency;
○ Reduced procrastination by breaking down large tasks into smaller chunks;
○ Improved focus by forcing one to concentrate on one task at a time;
○ Increasedmotivation by providing a clear deadline for completing a task;
○ Improved timemanagement bymaking onemore aware of how they spend their

time; and
○ Reduced stress and anxiety bymaking tasks less overwhelming

● Pre-commitment is a strategy in which one voluntarily takes action to limit their future
options or behaviors bymaking a decision in advance and creating a binding agreement to
align their current behavior with future goals

● Benefits of pre-commitment include:
○ Overcoming procrastination and promoting self-control, for example by setting a

specific time and place to exercise;
○ Reducing impulsive behaviors, for example by planningmeals in advance; and
○ Promoting positive habits and routines, such as setting a regular schedule for

meditation or journaling
● Pre-commitment can be facilitated through external tools and prompts, such as reminders,

notifications or commitment devices, and creating deadlines
● General steps for time-boxing include:

○ Identifying the tasks that require your time and attention;
○ Estimating the amount of time each task will take;
○ Scheduling specific blocks of time for each task, while priorisons important tasks

first;
○ Setting a time or using a time tracking app to stay on track during each time block;

and
○ Avoiding distractions by turning off notifications, closing unnecessary apps and

limiting access to social media
● General steps for pre-commitments include:

○ Identifying the behaviours or habits that youwant to change or improve;
○ Setting specific goals or intentions for those behaviours and habits;
○ Creating a binding commitment to follow through on those goals, such asmaking a

public statement;
○ Using external cues, such as reminders, to help you stay on track and follow

through on your commitment; and
○ Rewarding yourself for following through on your commitment, such as by taking a

break

Additional Resources
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Podcasts:

● How to schedule deepwork: Time blocking | Cal Newport and Lex Fridman
● Timeboxing: TheMost Powerful TimeManagement Technique You’re Probably Not Using
● TheMinimalists – Cal Newport

Talks:

● The Time-Block Academywith Cal Newport: ZoomWebinar Recording
● Dan Ariely – Are we in control of our own decisions?
● Self control: Dan Ariely at TEDxDuke
● TEDxWoodsHole - Dan Ariely - Temptations and Self-Control

Books:

● Digital Minimalism by Cal Newport
● AWorldWithout Email by Cal Newport
● DeepWork by Cal Newport
● Indistractable by Nir Eyal
● Hooked byNir Eyal
● The Pomodoro Technique by Francesco Cirillo
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Chapter 7: Consistent, optimal performance

Lesson #1: Attention networks

Key Content Points

● The threemajor brain networks are the executive attention network, salience network and
default mode network

● Executive attention network
○ This network is involved in goal-directed behavior and cognitive control and is

activated when one needs to focus their attention and ignore distractions in order
to complete a task or achieve a goal

○ Strategies for enhancing the efficiency of the executive attention network and
improving cognitive control include:

■ Cognitive training exercises, such as workingmemory training;
■ Mindfulness meditation;
■ Regular aerobic exercise; and
■ Dual N-Back training, which involves simultaneously remembering visual

and auditory stimuli to improvememory capacity
● Salience network

○ This network is involved in the detection and processing of salient or important
stimuli and is activated in response to both positive and negative stimuli, including
reward, pain and emotional cues

○ Dysfunction of this network has been linked to various disorders, including
depression, anxiety and addition

○ Strategies for improving the salience network function include:
■ Practices that cultivate positive emotions, such as gratitude journaling;
■ Mind-body interventions, such as yoga;
■ Exposure therapy, the gradual exposure to feared or anxiety-provoking

stimuli;
■ Mindfulness meditation; and
■ Social support

● Default mode network
○ This network is involved in self-referential thought, mind-wandering and

introspection and is activated during rest and periods of task-free introspection
and deactivated during attention-demanding tasks

○ Dysfunction of this network has been linked to various disorders, including
depression, anxiety and Alzheimer’s disease

○ Strategies for decreasing activity in the default mode network and improving
emotional regulation include:

■ Practices that cultivate present-moment awareness, such asmindfulness
meditation or breathwork;

■ Creative activities, such as drawing;
■ Exposure to nature; and
■ Exposure to novel or unfamiliar stimuli to enhance curiosity and learning

Additional Resources
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Podcasts

● Michael Posner on the anatomy of attentional networks
● The Science of Psychotherapy –What are the neural networks?
● Huberman Lab – ADHD&HowAnyone Can Improve Their Focus
● SamHarris & AndrewHuberman – TheDefaultModeNetwork

Talks

● Brain Networks –MIT
● fMRI Brain Networks in 10Minutes | Default-ModeNetwork andOthers Explained

Books

● Incognito by David Eagleman
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Lesson #2: Focus, deep engagement and flow

Key Content Points

● Attentional focus refers to the ability to selectively attend to relevant information while
ignoring distractions or irrelevant stimuli, and is a critical process for many aspects of
cognitive functioning such as decision-making and problem-solving

● Deep engagement refers to a state of intense focus and immersion in a task or activity and
requires one to eliminate distractions and cultivate an environment that supports
sustained focus and connect with a sense of purpose

○ Benefits of deep engagement include improved performance and productivity,
enhanced creativity, and a greater sense of satisfaction, fulfillment andwellbeing

○ Deepwork is a state of focused concentration that allows individuals to produce
high-quality, valuable output and requires deliberate practice and training to
develop the cognitive capacity for sustained concentration

○ Engaging in deepwork can lead to a sense of satisfaction and fulfillment in one’s
work, and improved productivity and performance

● Hyperfocus is a state of deep engagement that allows individuals to achieve high levels of
productivity and creativity and can be cultivated through deliberate practice and the
development of habits and routines that support deep engagement

○ Engaging in hyperfocus can lead to a sense of accomplishment and fulfillment, and
improved performance and productivity

● Flow state, or being “in the zone,” refers to a state of optimal experience in which one is
fully immersed and focused in a task or activity and is characterized by the following
features:

○ A sense of effortless and automatic performance due to intense focus and
concentration;

○ Clear goals and feedback;
○ Sense of control, where one feels capable and confident in their abilities;
○ Loss of self-consciousness;
○ Deep enjoyment and satisfaction;
○ Sense of timelessness; and
○ Sense of accomplishment and fulfillment

● Positive impacts onwellbeing, resilience and performance from the aforementioned states
include:

○ Enhanced intrinsic motivation and sense of autonomy;
○ Greater productivity, achievement and job satisfaction;
○ Increased creativity and problem-solving ability;
○ More positive emotions;
○ Improved learning andmemory retention; and
○ Greater sense of meaning

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Hyperfocus: How toManage Your Attention in aWorld of Distraction with Chris Bailey
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● How to Calm YourMind For Hyperfocus | Ft. Chris Bailey, Author of The Productivity
Project

● Moonshots Podcast –Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
● Colorado College –Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
● Lex Fridman Podcast – Cal Newport

Talks

● The Productivity Project | Chris Bailey | Talks at Google
● Flow, the secret to happiness
● Cal Newport – DeepWork

Books

● DeepWork by Cal Newport
● Hyperfocus by Chris Bailey
● Flow byMihaly Csikszentmihalyi
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Lesson #3: Dopamine drivers

Key Content Points

● Dopamine, often referred to as the “feel good,” chemical is a neurotransmitter that plays a
critical role in the regulation of a wide range of cognitive, emotional and behavioural
functions, including pleasure and reward, motivation, learning andmemory, attention and
addiction

● Dopamine drivers include:
○ Novelty – research finding that novel stimuli activate themesolimbic dopamine

system, associated with reward processing andmotivation
○ Surprise – research finding that that unexpected rewards elicit a stronger

dopamine response in the striatum compared to expected rewards
○ Challenge – research finding that the anticipation and pursuit of rewardsmay drive

dopamine release
○ Curiosity – research finding that curiosity is associated with increased dopamine

release in the striatum, suggesting the desire to explore and learnmay be a key
driver of dopamine release

○ Passion – research finding that romantic love is associated with increased activity
in the dopamine-rich ventral tegmental area

○ Patterns/puzzles – research finding that solving puzzles is associated with
increased dopamine release in the striatum

○ Creativity – researching finding that creativity is associated with increased
dopamine release in the prefrontal cortex, suggesting that the process of
generating novel ideasmay be a key driver of dopamine release

○ Purpose – research finding that having a sense of purpose in life is associated with
increased dopamine release in the striatum

○ Risk – research finding that the anticipation of monetary rewards and losses
activates themesolimbic dopamine system

○ Complexity – research finding that the processing of complex sensory stimuli (e.g.
music) is associated with increased dopamine release in the striatum

○ Food – research finding that the anticipation and consumption of palatable foods is
associated with increased dopamine release in the striatum

○ Sleep – research finding that sleep deprivation is associated with decreased
dopamine release in the striatum, suggesting that getting adequate sleepmay be
important for maintaining healthy dopamine function

○ Humour – research finding that humor is associated with increased dopamine
release in the striatum, suggesting that laughter and humormay be a key driver of
dopamine release

○ Altruistic Behavior – research finding that altruistic behavior is associated with
increased dopamine release in the striatum, suggesting that the social reward of
helping others may be a key driver of dopamine release

○ Learning – research finding that learning is associated with increased dopamine
release in the striatum, suggesting that the anticipation and pursuit of knowledge
may be a key driver of dopamine release

○ Nature – research finding that exposure to nature is associated with increased
dopamine release in the striatum, suggesting that the experience of natural
environments may be a key driver of dopamine release
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● The aforementioned dopamine drivers can be leveraged in the following ways:
○ Seeking out new experiences to help activate the brain's reward system and

increasemotivation;
○ Setting challenging goals just beyond your current abilities to help you stay focused

and engaged;
○ Following your curiosity and exploring new topics or ideas to help keep you

engaged andmotivated;
○ Pursuing your passions to activate the brain's reward system and increase

motivation;
○ Embracing complexity and challenging yourself to understand difficult concepts

can help you stay engaged and focused;
○ Mixing up your routine and trying new things to help keep youmotivated and

engaged;
○ Taking breaks and stepping away from tasks to help reset the reward system and

increasemotivation;
○ Incorporatingmindfulness practices, such asmeditation or deep breathing, into

your daily routine to help increase focus and promote a sense of calm;
○ Engaging in creative activities (e.g. writing, painting, or playingmusic) to help

promote focus and flow;
○ Enjoying healthy, deliciousmeals to help promote focus and overall well-being;
○ Laughing and enjoying humor to help promote focus and overall well-being; and
○ Spending time in natural environments (e.g. taking a walk in the park or hiking in

themountains) to help promote focus and overall well-being

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Rational Reminder Podcast – Dr. Anna Lembke
● Huberman Lab –Dr. Anna Lembke
● The Knowledge Project Podcast – Dr. Anna Lembke

Talks

● Dopamine Nation: Finding Balance in the Age of Indulgence with Anna Lembke
● Anna Lembke | Finding Balance in the Age of Indulgence | Talks at Google
● How to Find Balance in the Age of Indulgence - Dr. Anna Lembke

Books

● Dopamine Nation by Dr. Anna Lembke
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Lesson #4: Focus and norepinephrine

Key Content Points

● Dopamine and norepinephrine are two important neurotransmitters synthesized from the
same precursor molecule, tyrosine, and have complementary roles in regulating attention,
motivation and behavior

● Dopamine promotes focuses attention on a task and is closely linked to short-term reward,
while norepinephrine promotes arousal and vigilance and is linked to long-term
goal-directed behavior; the two interact in a dynamicmanner with dopamine regulating
the release of norepinephrine and norepinephrine enhancing the activity of dopamine
neurons

● Norepinephrine is primarily produced in the locus coeruleus, a group of neurons in the
brainstorm that modulates a variety of physiological and cognitive processes and is
regulated by several neurotransmitters, including dopamine and serotonin

● While there is currently no direct way to enhance the conversion of dopamine to
norepinephrine, there are several lifestyle factors that can support the production and
activity of both neurotransmitters, including:

○ Exercise, with research showing that exercise can enhance the expression of genes
related to dopamine and norepinephrinemetabolism in the brain;

○ Nutrition, including nutrients such as tyrosine which is a precursor (found in
protein-rich foods) and Vitamin Cwhich is a cofactor in enzyme dopamine
beta-hydroxylase

○ Mindfulness meditation, with research showing it to increase dopamine release in
the brain region involved in reward processing; and

○ Sleep, with research showing that sleep deprivation can lead to decreased
dopamine and norepinephrine activity, which can negatively impact mood,
cognition and stress resilience

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab – Controlling Your Dopamine ForMotivation, Focus & Satisfaction
● Huberman Lab –Optimize & Control Your Brain Chemistry to Improve Health &

Performance
● The Rational Reminder Podcast – Dr. Anna Lembke

Talks

● How toMaximize Dopamine &Motivation - AndrewHuberman
● Dopamine Nation: Finding Balance in the Age of Indulgence with Anna Lembke
● Anna Lembke | Finding Balance in the Age of Indulgence | Talks at Google

Books

● Dopamine Nation by Dr. Anna Lembke
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Lesson #5: Leaning into difficulty

Key Content Points

● Fear is a basic emotion that arises in response to an immediate threat or danger and is

often characterized by a sense of alarm and can result in a “fight or flight” response in the

body, including increased heart rate

● Stress is a general response to challenges that are perceived as taxing or overwhelming,

whether physical or psychological, and can involve feelings of tension, pressure and strain,

as well as physical changes such as increased heart rate

● While anxiety is similar to fear in that it is related to a sense of threat or danger, it involves

more anticipation or worry about future events that are perceived as threatening or

uncertain

● Stress and anxiety can contribute to the following positive impacts:

○ Motivation, research showing that moderate levels of stress can enhance

motivation and improve task performance and anxiety can help athletes perform at

their peak;

○ Attentional focus, research showing that moderate levels of stress can improve

attention andworkingmemory and anxiety can improve visual search performance

in athletes;

○ Creativity, research showing that moderate levels of stress can enhance divergent

thinking and problem-solving; and

○ Resilience, research showing that moderate levels of stress can help one copewith

future stressors and Ethel eyes able tomanage their anxiety effectively may be

better able to perform under pressure

● While there is a no “one size fits all” answer to the optimal level of stress or anxiety for

promoting wellbeing and resilience, experts agree that individuals need a certain amount

to staymotivated and engaged, whereas toomuchmay lead to burnout and exhaustion

● One’s beliefs andmindset about stress and anxietymatter, with research showing that

“challenge stress” or amoderate level of stress can be helpful for promoting growth and

resilience, as long as one views their experience as an opportunity for growth, whereas

viewing stress or anxiety as overwhelming and uncontrollable can be detrimental to one’s

health andwellbeing

● The inverted U hypothesis suggests that performance declines as arousal levels become

too low or high and that moderate levels of arousal can lead to better performance on

tasks that require attention, decision-making and physical skill; however, the optimal level

of arousal (I.e when an individual performs at their best) can differ among individuals and

be influenced by factors such as personality, anxiety, motivation and task complexity

● The Individual Zones of Optimal Functioning (IZOF) model is a sport psychology

framework used to help athletes use emotion regulation strategies to optimize their

emotional state and enhance their performance and involves the following stages:
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○ Assessment—where athletes work with a trained sport psychologist to identify

the emotional states and physiological sensations associated with their best and

worst performances

○ Evaluation—where athletes evaluate the intensity and direction of their emotional

states and compare them to their optimal zone

○ Intervention—where athletes develop strategies to regulate their emotions and

achieve their optimal zone

○ Monitoring—where athletes monitor their emotional state during training and

competition, and adjust their strategies as needed tomaintain their optimal zone

● Emotions can have a significant impact on one’s level of arousal and anxiety, which can in

turn impact performance, where positive emotions such as excitement can increase one’s

level of arousal and help them reach their optimal zone, whereas negative emotions such

as fear and anger can increase one’s level of anxiety and push them out of their optimal

zone; as such, coaches and trainers can help individuals identify their emotional triggers

and develop strategies to regulate their emotions such as positive self-talk and

visualization

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab – Alia Crum

● School of Greatness – KellyMcGonigal

● Impact Theory – Susan David

Talks

● Gladstone Rethinks Stress withMindset Expert Alia Crum

● Rethinking Stress: The Role ofMindsets in Determining the Stress Response

● How tomake stress your friend | KellyMcGonigal

● Believe It or Not, Stress Can BeGood For You | Big Think

● How does emotional agility help with stress? By Dr. Susan David

Books

● The Upside of Stress by KellyMcGonigal

● Emotional Agility by Susan David

● Grit by Angela Duckworth
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Lesson #6: Recover and refuel

Key Content Points

● Taking breaks is essential to maintaining hyperfocus and improving productivity in the long

term and can contribute to the following benefits:

○ Prevent burnout, by giving one’s brain time to rest and recharge;

○ Increase creativity, by allowing one’s kind to wander and generate new ideas and

come upwith new perspectives and insights onemay not have considered

otherwise;

○ Improvememory consolidation, by allowing one’s brain to process and consolidate

information which can help one better retain and recall it later; and

○ Enhance focus and concentration, by giving one’s brain time to rest and recover to

sustain focus for longer periods when one returns to a task at hand

● While shorter breaks (5-10minutes) can be effective for quickmental and physical

rejuvenation, longer breaks (30+minutes) may be necessary for more significant rest and

recovery

● One can enhance integration of the recovery phase of the flow cycle in the following ways:

○ Taking time to rest, such as getting enough sleep, taking a nap or taking a break

frommentally taxing activities;

○ Reflecting on one’s flow state experience to identify what workedwell andwhat

didn’t andmake plans to improve future performance;

○ Engaging in activities that promote relaxation such asmeditation or spending time

in nature;

○ Spending timewith friends and loved ones to promote feelings of wellbeing and

belonging; and

○ Practicing gratitude to cultivate amore positive and growth-orientedmindset

● The integration phase involves the release of the following neurochemicals:

○ Oxytocin (hormone involved in social bonding) which can help one feel more

connected to others and build stronger social networks;

○ Dopamine (involved in reward andmotivation) which can help one feel a sense of

accomplishment and satisfaction;

○ Serotonin (involved inmood regulation andwellbeing) which can help one feel

more relaxed and content; and

○ Endorphins (involved in pain relief and feelings of pleasure) which can help one feel

more relaxed and energized

● Cognitive recovery can contribute to the following positive outcomes:

○ Maintaining high levels of performance over time, by engaging in proper recovery

strategies such as sleep, nutrition, relaxation and taking breaks;

○ Reduced burnout symptoms, by practicing strategies such as relaxation and

mindfulness techniques; and
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○ Improved overall wellbeing including higher levels of life satisfaction and happiness

by taking breaks and engaging in leisure activities

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● ModernWisdomPodcast – Chris Bailey

● Burnout to Bliss: How to Calm YourMindwith Chris Bailey

● HowToGetMore Flow ByUnderstanding The Four Stage Cycle with Steven Kotler

Talks

● AMoreHuman Approach to Productivity | Chris Bailey | TEDxLiverpool

● Hack Your Flow: Understanding FlowCycles, with Steven Kotler | Big Think

Books

● Hyperfocus by Chris Bailey

● How to Calm YourMind by Chris Bailey

● The Productivity Project by Chris Bailey

● GNARCountry by Steven Kotler
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Lesson #7: The clutch state

Key Content Points

● A clutch state is a state of heightened performance under pressure where one is able to

perform at their best despite the presence of stress or anxiety, experience intense focus,

heightened arousal, and a sense of control and determination

● Clutch states are often associated with high-stakes situations where success or failure

depends on the outcome of performancewith one’s ability to enter clutch state dependent

on factors such as self-confidence, mental toughness and the ability tomanage stress and

anxiety

● The differences between flow and clutch state include the following:

○ Flow is a state of optimal experience characterized by a sense of control,

enjoyment and immersion in an activity, whereas a clutch state is one of heightened

performance under pressure;

○ Flow is typically associated with a loss of self-awareness, time distortion and a

sense of effortless action, while clutch is characterized by intense focus,

heightened arousal and a sense of control and determination;

○ Flow is often experienced during activities that are challenging yet not

overwhelming, while clutch is typically experienced during high-stakes situations;

○ Neurobiologically, flow involves a temporary suppression of self-awareness and a

release of inhibitions, whereas clutch involves the ability tomaintain a high level of

cognitive control and self-regulation despite the presence of stress

● By cultivating the ability to access both flow and clutch states as needed, one can develop

the ability to shift between states depending on the demands of the situation and learn

how to cultivate one state over the other when appropriate, and thus, maximize

performance, wellbeing and personal growth

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Oxygen Advantage – Flow Research Collective

● Young and Foolish Podcast – The concept of clutch

Talks

● Optimal Experiences: Flow and Clutch States in Runners
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Lesson #8: Time-boxing for flow and deliberate practice

Key Content Points

● Deliberate practice is a powerful method for improving performance in a specific domain

by providing a structured and systemic approach to skill development that allows one to

make steady progress over time by breaking down complex skills into smaller components

andworking on each one individually

● Deliberate practice consists of the following principles:

○ Identifying specific areas for improvement and setting specific and challenging

goals;

○ Focusing one’s attention and efforts on the specific task or skill being practices,

breaking it down into smaller components andworking on each one individually;

○ Receiving feedback on performance from a coach ormentor and using that

feedback to improve and adjust;

○ Repeating tasks or skills over timewith a focus onmaking small improvements each

time; and

○ Maintaining effort and discipline

● Deliberate practice can bemost effective when organized into practice blocks 30-60

minutes in length completed several times per day to allow one to ensure they are

dedicating sufficient time and effort to focused and purposeful practice while also allowing

for regular breaks to help prevent burnout

● Blocked practice is often used in early stages of learning to allow one to build a solid

foundation of knowledge and skills through repetition until the skill or task becomes

automatic

● Random practice involves switching between different tasks or skills during their practice

which can help improve overall learning and retention, and is typically used in later stages

of learning when one has already developed a solid foundation of skills and knowledge and

is looking to refine and enhance their performance

● Creating a “rhythm of deepwork” involves scheduling deepwork sessions in advance to

allow one tomake it a priority and ensure they have sufficient time and focus to engage in

deepwork and prevent low-priority take from creeping in

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Mind &Machine Podcast – Anders Ericsson

● Goodlife Podcast – Anders Ericsson

● Daily Stoic – Cal Newport on Time Blocking

Talks
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● Anders Ericsson on the science of expertise | Larry King Now

● Anders Ericsson - Deliberate practicemakes perfect

● The Ideal Length of Time for FocusedWork | Dr. AndrewHuberman

● Deepwork sessions first thing in themorning | AndrewHuberman and Lex Fridman

● How to schedule deepwork: Time blocking | Cal Newport and Lex Fridman

Books

● Peak by Anders Ericsson & Robert Pool

● DeepWork by Cal Newport
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Chapter 8:Motivation, goals and an antifragile trajectory

Lesson #1: Values, motivation and goals, your big why

Key Content Points

● Values are individual beliefs and principles that guide behavior towardsmeaningful

choices and purposeful action even in the face of difficult emotions and challenges, and are

commonly emphasized in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) as an important

component to promoting psychological wellbeing

● Motivation refers to the driving force that moves individuals towards a particular goal or

objective, and can be further broken down into intrinsic motivation (engagement for its

own sake) and extrinsic motivation (engagement for external rewards); thus, having an

understanding of the two types can inform the strategies used to createmore fulfilling and

effective environments that support wellbeing

● Closely linked to values andmotivation as they serve as ameans for expressing one’s

values and can act as a source of intrinsic motivation, goals refer to one’s sought-out

desired future outcomes, and can be further broken down into the following:

1. Mastery goals, focused on skill improvement;

2. Performance goals, focused on demonstrating competence or outperforming

others;

3. Approach goals, focused on achieving a positive outcome;

4. Avoidance goals, focused on avoiding a negative outcome; and

5. Social goals, focused on relationships and social comparison.

● The connection between values, goals andmotivation is commonly observed in the context

of sports, with athletes who set goals alignedwith their valuesmore likely to experience

autonomousmotivation and achieve positive outcomes, such as greater satisfaction,

enjoyment andwellbeing. Furthermore, by identifying and aligning one's goals with one's

values, individuals can enhance their sense of self-concordance and cultivate greater

psychological wellbeing

● One can identify their values through self-reflection and exploration of personal

experiences, or through the use of formal assessments such as the Values in Action

Inventory (VIA), which identifies one’s signature strengths and corresponding values, or

the Valued Living Questionnaire (VLQ), which helps one clarify their values and assess

their level of value-consistent behavior

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast – How to Be anOptimal Human by Kennon Sheldon
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● WhyDoWeDo That Podcast – Goals, Motivation, andWellbeing with Dr. Kennon Sheldon

● TheWellbeing Lab – Are You Setting Effective Goals?With Professor Edwin Locke

● The Psychology Podcast – Richard Ryan | Self-Determination Theory &HumanMotivation

● Bad At Keeping Secrets – Alfie Kohn on fostering intrinsic motivation

● InsideQuest with TomBilyeau – Generate IntrinsicMotivation with Edward Deci

● The Art of Charm Podcast – The Art of Defined Values andHappiness | Russ Harris

Talks

● Findingmeaning in difficult times (Interviewwith Dr. Viktor Frankl)

● "The implicit self in SDT" Dr. Kennon Sheldon keynote@ 2019 SDTConference

● The puzzle of motivation | Dan Pink

● Self Concordance: Grit LabMini Lecture

● PromotingMotivation, Health, and Excellence: Ed Deci at TEDxFlourCity

Books

● Values First by Laura Eigel, PhD

● The Art of Impossible by Steven Kotler

● Drive by Daniel Pink

● Rewire Your Brain by John Arden, PhD

● Your Best Year Ever byMichael Hyatt

● TheHappiness Trap by Russ Harris
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Lesson #2: Motivation 101

Key Content Points

● Human beings have three innate psychological needs: autonomy (the need to experience a

sense of choice), competence (the need to feel capable and effective), and relatedness (the

need to feel connected to and cared for by others) and self-determination theory proposes

that motivation exists on a continuum ranging from amotivation (or lack thereof) to

intrinsic motivation (engagement for its own sake) and that social and cultural factors can

influence the degree in which people’s needs for autonomy, competence and relatedness

are supported or thwarted

● Intrinsic motivation is themost self-determinedmotivation, driven by the satisfaction of

autonomy, competence and relatedness, and refers to the inherent desire to engage in an

activity because it is interesting, enjoying or satisfying in and of itself

● External motivation refers to engagement in an activity to attain an external reward or

outcome, such asmoney, grades or praise and can further be divided into:

● External regulation, or behaving to receive external awards or avoid punishment;

● Interjected regulation, or behaving to avoid guilt or shame;

● Identified regulation, or behaving because the activity is consistent with one’s

values; and

● Integrated regulation, or behaving because it is fully assimilated into one’s sense of

self

● Overall, research shows that it is the quality of themotivation that is more important than

the source, andwhen one feels that their basic psychological needs are being satisfied and

they are engaged in activities that are personally meaningful, they aremore likely to be

motivated

● Once one has identified their purpose or “why,” motivation is the process that initiates,

guides andmaintains the goal-oriented behavior; in other words, it is the inner drive to

behave or act in a certain manner

● Within the sports context, research shows that athletes who aremore intrinsically

motivated aremore likely to set challenging goals and engage in deliberate practice, thus

leading to higher levels of skill development and performance, however, supportive

extrinsic motivation such as positive feedback from coaches can also enhance their sense

of competence, as long as the extrinsic rewards are not perceived as controlling or

undermining autonomy (such as excessive focus onwinning), whichmay decrease intrinsic

motivation and performance

● The impact of intrinsic motivation onwellbeing and resilience includes:

● Higher levels of self-esteem, self-efficacy and positive affect;

● Greater sense of autonomy and personal control, which can lead to positive

emotions;

● Greater adaptive coping strategies, such as problem-solving;

● Greater sense of flow, which can promote feelings of enjoyment; and
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● Enhanced growthmindset, which can help individuals view challenges as

opportunities for growth and learning

● While extrinsic motivation can promote wellbeing and resilience by providing external

resources and support, such as financial rewards, whichmay help one copewith stress and

adversity, it may also decrease resilience by creating a reliance on external outcomes or

when it is based on controlled regulation to avoid punishment, which can ultimately

undermine one’s sense of autonomy and lead to a decrease in intrinsic motivation

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The Psychology Podcast — Richard Ryan

● Huberman Lab—How to IncreaseMotivation andDrive

● TheDiary of a CEOPodcast —Daniel Pink

Talks

● Edward Deci — Self Determination Theory

● Richard Ryan Talk

● Edward Deci TED Talk

● The Puzzle ofMotivation | Daniel Pink

Books

● WhyWeDoWhatWeDo by Edward Deci

● Drive by Daniel Pink
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Lesson #3: Hope pathways

Key Content Points

● Hope theory is an important framework for conceptualizing successful goals pursuits and
according to it, individuals with higher hope set goals that are bothmore ambitious and
attainable, energetically pursue them and develop a greater number of workable routes or
pathways for achieving them

● People tend to think in terms of goals when they consider their hopes and as such, goals
guide intentional behavior and serve three functions in hope theory:

● They serve as context for specific pathways;
● They serve as outcomemeasures; and
● They provide feedback about goal pursuit abilities

● There is ample evidence supporting the notion that hope is associated with the number of
pathways generated in response to standardized goals and successful goal attainment, as
high hope individuals, despite their tendency to set lofty goals, also engage in behaviors
that make goal success more likely

● As such, hope theory suggests that hope should be associated with the generation of
better pathways, including pathways that aremore specific to one’s goal, able to be
enacted by the individual and likely to lead to successful goal attainment

● Hope has been shown to have a positive impact onwellbeing and life satisfaction, act as an
important factor in promoting resilience and has been linked to greater performance
across a variety of life domains, and can be learned and developed through intentional
interventions such as positive thinking, mindfulness meditation, goal setting and social
support

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● The Psychology Podcast – Shane Lopez
● Live HappyNow – Shane Lopez

Talks:

● Shane Lopez | Hope | Gallup
● The Importance of Hopewith Shane Lopez
● Hope Theory: Rainbows in theMind | Evidence of Greatness Episode 11

Books:

● Making HopeHappen by Shane Lopez
● The Psychology of Hope by CR Snyder
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Lesson #4: Goals 101

Key Content Points

● Goal setting is a cognitive process that involves identifying specific, measurable and time

bound objectives to achieve a desired outcome

● Goal setting theory suggests that goals can increasemotivation and performance by

directing attention, mobilizing effort and increasing persistence, and can be enhanced

through feedback, monitoring progress and adjusting goals as necessary

● The neural circuits involved in goals assess both the value of the goal andwhether it’s

worth pursuing, andwhich actions to take towards that goal.While visualization alonemay

be a helpful strategy to get one started on the pursuit of goals, it is not a goodway to

maintain pursuit, and instead, thinking about failure or what will happen if you don’t

achieve a goal may actually be the best way tomotivate towards goal pursuit as the brain

and body is much better at moving away from fearful things than towards the things one

wants

● Effective goal setting involves aligning personal goals with broader life aspirations and

values and being flexible and adaptable in pursuit of those aims

● Research suggests that the following goals aremost effective in promoting goal

attainment:

○ Process goals —which focus on the behaviours and actions required to achieve a

goal, such as practicing a skill;

○ Mastery goals —which focus on developing competence and improving one’s own

performance;

○ Short-term goals —which focus on achieving a result in the near future; and

○ Specific goals —which are clearly defined and provide a clear target to aim for

● Goals can enhance wellbeing by providing a sense of purpose and direction, promote

resilience by providing a framework for coping with adversity, and improve performance

by providing a target for effort and a source of motivation

● Other benefits of goals for facilitating better outcomes include:

○ Improved decisionmaking and problem solving by providing a clear direction for

action;

○ Enhanced creativity and innovation by providing a framework for exploring new

ideas;

○ And enhanced cooperation as shared goals and collective action towards a shared

vision can foster social cohesion

● It is important to also remainmindful of potential downsides of goal setting, such as too

specific goals that can lead to a narrow focus and tunnel vision, goals that overemphasize

achievement and external validation, unrealistic goals that may lead to feelings of failure

and self-criticism if not achieved, too rigid goals that may blind individuals to new

opportunities, and goals that may have unintended consequences or raise ethical concerns
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Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab— The Science of Setting and Achieving Goals

● Huberman Lab— Tools for Setting and Achieving Goals

● Knowledge Project Podcast — Emily Balcetis

Talks

● Emily Balcetis | TED Talk

● Emily Balcetis —How Successful People See theWorld

Books

● Clearer, Closer, Better by Emily Balcetis
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Lesson #5: Creating a trajectory toward antifragility

Key Content Points

● Flow state is most likely to occur when the level of challengematches one’s level of skill. If

the challenge is too easy, the individual may become bored or disengaged, while if the

challenge is too difficult, theymay become anxious or frustrated

● Finding the right balance between challenge and skill requires ongoing assessment and

adjustment and one should continually evaluate their level of skill and seek out

appropriate challenges that push them beyond their comfort zone

● Benefits of adopting a growthmindset to enhance one’s challenge-skills ratio include:

greater likelihood to persist in the face of difficulty, greater likelihood to seek out feedback

and use it constructively, and greater likelihood to be adaptable and flexible in one’s

approach to goal-setting

● Within the sports context, studies show that athletes who experiences a sense of

challenge-skills balance during competition weremore likely to report higher levels of flow

and enjoyment and achieve their performance goals, thus, coaches and trainers may

promote challenge-skills balance by providing appropriate feedback and support, setting

challenging but achievable goals, and creating an environment that fosters learning and

growth

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● The FlowCompass: Tap Into FlowUsing The Challenge-Skills Ratio

● The Psychology Podcast – The Latest Science of GrowthMindset with Carol Dweck

● Moonshots Podcast –Mindset: The NewPsychology of Success | Carol Dweck

Talks

● The power of believing that you can improve | Carol Dweck

● Developing a GrowthMindset with Carol Dweck

● The GrowthMindset | Carol Dweck | Talks at Google

● What is the challenge-skill balance

● FlowChallenge-Skill Ratio - How to find your sweet spot

Books

● Mindset by Carol Dweck
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Lesson #6: Neuromodulators 201

Key Content Points

● Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that plays a key role in motivation and reward processing;

when one pursues a goal, dopamine is released in the brain which canmotivate one to

continue working towards that goal and reinforce the behavior that led to an

accomplishment

● To promote optimal goal pursuit and accomplishment, it is recommended to focus on small

and achievable goals that build momentum towards larger goals, while also paying

attention to emotional and physical wellbeing andmaintain a balance between dopamine

and serotonin

● Expectations can have a powerful effect on dopamine release in the brain which can

motivate one to pursue rewards, however, exaggerated expectations for reward can also

generate toomuch dopamine too early in the process and lead to negative consequences

such as addiction. This is because dopamine signals “wanting” rather than “liking” of

rewards, thus promoting amore balanced and realistic view of expectations is an

important factor in maintaining wellbeing and avoiding addiction

● Recommendations for maintaining pursuit of goals include:

○ Blunting reward responses for intermediate goals as onemoves towards a goal;

○ Celebrating somewins, but not all wins to keep the dopamine system in check and

avoid a big crash; and

○ Implementing an intermittent reinforcement schedule, such as rewarding oneself

every other time

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Kent Berridge | Neuropsychology of Addiction and Emotion

● Kent Berridge: Neuroscience of Pleasure, Reward, Liking,Wanting, Motivation, Addiction

& Emotion

● Controlling Your Dopamine ForMotivation, Focus & Satisfaction | Huberman Lab Podcast

● Leverage Dopamine toOvercome Procrastination &Optimize Effort | Huberman Lab

Podcast

Talks

● Kent Berridge - Delight, Desire, and Dread: Generators in the Brain

Books

● Dopamine Nation by Anna Lembke
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Lesson #7: Multitasking

Key Content Points

● The brain cannot multitask complex tasks like talking, reading and deep thinking. It can
multitask habitual tasks that don’t require conscious thought, like walking + breathing +
chewing gum. It’s important to focus onmonotasking complex tasks and strategically
leveragingmultitasking where possible.

● Friction refers to obstacles or challenges that make it difficult for one to start or complete
a task, such as inability to find one’s running shoes to exercise, whereas resistance refers to
themental and emotional barriers that prevent one from starting or completing a task,
such as feelings of anxiety, fear and boredom

● By reducing friction, such as by simplifying one’s environment or automating routine tasks,
and overcoming resistance by changing one’s internal dialogue and cultivating positive
self-talk, one can create an environment that supports their goals andmakes it easier to
stay focused and productive

● Other considerations for effective goal setting include the following:
○ Recognizing one’s emotions that often lead to distraction to consciously align one’s

actions with long-term goals;
○ Mono-tasking rather thanmultitasking, which involves focusing on one task at a

time;
○ Reflecting on one’s values and long-term to gain clarity onwhat truly matters to

you;
○ Practicing self-compassion and being kind to oneself if you slip up;
○ Seeking support from friends or mentors to help one stay on track; and
○ Being flexible and able to recognize when a goal needs to bemodified

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● The Psychology Podcast – Nir Eyal
● Science of People – Nir Eyal

Talks:

● How to Become Indistractable with Nir Eyal
● Indistractable with Nir Eyal
● Surfing the Urge: How toManage Distractions with the 10-Minute Rule | Nir Eyal,

Indistractable

Books:

● Indistractable by Nir Eyal
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Lesson #8: SMART goals

Key Content Points

● SMART goals or specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound goals, provide a

powerful framework for clear and concrete goal setting that can increase one’s likelihood

of success across various domains of life and promote self-efficacy

● SMART goals are a popular framework used in various fields to enhance goal-setting and

improve performance and have been extensively researched in their impact onwellbeing,

resilience and performance

● Setting and pursuingmeaningful SMART goals in line with one’s personal values and

interests has been associated with higher levels of subjective well-being and life

satisfaction as individuals experience a sense of purpose and accomplishment, leading to

increasedwellbeing

● SMART goals also play a role in enhancing resilience as they create a sense of direction and

focus, helping one navigate challenging situationsmore effectively, and by achieving small

milestones along the way, one can build confidence and self-efficacy and thus boost

resilience

● SMART goals are widely recognized for their impact on performance improvement as they

enable individuals to track progress, identify areas for improvement, adjust strategies

accordingly, and provide clarity and focus to enhancemotivation, persistence and task

engagement

● While SMART goals act as a powerful tool for enhancingmotivation and performance,

effective goal-setting involves tailoring goals to the individual and context, and is most

effective when combinedwith other strategies such as self-monitoring, feedback and

social support

● One can execute on SMART goals by employing the following strategies:

○ Action planning, by breaking down the SMART goal into smaller, actionable steps;

○ Feedback andmonitoring, by regularly tracking progress and receiving feedback to

receive valuable information for adjusting strategies and staying on track;

○ Accountability, by sharing goals with others or enlisting an accountability partner

to enhance commitment andmotivation;

○ Adaptability, by being open to readjusting goals in unexpected circumstances; and

○ Self-reflection, by regularly reflecting on progress, identifying strengths and areas

for improvement, and learning from setbacks

● While SMART goals provide a specific direction for effort and allow for monitoring of

progress, it is important to bemindful of negative SMART goals whichmay:

○ Over-emphasize quantitative outcomes;

○ Limit creativity and adaptability through lack of flexibility;

○ Have toomuch of a narrow focus, thus overlooking one’s process or context; and

○ Fail to consider the emotional andmotivational aspects of goal setting
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Additional Resources

Podcasts

● WhyDoWeDo That Podcast – Goals, Motivation, andWellbeing with Dr. Kennon Sheldon

● TheWellbeing Lab – Are You Setting Effective Goals?With Professor Edwin Locke

Talks

● AComplete Guide to Goal Setting

Books

● The Art of Impossible by Steven Kotler
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Lesson #9:WOOP goals

Key Content Points

● WOOP goals which stand forWish, Outcome, Obstacle and Plan, are a specificmethod

designed to help individuals consider potential obstacles or barriers that may hinder goal

attainment and develop realistic strategies to overcome challenges and increase the

likelihood of goal achievement

● TheWOOPmethod incorporates the concept of mental contrasting which involves

contrasting a desired outcomewith potential obstacles to help individuals generate

positive affect andmotivation by envisioning a desired future outcomewhich can activate

their brain’s reward system and increase dopamine release

● Affective neuroscience research shows that emotions play a crucial role in goal-directed

behavior andWOOP goals can help individuals manage their emotional responses to

obstacles by enabling them to regulate their emotions andmaintain focus on their goals

over time

● Research also suggests that by employingWOOP goals and engaging in focusedmental

simulations and action planning, one can potentially facilitate neuroplasticity and enhance

their brain’s capacity for consistent goal-directed behavior

● TheWOOPmethod can be applied across various domains such as education, behavior

change and personal goal attainment and has been shown to enhancemotivation, goal

commitment and goal-directed behavior, leading to improved performance andwellbeing

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Gabriele Oettingen InterviewwithMichael Covel on Trend Following Radio

● Optimize Interview: The Science ofMaking Your Dreams Come Truewith Gabriele

Oettingen

Talks

● Rethinking Positive Thinking (Gabriele Oettingen, NewYork University)

● WOOP -Wish, Outcome, Obstacle, Plan | An interviewwith Gabriele Oettingen

● Interview: Larry King with Gabriele Oettingen

Books

● Rethinking Positive Thinking by Gabriele Oetinngen
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Chapter 9: Life editing and living on purpose

Lesson #1: Back to discipline

Key Content Points

● Willpower is a form of energy and finite resource that can be depleted by overuse,
impaired by sleep deprivation, stress and anxiety, and undermined by feelings of guilt and
shame

● Willpower can be replenished through the following ways:
○ Positive emotions such as awe and compassion which can help onemake better

decisions;
○ Rest, nutrition, exercise, andmindfulness meditation;
○ Social support and connection;
○ Goal-setting to help one stay focused andmotivated;
○ Habits to conserve willpower; and
○ Cultivating a growthmindset that views setbacks and failures as opportunities to

learn and grow
● Self-regulation is a lifelong journey that can lead to greater wellbeing, resilience and

success across all areas of life and can be developed in the following ways:
○ Grit, or perseverance and passion for long-term goals;
○ Self-compassion andmindfulness;
○ Adopting a growthmindset;
○ Cognitive behavioral therapy; and
○ Physical exercise

● Ego-depletion, the idea that willpower is a limited resource that can be depleted over time,
has been called into question by recent research after many studies onwillpower and
self-control fell under the replication crisis andwere not replicable to real-world situations

● Instead, it may be one’s beliefs about willpower that influence their ability to resist
temptation and an alternative theory of self-control based on emotion regulation has been
proposed byNir Eyal which suggests that one can use strategies such as cognitive
reappraisal, acceptance andmindfulness tomanage emotions and avoid getting distracted

● Techniques for developing self-regulation in the sports context include:
○ Goal-setting, by helping athletes focus their attention, regulate their effort and

energy, andmaintain motivation and commitment over time;
○ Self-talk, by helping athletes regulate their emotions, boost their confidence and

self-efficiency, and enhance their performance under pressure;
○ Imagery, by creating vivid mental representations of desired outcomes to enhance

focus and reduce anxiety;
○ Relaxation techniques, to manage stress, reducemuscle tension, and improve

ability to focus;
○ Mindfulness meditation, to improve attention, emotional regulation and overall

well-being;
○ Biofeedback training, to help athletes monitor and regulate physiological

responses to stress and anxiety;
○ Attentional focus, such as narrowing one’s focus on a specific target to regulate

attention and improve performance under pressure; and
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○ Sleep hygiene, to help regulate emotions, reduce stress and improve cognitive and
physical performance

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● KellyMcGonigal: TheWillpower Instinct
● The Psychology Podcast – Roy Baumeister, PhD
● TheWellbeing Lab – Roy Baumeister
● Take the Lead Radio – Nir Eyal

Talks:

● TheWillpower Instinct | KellyMcGonigal | Talks at Google
● The Science ofWillpower: KellyMcGonigal at TEDxBayArea
● Willpower: Rediscovering the Greatest Human Strength
● IsWillpower a Finite Resource? The Truth About EgoDepletion Theory

Books:

● Indistractable by Nir Eyal
● TheWillpower Instinct by KellyMcGonigal
● Willpower by Roy Baumeister & John Tierney
● Mindset by Carol Dweck
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https://www.amazon.ca/Willpower-Instinct-Self-Control-Works-Matters/dp/1583335080/ref=asc_df_1583335080/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=293008485980&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=9505431357246554078&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-406163951033&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Willpower-Rediscovering-Greatest-Human-Strength/dp/0143122231/ref=asc_df_0143122231/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=309205562379&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=7286232548396830308&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-435226960257&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Mindset-Psychology-Carol-S-Dweck/dp/0345472322


Lesson #2: Back to intention and pre-commitments

Lesson #8: Time-boxing and pre-commitments

Key Content Points

● Time-boxing is a timemanagement technique used for its effectiveness in increasing
productivity, managing distractions, reducing procrastination and improving focus, and
involves scheduling specific blocks of time for focusedwork on a particular task or project
after setting clear goals and priorities

● The benefits of time-boxing include:
○ Increased productivity by creating a sense of urgency;
○ Reduced procrastination by breaking down large tasks into smaller chunks;
○ Improved focus by forcing one to concentrate on one task at a time;
○ Increasedmotivation by providing a clear deadline for completing a task;
○ Improved timemanagement bymaking onemore aware of how they spend their

time; and
○ Reduced stress and anxiety bymaking tasks less overwhelming

● Pre-commitment is a strategy in which one voluntarily takes action to limit their future
options or behaviors bymaking a decision in advance and creating a binding agreement to
align their current behavior with future goals

● Benefits of pre-commitment include:
○ Overcoming procrastination and promoting self-control, for example by setting a

specific time and place to exercise;
○ Reducing impulsive behaviors, for example by planningmeals in advance; and
○ Promoting positive habits and routines, such as setting a regular schedule for

meditation or journaling
● Pre-commitment can be facilitated through external tools and prompts, such as reminders,

notifications or commitment devices, and creating deadlines
● General steps for time-boxing include:

○ Identifying the tasks that require your time and attention;
○ Estimating the amount of time each task will take;
○ Scheduling specific blocks of time for each task, while priorisons important tasks

first;
○ Setting a time or using a time tracking app to stay on track during each time block;

and
○ Avoiding distractions by turning off notifications, closing unnecessary apps and

limiting access to social media
● General steps for pre-commitments include:

○ Identifying the behaviours or habits that youwant to change or improve;
○ Setting specific goals or intentions for those behaviours and habits;
○ Creating a binding commitment to follow through on those goals, such asmaking a

public statement;
○ Using external cues, such as reminders, to help you stay on track and follow

through on your commitment; and
○ Rewarding yourself for following through on your commitment, such as by taking a

break
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Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● How to schedule deepwork: Time blocking | Cal Newport and Lex Fridman
● Timeboxing: TheMost Powerful TimeManagement Technique You’re Probably Not Using
● TheMinimalists – Cal Newport

Talks:

● The Time-Block Academywith Cal Newport: ZoomWebinar Recording
● Dan Ariely – Are we in control of our own decisions?
● Self control: Dan Ariely at TEDxDuke
● TEDxWoodsHole - Dan Ariely - Temptations and Self-Control

Books:

● Digital Minimalism by Cal Newport
● AWorldWithout Email by Cal Newport
● DeepWork by Cal Newport
● Indistractable by Nir Eyal
● Hooked byNir Eyal
● The Pomodoro Technique by Francesco Cirillo
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykNcnrNvpTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0r5_l8Xe60s
https://youtu.be/oxr85CKSZNQ
https://youtu.be/ncbNk2MX8yk
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_ariely_are_we_in_control_of_our_own_decisions/transcript
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPQhj6ktYSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xX-iXR_0uEU
https://www.amazon.ca/Digital-Minimalism-Choosing-Focused-Noisy/dp/0525536515/ref=asc_df_0525536515/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292950432170&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=7267914012066684782&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-562513904368&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/World-Without-Email-Reimagining-Communication/dp/0525536558/ref=asc_df_0525536558/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=442302281496&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=107288821028031317&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-921352016049&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Deep-Work-Focused-Success-Distracted/dp/1455586692/ref=asc_df_1455586692/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292950383186&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=10795290161392073516&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-421604508630&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Indistractable-Control-Your-Attention-Choose/dp/194883653X/ref=asc_df_194883653X/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=341658240934&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=14002317366652772842&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-818034449025&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Hooked-How-Build-Habit-Forming-Products/dp/0670069329/ref=asc_df_0670069329/?tag=googlemobshop-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=292950383186&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=17830606618882123298&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=m&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000797&hvtargid=pla-387566987687&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Pomodoro-Technique-Acclaimed-Time-Management-Transformed/dp/1524760706


Lesson #3: Self-awareness

Key Content Points

● Meditation involves following a specific technique or practice such as focusing on the

breath to achieve a state of relaxation, mental clarity and emotional balance

● Benefits of meditation include helping one achieve a state of deep relaxation and reduced

stress, reduced symptoms of depression and anxiety, enhanced sense of inner peace and

wellbeing,enhanced emotional regulation, and improved cognitive function and

performance

● From a neuroscience perspective, research has shown that meditation can increase the

thickness of certain regions of the brain’s cortex involved in attention, emotion regulation

and decision-making, and has been found to reduce activity in the amygdala, a region of the

brain involved in fear and stress response

● One can practicemeditation by finding a quiet and comfortable place to sit or lie down

where they won’t be disturbed, choosing a specific object of meditation, such as the breath

or amantra, and focusing one’s attention on it, gently redirecting attention back to it

whenever themindwanders, and practicing regularly to develop one’s practice and reap its

benefits

● Common types of meditation include:

● Mindfulness meditation, which involves cultivating a non-judgemental awareness

of one’s thoughts and experiences in the present moment;

● Loving-Kindness meditation, which involves cultivating feelings of love,

compassion, and kindness towards oneself and others; and

● Transcendental meditation, which involves the use of amantra to achieve a state of

deep relaxation and transcendence

● The default mode network is involved in self-referential thought, mind-wandering and

introspection and is activated during rest and periods of task-free introspection and

deactivated during attention-demanding tasks

● Strategies for decreasing activity in the default mode network and improving emotional

regulation include:

● Practices that cultivate present-moment awareness, such asmindfulness

meditation or breathwork;

● Creative activities, such as drawing;

● Exposure to nature; and

● Exposure to novel or unfamiliar stimuli to enhance curiosity and learning

● Interoceptive awareness refers to the degree to which one is aware and able to attend to

their internal bodily sensations and has been associated with a range of mental and

physical outcomes, including emotional regulation, stress management, and pain

perception; while poor interoceptive awareness has been linked to a range of mental

health disorders, including anxiety, depression and eating disorders
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● Interventions that have been shown to improve interoceptive awareness include

mindfulness practices such as body scans andmindful movement, body awareness training,

biofeedback training, and yoga

Additional Resources

Podcasts

● Huberman Lab –HowMeditationWorks

● Huberman Lab – SamHarris

● SamHarris & AndrewHuberman – TheDefaultModeNetwork

● TheDissenter – Sarah Garfinkel: Interoception, Emotion, AndMental Health

● Good Life Project – The Body Keeps the Score

Talks

● Ellen Langer: Mindfulness over matter

● AnnieMurphy Paul | The ExtendedMind: The Power of ThinkingOutside the Brain | Talks

at Google

● The science inside our hearts andminds | Dr Sarah Garfinkel | TEDxBrighton

Books

● Mindfulness by Ellen Langer

● TheMindful Body by Ellen Langer

● Waking Up by SamHarris

● The Body Keeps the Score by Bessel van der Kolk

● The ExtendedMind by AnnieMurphy Paul
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https://hubermanlab.com/how-meditation-works-and-science-based-effective-meditations/
https://hubermanlab.com/dr-sam-harris-using-meditation-to-focus-view-consciousness-and-expand-your-mind/
https://youtu.be/z2kfnnbJWmE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZigEDvbsGb8
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/bessel-van-der-kolk-md-the-body-keeps-the-score/id647826736?i=1000552075636
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XQUJR4uIGM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nf2a3XAZugU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nf2a3XAZugU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hI_gG49sV2s
https://www.amazon.com/Mindfulness-25th-anniversary-Merloyd-Lawrence/dp/0738217999/?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_w=2gU6K&content-id=amzn1.sym.a6902a35-db15-41bc-b73e-8acb54939e9e&pf_rd_p=a6902a35-db15-41bc-b73e-8acb54939e9e&pf_rd_r=139-0651391-5840405&pd_rd_wg=k1z2d&pd_rd_r=c1007c7f-5d6a-4cba-941e-2008cb7d804d&ref_=aufs_ap_sc_dsk
https://www.amazon.com/Mindful-Body-Thinking-Chronic-Health/dp/0593497945/?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_w=2gU6K&content-id=amzn1.sym.a6902a35-db15-41bc-b73e-8acb54939e9e&pf_rd_p=a6902a35-db15-41bc-b73e-8acb54939e9e&pf_rd_r=139-0651391-5840405&pd_rd_wg=k1z2d&pd_rd_r=c1007c7f-5d6a-4cba-941e-2008cb7d804d&ref_=aufs_ap_sc_dsk
https://www.amazon.com/Waking-Up-Spirituality-Without-Religion/dp/1451636024
https://www.amazon.ca/Body-Keeps-Score-Healing-Trauma-ebook/dp/B00G3L1C2K/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=24N8LIDVOBCQI&keywords=the+body+keeps+the+score&qid=1680206082&sprefix=the+body+keep%2Caps%2C140&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.ca/Thinking-Outside-Brain-Annie-Murphy-ebook/dp/B07FKB3V5S/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?crid=383CXYOOKBCWU&keywords=the+extended+mind&qid=1680206103&sprefix=the+extended+%2Caps%2C152&sr=8-1


Lesson #4: Procrastination

Key Content Points

● Procrastination can be seen as a form of emotion-focused coping where one delays tasks

to avoid or manage the negative emotions associated with the task, such as fear, anxiety or

frustration whichmay act as barriers to task initiation or completion

● Procrastinators often struggle with emotional self-regulation, such as low self-efficacy, and

may delay a task to temporarily reduce their exposure to negative emotional experiences,

or can be influenced by perfectionistic tendencies and a fear of failure

● Seven triggers identified by Dr. Tim Pychyl whichmake a task seemmore averse include:

boring, frustration, difficult, ambiguous, unstructured, not intrinsically rewarding and

lacking in personal meaning

● Since procrastination often involves negative emotions, despite recognizing the

importance of a task, onemay experience emotional aversion or discomfort, leading to a

disconnect between their cognitive understanding and emotional response

● Emotional intelligence involves being aware of one’s emotions, recognizing how they

influence thoughts and behaviors and developing the ability to regulate andmanage

emotions effectively. By increasing self-awareness, one can identify the emotions that

arise when facedwith unpleasant tasks, understand how theymay contribute to

procrastination, and develop strategies to regulate those negative emotions, such as: deep

breathing exercises, positive self-talk, reframing negative thoughts, mindfulness and stress

reduction techniques

● Other strategies to overcome procrastination include:

○ Meditating for 5-10minutes to help get over the hump of procrastination;

○ Engaging in an activity that is harder or more effortful than the state you are

currently in;

○ Emphasizing with one’s future self, to develop a stronger motivation to take action

and prioritize long-term goals over short-termmood regulation; and

○ Finding ways to connect with the intrinsic value or purpose of a task to enhance

one’s self-motivation and create a sense of reward for completing tasks, thereby

reducing the unpleasantness associated with them

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● DeepDive Podcast —Dr. Tim Pychyl on Procrastination

● Disinformed Podcast —Dr. Joseph Ferrari on Solving Procrastination

● Huberman Lab— Leverage dopamine to overcome procrastination

Talks:
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https://podcasts.apple.com/ie/podcast/worlds-leading-expert-on-how-to-solve-procrastination/id1587142091?i=1000577280635
https://podcasts.apple.com/nz/podcast/assorted-goods-classic-9-solving-procrastination-with/id1457906411?i=1000504294333
https://hubermanlab.com/leverage-dopamine-to-overcome-procrastination-and-optimize-effort/


● Helping students who procrastinate (Dr. Tim Pychyl)

● An end to procrastination with Dr. Tim Pychyl

Books:

● Solving the Procrastination Puzzle by Dr. Timothy Pychyl

● Still Procrastinating by Dr. Joseph Ferrari
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mhFQA998WiA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czc1ar1rZvk
https://www.amazon.com/Solving-Procrastination-Puzzle-Concise-Strategies/dp/0399168125
https://www.amazon.com/Still-Procrastinating-Regrets-Guide-Getting/dp/0470611588


Lesson #5: Gamification

Key Content Points

● Gamified living refers to the concept of using game principles to enhance personal

wellbeing and resilience by providing a framework for setting goals, overcoming challenges

and experiencing a sense of achievement

● Ways to embrace gamified living include:

○ Adopting a gameful mindset to approach life’s challenges with a positive and

proactive attitude and treat them as opportunities for growth;

○ Identifying personal quests to provide a sense of direction and purpose and fuel

motivation;

○ Building a network of allies and seeking social support to provide encouragement,

accountability and assistance;

○ Integrating power-ups or boosts, which are small actions used to enhance

wellbeing, such as exercise or spending time in nature;

○ Battling “bad guys” by identifying challenges or obstacles in one’s life and

developing strategies to overcome them;

○ Leveraging personal strengths and skills to navigate challengesmore effectively;

and

○ Tracking progress and celebrating victories to fuel motivation andwellbeing

● In the context of gamification, incorporating elements such as points, levels, achievements

and rewards can activate the brain’s dopamine system as they create a sense of

anticipation, progress and accomplishment, thus triggering the release of dopamine and

increasing focus andmotivation

● It is important to balance extrinsic rewards with intrinsic motivation for meaningful and

sustainable engagement, as an over-reliance on extrinsic rewardsmay result in shallow

engagement and short-termmotivation

● Positive outcomes of gamification onwellbeing, resilience and performance include:

○ Enhanced positive emotions and emotional engagement;

○ Greater resilience by allowing one to overcome challenges and learn from failure;

○ Cultivating flow state by offering a unique combination of challenge, control and

meaningful choices;

○ Enhanced cognitive abilities such as attention andmemory; and

○ Enhancedmotivation and persistence by empowering individuals to achieve goals

and experience a sense of competence and accomplishment

Additional Resources

Podcasts:

● The JordanHarbinger Show— JaneMcGonigal on Gamification
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIN-mQx_cls


● The Knowledge Project — JaneMcGonigal: The Psychology of Gaming

Talks:

● Gaming canmake a better world | JaneMcGonigal

● The science of how gamesmake us stronger | JaneMcGonigal

● SuperBetter | JaneMcGonigal Q&A | Talks at Google

Books:

● SuperBetter by JaneMcGonigal
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https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/the-knowledge-project-with-shane-parrish/id990149481?i=1000505774159
https://ted.com/talks/jane_mcgonigal_gaming_can_make_a_better_world?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8ZJuCeAYyo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zf8ZEYKVDHs
https://www.amazon.com/SuperBetter-Living-Gamefully-Jane-McGonigal/dp/0143109774


Lesson #6: Daily and weekly structure

There are no additional resources for this lesson.
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Lesson #7: Morning and evening routines

Key Content Points

● Chronotypes refer to individual variations in circadian rhythms, affecting one’s sleep-wake

patterns and preferences for certain routines and habits and can be grouped into the

following types:

○ Larks – ormorning types – who tend to have a preference for earlier sleep and

wake times andmay benefit from scheduling demanding tasks during their peak

alertness in themorning;

○ Owls – or evening types – who have a preference for later sleep andwake times

andmay perform better during later parts of the day or evening;

○ Intermediate types – whose peak alertness timesmay be during certain times of

day

● Chronotypes influence various aspects of daily functioning, including cognitive

performance, mood, and physical activity patterns, and thus, adapting routines and habits

can help one capitalize on their peak energy and alertness periods, leading to increased

productivity and satisfaction, and ultimately, result in improvedwell-being, better sleep,

enhanced cognitive functioning, and optimized performance

● Many individuals experience their peak alertness and cognitive performance in the

morning, and research shows that the latemorning hours, typically between 10 a.m. and 12

p.m. may be the optimal time for cognitively demanding work

● In the afternoon, there is a natural dip in alertness and cognitive performance, often

referred to as the "post-lunch dip" or "afternoon slump,” and thus, during the early to

mid-afternoon hours, it may be beneficial to schedule less demanding tasks, administrative

work, or take short breaks to accommodate the dip in alertness

● Late afternoon and early evening can be a suitable time for recovery, relaxation, and

engaging in activities that promote sleep quality andwell-being, however, for “owls,” this

may bewhen one experiences their peak alertness and cognitive performance

● Some strategies for optimizing one’s morning and evening routine, include:

○ In the first part of one’s day (0-9 hours after waking), exposing oneself to natural

light or using bright lights for maximum alertness;

○ For detailed analytic work (ideally, 0-9 hours after waking), working in a lower

ceiling environment or putting on a hoodie or hat to restrict one’s visual field;

○ For creative work (9-16 hours after waking), starting to dim overhead lights and

working in high ceiling room or outdoors; and

○ Every 45minutes of focusedwork, taking a walk or relaxing one’s eyes and dilating

your gaze for 5minutes to avoid fatigue

Additional Resources

Podcasts:
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● Huberman Lab –Dr. Samer Hattar: Timing Light, Food, & Exercise for Better Sleep, Energy

&Mood

● Huberman Lab – Sleep Toolkit: Tools for Optimizing Sleep & Sleep-Wake Timing

● AndrewHuberman Reveals His EntireMorning Routine

● TheDoctor’s Podcast – Hack Your Sleep for Optimal Performancewith Dr. Michael Breus

Talks:

● TheOptimalMorning Routine - AndrewHuberman

● Learn the perfect hormonal time to sleep, eat and have sex |Michael Breus |

TEDxManhattanBeach

● How to Sleep Better by Knowing Your Chronotype

● The Power ofWhen |Michael Breus | Talks at Google

Books:

● The Power ofWhen byDr.Michael Breus

● Energize by Dr.Michael Breus & Stacey Griffith
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https://hubermanlab.com/dr-samer-hattar-timing-light-food-exercise-for-better-sleep-energy-mood/
https://hubermanlab.com/dr-samer-hattar-timing-light-food-exercise-for-better-sleep-energy-mood/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2aWYjSA1Jc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-ezOLT2Kv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2C1D2JfiYiE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gR_f-iwUGY4
https://www.ted.com/talks/michael_breus_learn_the_perfect_hormonal_time_to_sleep_eat_and_have_sex/transcript
https://www.ted.com/talks/michael_breus_learn_the_perfect_hormonal_time_to_sleep_eat_and_have_sex/transcript
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDfNLw1W6FA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcK2b01nk3A
https://www.amazon.ca/Power-When-Discover-Chronotype-Lunch/dp/0316391263
https://www.amazon.ca/Energize-Dragging-Ass-Kicking-Days/dp/0316707007/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=


Lesson #8: Goals for continued growth toward well-being, resilience and performance

There are no additional resources for this lesson.
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